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Introduction to the Course

PERSPECTIVE

In alcohol and drug abuse treatment programs, decisions must be made rou-
tinely on social, legal, and medical questions that are of profound personal

° importance to patients. Throughout the treatment process, the patients pro-
vide the program with confidential information that is potentially embarrassing
or harmful if discretion is not exercised in determining when this information
may be disclosed both within the program and outside of it.

On May 9, 1975, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) and
the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention published (Federal Regis-
ter 40 C.F.R. 20522) a notice of proposed joint rule creating a new Part 2 of
Title 42a of the code of the Federal regulations governing the confidentiality of
alcohol and drug abuse patient records. After comments, the new law became
effective August I, 1975.

These regulations were designed to provide a balance between the need for
privacy and anonymity on the part of the parties and the need fOr pertinent
information about these patients by other parties. The protection provided
by the regulations increases the effectiveness of medical and social institu-
tions and makes treatment more attractive to potential patients by allowing
them to remain anonymous and by protecting their treatment records from
public scrutiny.

OVERVIEW

Purpose

The purpose of this course is to'provide the participant with a general over-
view of the !ederal laws and regulations pertaining to confidentiality of alco-
hol and drug abuse patient records. The relation of these Federal laws to
existing State laws and regulations will be discussed but is not a major focus
of the course.

Persons For Whom This Course Is Intended

The course can be given to anyone involved in the fields of substance abuse
treatment or prevention. This broad population can be further categorized
as:

Those persons responsible for the establishment, maintenance, moni-
toring, or enforcement of confidentiality policies and procedures
(e.g.; Social Security Administration, administrative, legal, and
supervisory personnel); and

Those persons who experience the practical, everyday application of
the confidentiality laws and regulations (e.g., counselors, medical
records technicians, criminal justice and prevention personnel,
health and hospital workers).
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To promote a more balanced dialogue and a fuller exposure of the issues, any
given training population should contain representatives from each of the
above two categories.

Learning Objectives

At the end of this course, trainees will be able to:

Demonstrate an understanding of Federal Law Title 42 Code of Fed-
eral Regulations Part 2 by adhering to appropriate Federal laws and
regulations and interpreting them correctly with minimal expert
assistance.

Describe areas of the law where there is flexibility in interpretating
and applying them.

Articulate accurate information about relevant State laws that per
to confidentiality of alcohol and .drug abuse patient records.

Make informed decisions about releasing and limiting the release of
confidential client information and support thost decisions by refer-
ence to appropriate Federal and State laws.

Identify and describe several examples of recordkeeping systems
that protect the confidentiality of client information.

Identify (orally or in writing) the important ethical considerations
involved in protecting a client's right to privacy.

Course Limitations

The trainers and participants should be aware of the following limitations:

The course will not provide conclusive opinions and court decisions
on every question and concern.

It will not resolve all of the conflicts that may arise between the
State and Federal laws and regulations.

Individual staff members and programs should not take the course
as a substitute,,for seeking expert legal counsel for interpretation of
the laws and regulations.

A program should not use the course as the main source of informa-
tion in developing program guidelines. (A program should follow
up with the State training support person and legal counsel to
review guidelines.)

This course is not a substitute for on-going staff development ses-
sions on the issues surrounding confidentiality.

It is not intended that this course be offered to patients. Each
program must develop its own educational mechanism for informing
patients of their responsibilities and rights in this matter.
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Academic Credit

This course has been approved by the American Council on Education for aca-
demic credit. Students have received up to two academic credit hours from
various colleges and universities for participation in this course. Medical
records associations in Rhode Island and Oklahoma have awarded 4 continuing
education units to medical record technicians who took this 2-day confidential-
ity course.
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'Session
Pretest

Confidentiality Regulations Review Test

Following is a brief test of major points in the Federal confidentiality regula-
tions covered b'y this course. The test is for self - assessment and is not
comprehensive. After completing the test, check your answers. If you have
missed any, you, may wish to review the appropriate rules.

For the first 17 questions, circle the letter on your answer *sheet to indicate
whether each statement is true or false.

TRUE OR FALSE:

I. In the usual situation, if -a minor applies for services to a treatment
program in a State that requires guardian' consent, the minor's written
consent must be obtained before the fact of his application can be corn-

?municated to his or her guardian.

T F

2. Patients in a drug abuse program can be required to carry program
identification cards on and off program premises if the sole purpolse is to
assure positive identification of patients or correct recording of medica-
tion.

F '1
r-

3. In general, consent forAdiscldsure(expires only after a formal request for
revocation has been filed.

T F

"o-

4. Federal confidentiality regulationi specifically apply to programs that are
funded in whole or in part by grants or contracts from the Federal gov-
ernment.

T F

5. Disclosure of the identities of patients in narcotic maintenance and
detoxification programs may be made to the . Food and Drug Administra-
tion upon request by qualified personnel oll the Food- anditarug Adminis-
tration for the nurposes of audit verification.

3

F
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6. Disclosures to medical personnel are authorized without patient consent if
a genuine medical emergency exists and the information is needed for
'diagnosis and treatment.

T F

7. No supervisor or other person having authority over an undercover
agent may knowingly permit such an agent to be or remain employed by
or enrolled in any such program.

T F

8. AR individual who is responsible for maintaining patient records is-com-
pelled to disclose patient information if served with a subpoena.

T F

9 One reason for which a program should release information to a central
registry would be to discover if a patient is currently enrolled in more
than one program for treatment.

T F

10. Patient records can be used for long-term evaluation studies. c,

a T F

II. Third-party payers cat maintain records on the identity of individuals in
treatment programs.

T F

12. Consent ,forms containing false information are valid as long as the eight
items required by law are included and, reasonable care has been exer-
cised by the program to assure the information contained therein is
accurate. .

T F

13. Confidentiality regulations do not apply to the exchange of information
.or records' pertaining to a person relating to a period when such a per -'
son is or was subject to the Uniform Code of Justice when the exchange
of information occurs exclusively within the Armed Forces or within those
components of the Veterans Administration furnishing health care to vet-
erans or between such components of the Armed Forces.

T F

14. Authorized agents of the Drug Enforcement Administration have access
to the clinical records of any patient in a narcotic maintenance or detox-.
ification prograni that is registered under Rule 303(g) of the Controlled

J
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Substance Act only if authorized by a court order in accordance with
Spbpart E.

I
T F

15. When State laws and regulations regarding the confidentiality of alcohol
and drug abuse patient records conflict with any particular section of
the Federal regulations, the Federal regulations should be followed.

T F

16. A former employee may release information about a client that is not con-
tained in the client's records.

T

17. Attorney Jones asked Program "X" for information regarding his client
who is enrolled in the program. The program required that a consent
form be signed by both the attorney and client. Is the program correct
in following this procedure?

T F

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

The next '10 questions are multiple choice. Blacken the letter of your answer
sheet to indicate the single best answer to each question.

18. Disclosure of information concerning a client should tie accompanied by a
notice which clearly states that it is illegal for the recipient to further
disclose the information to anothe party. An exception to the prohibi-
tion against redisclosure exists when:

=

a) the original client consent form includes a general authorization for
the release of information.

b) the recipient is an employment agency which received the client's
consent that explicitly authorized redisclosure of the information to
potential employers for the purpose of securing employment for the
client.

c) the recipient is an evaluation specialist who reports summary 5iata
that cannot be traced to an individual. ./

d) none of the above
...

19. Disclosures to a central registry should include information with respect
to any patient:

a) when he or she is applying for treatment

b) when treatment is terminated

5 1
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c) when the type or dosage of drugs is changed

d) a , of the above

20. A court may authorize disclosure of patient records for the investigation
or prosecution of a patient if he is believed to have been involved in:

a) rape

b) burglary

c) drunken driving

d) none of the above

21. When a program is acquired by another program and the patients have
not consented to the transfer of their records, the records should be:

a) Sealed in envelopes, marked and labeled with name of the program,
and stored for the required period, if their retention is required
by State law; otherwise, they should be cleared for patient identity
information or destroyed

b) released to the patients

c) stored indefinitely

d) transferred, since Federal regu!ations do not require patient con-
sent for the transfer of records

22. An evaluation agency, having legally received patient data for analysis,
may release information on s cific individuals:,

a) under a court order re iring disclosure

b) with written permission f ,rn the patient to redisclose

c) either of the above

d) none of the above

23. Even though written consent has been given by a patient to disclose
information, the program director may legally refuge to disclose the
information if:

4.-

a) the employer has previously denied promotions to individuals while
in treatment

b) the information to be released appears to have little bearing on the
job involved

c) both of the above

6
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d) none of the above--the director cannot refuse a client's request to
release information

24. Which of the following items is not required on a written consent form?
14

a) date on which consent is signed

b) extent or nature of information to be disclosed

c) purpose or need for disclosure

d) signature of staff member making disclosure

25. In a nonemergency' situation, information about a patient may be given to
his or her family:

a) if, in the judgment of the person responsible for treatment, disclo-
sure will be helpful to the patient

b) if legal counsel for the family applies in writing for information
about specific events claimed to reflect inappropriate treatment

c) only when formal written consent- has been given by the patient
W

d) whenever the patient and family members are together

26. Because all situations requiring disclosure without vonunt cannot be
anticipated, provision is made for exceptions benefitirt ) patient.
Such disclosures may be made only at the discretion of:

a) a regularly constituted committee of at least five members of the
treatment center staff

b) the director or his designated representative?. responsible. for the
patient records

c) the patient's doctor and the patient's attorney

d) none of the above

27. You were convictedlast year and fined $500 for imOoperly releasing the
name of a patient in your alcohol treatment program. You have just
been found guilty of failing to maintain proper, security of patients' rec-
ords in your drug abuse treatment program:

a) the judge can fine you up to $500

b) the judge can fine you up to $5,000

c) the judge may imptse imprisonment under the felony clause of the
regulations

d) none of the' above

7



Pretest Answer Sheet

TRUE/FALSE

I. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

S. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

MULTIPLE CHOICE

I8. A BCD
19. A B C D

20. A B C

2I. A BCD
22. A B C D

23. A B CD

10. T F

II. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F

24, A B C

25. A B C

26. A BCD
27. A BCD

9
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Federal Regulations Key to Pretest

QUESTION NUMBER FEDERAL REGULATIONS

1 2.15
2 2.20
3 2.31
4 2.12
5 2.55
6 2.51
7 2.19
8 2.61
9 2.34
10 2.53
II 2.37
12 2.31
13 2.1 and 2.I2(b)
14 2.55
15 2.23
16 2.22
17 2.35
18 2.32
19 2.34
20 2.65
21 2.21
22 2.53 and 2.56
23 2.38
24 2.31
25 2.36
26 2.40(a)
27 2.14

NOTE:

It is necessary for the trainer to state the section of the Feder;e1 regulations
in responding to any questions that are raised by the trainees. This will
enable the trainees to know the section of the regulations and to review it
subsequently.

11
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Session 2
Subpart A

Introductory Statement
Rules 21-27
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Session 2
Subpart AIntroductory StatementRules 2.1-2.7

§2.1 Statutory Authority--Drug Abuse
§2.2 Statutory Authority--Alcohol Abuse
§2.4 General Purposes
§2.6 Administration and Enforcement in General
§2.7 Reports of Violations

Learning Objectives

This session deals with the general provisions of the Federal regulations. At
the end of this session, the participants should have an understanding of the
statutory authority for the Federal laws on confidentiality, specifically:

An overview of the statutory authority for the Federal laws on drug
abuse (Rule 2.1).

An overview of the statutory authority for the Federal laws on alco-
hol abuse (Rule 2.2).

Comprehension of the general purpose and policy objectives of the
Federal laws and rules (Rule 2.4).

Understanding of the administration and enforcement of the Federal
laws and regulations (Rule 2.6).

Insight into the current processes for handling violations of the
Federal and State laws and regulations.

§ 2.1: STATUTORY AUTHORITY--DRUG ABUSE

RULE

(a) Statutory provisions effective May 14, 1974. Insofar as the
provisions of this part pertain to any program or activity.
relating to drug abuse education, training, treatment, rehabili-
tation, or research, such provisions are authorized under section
408 of Pub. L. 92-255, the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment-Act of
1972 (21 U.S.C. 1175) as amended by section 303 of Pub. L. 93-282
(88 Stat. 137). That section reads as fbllows:

§408. Confidentiality of patient records.

(a) Records of the identity, diagnosis, prognosis,or treatment
of any patient which are maintained in connection with the per-
formonce of any drug abuse prevention function conducted, regu-
lated, or direatly or indirectly assisted by any department or
agency of the United States shall, except as provided in subsec-
tion (c), be confidential and be disclosed only for the purposes

15



and under the circumstances expressly authorized under subsection
(b) of this section.

(b)(1) The content of any record referred to in subsection (a)
may be disclosed in accordance with the prior written consent of
the patient with respect to whom such record is maintained, but
only to such extent, u er such circumstances, and for such pur-
poses as may be allowe under regulations prescribed pursuant to
subsection (g).

(2) Whether or not the patient, with respect to whom any given
record referred to in subsection (a) of this section is main-
tained, gives his written consent, the content of such record may
be disclosed as follows:

(A) To medical personnel to the extent necessary to meet a bona
fide medical emergency.

(B) To qualified personnel for the purpose of conducting scien-
tific research, management audits, financial audits, or program
evaluation, but such personnel may not identify, directly or
indirectly, any individual patient in any report of such
research, audit, or evaluation, or otherwise disclose patient
identities in any manner.

(C) If authorized by an appropriate order of a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction granted after application showing good cause
therefor. In assessing good cause the court shall weigh the
public interest and 'the need for disclosure against injury to
the patient, to the physician-patient relationship, and to the
treatment services. Upon the granting of such order, the court,
in determining the extent to which any disclosure of all or any
part of any record is necessary, shall impose appropriate safes
guards against unauthorized disclosure.

(c) Except as authorized by a court order granted under subsec-
tion (b)(2)(C) of this section, no record referred to in subsec-
tion (a) may be used to initiate or substantiate any criminal
charges against a patient or to conduct any investigation of a
patient.

(d) The prohibitions of this section continue to apply to rec-
ords concerning any individual who has been a patient, -irrespec-
tive of whether or when he ceases to be a patient.

(e) The prohibitions of this section do not apply to any inter-
change of records- -

(1) within the Armed Forces or within those components of the
Veterans' Administration furnishing health care to veterans, or

12; between such components and the Armed Forces.

16 20



(f) Any person who violates any provision of this section or any
regulation issued pursuant to this section shall be fined not
more then $500 in the case of a first offense, and not more than
$5, 000 in the' case of each subsequent offense....

(g) As amended, this section now stipulates that the Secretary
of Health, Educption, and Welfare shall prescribe regulations to
carry out the purposes of this section....

* * *

(Note: The next subsection of this Rule, subsection (h), was
superceded by Public Law 94-581, Title I, f111(c)(4), October 21,
1976. See 21 USCA 1175.)

DISCUSSION

The Federal regulations protect the ivacy of the client and confidentiality of
the records of patients receiving drug abuse treatment, referral, education,
training, and research. The regulations cover any Information or record
whether or not such record is recorded. Thus, Rules 2.1 and 2.2 prohibit
the disclosure and release of patient information without the prior written
consent of the patient to whom the record pertains. Exceptions to this pro-
hibition are detailed in this rule.

Points to Remember

The Federal regulations must be followed by any individual or pro-
gram involved in drug abuse treatment, referral, education, train-
ing, and research, and, in general, any drug abuse prevention
function.

Prior written consent of the client must be secured before any
information pertaining to a client or patient can be released.

a Exceptions to the prohibition ,against releasing information without
the prior written consent of the patient that are referred to in Rule
2.1 are:

to medical personnel to respond to a bona fide medical emer-
gency.

to qualified personnel for the purpose of conducting scientific
research, management audits, financial audits, or program
evaluation. _However, such personnel would be prohibited from
disclosing any information or reports that identify directly or
indirectly patient identities in any form or manner. This
requirement must be complied with even if the individual has
official status or is a State agency.

if disclosure is authorized by an appropriate court order of a
court of competent jurisdiction. The specific requirements for

17



securing and granting of court orders must be in accordance
with Rules 2.61, 2.62, 2.63, and 2.64.

Note that 21 U.S.C. 1175(h) and 42 U.S.C. 4582(h) dealing with the relation-
ship to the Veterans Administration and confidentiality of alcohol and drug
abuse patient records, have been superseded by 38 U.S.C. 4-131, et seq. 38

U.S.C. 4132 and 4134, read together, provide that the Veterans Administra-
tion is required to prescribe regulations protecting the confidentiality of its
alcohol and drug abuse patient records and that the regulations prescribed
are, to the extent practicable, to be consistent with 42 C.F.R. Part 2, the
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Regulations. Thus, the
effect of 42 C.F.R. Section 2.12(b) Armed Forces and Veterans Administration
must be considered in light of (and may be modified by) the requirements of
38 U.S.C. 4131, et seq., and what6er regulations may ultimately be promul-
gated under the provisions.

S2.2: STATUTORY AUTHORITY -- ALCOHOL ABUSE

RULE

Insofar as the provisions of this part pertain to any program or
activity relating to alcoholism or alcohol abuse education,
training, treatment, rehabilitation, or reserach, such provisions
are authorized under section 333 of Pub. L. 91-616, the Compre-
hensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment and
Rehabilitation Act of 2970 (42 U. S. C. 4582), as amended by sec-
tion 122(a) of Pub. L. 93-282, the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1974 (88 Stat. 131). As so amended, that section
reads as follows:

CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS

SEC. 333. (a) Records of the identity, diagnosis, prognosis, or
treatment of any patient which are maintained in connection with
the performance of anyprogram or activity relating to alcoholism
or alcohol abuse education, training, treatment, rehabilitation,
or research, which is conducted, regulated, or directly or indi-
rectly assisted by any department or agency of the United States
shall, except as provided in subsection (e), be confidential and
be disclosed only for the purposes and under the circumstances
expressly authorized under subsection (b) of this section.

(b)(1) The content of any record referred to in subsection (a)

may be disclosed in accordance with the prior written consent of
the patient with respect to whom such record is maintained, but
only to such extent, under such circumstances, and for such pur-
poses as may be allowed under regulations prescribed pursuant to
subsection (O..

2r)
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(2) Whether or not the patient, with respect to whom any given
record referred to in subsection (a) of this section is main-
tained, gives his written consent, the content of such record may
be disclosed as follows:

(A) To medical personnel to the extent necessary to meet a bona
fide medical emergency.

(B) To qualified personnel for the purpose of conducting scien-
tific'research, management audits, financial audits, or program
evaluation, but such personnel may not identify, directly or
indirectly, any individual patient in any report of such
research, audit, or evaluation, or otherwise disclose patient
identities in any manner.

(C) If authorized by an appropriate order of a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction granted after application showing good cause
therefor. In assessing good cause the court shall weigh the
public interest and the need for disclosure against the injury to
the patient, to the physician-patient relationship, and to the
treatment services. Upon the grant iag of such order, the court,
in determining the extent to which any disclosure of all or any
part of any record is necessary, shall impose appropriate safe-
guards against unauthorized disclosure.

(c) Except as authorized by a court order,granted under subsec-
tion (b)(2)(C) of this section, no record referred to in subsec-
tion (a) may be used to initiate or substantiate any criminal
charges against a patient or to conduct any investigation of a
patient.

(d) The prohibitions of this section continue to apply to rec-
ords concerning any individual who has been a patient, irrespec-
tive of whether or when he ceases to be a patient.

(e) The prohibitions of this section do not apply to any inter-
change of records--

(1) within the Armed Forces or within those components of the
Veterans' Administration furnishing /Health care to veterans, or

(2) between such components and the Armed Forces.

(f) Any person who violates any provision of this section or any
regulation issued -pursuant to this section shall be fined not
more than $500 in the,case of a first offense, and not more than
$5,000 in the case of each subsequent offense.

(g) Except as provided in subsection (h) of this section, the
Secretary shall prescribe regulations to carry out the purposes
of this section. These regulations may contain such definitions,

1111

and may provide for such safeguards and procedures, including
procedures ani criteria for the issuance and scope of orders
under subsection (b)(2)(C), as in the judgment of the Secretary
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are ne,:essary or proper to effectuate the purposes of this sec-
tion, to prevent circumventiop or evasion thereof, or to facili-
tate compliance therewith.... ;

* -1\
(Note: The next subsection of this Rule, subsection (h), was superceded by
Public Law 94-581, Title 1, Section 111(c)(4), October 21, 1976. See 42
UCSA 4582.)

DISCUSSION

Exceptions to this prohibition detailed in the rule permit disclosure whether,
or not the patient signs a written consent:

to medical personnel to the extent necessary to respond to a bona
fide medical emergency wl Ire the patient's health and safety is in
question.

to qualified personnel for the sole purpose of conducting scientific
research, management, financial and program audits, or program
evaluation. It is importint that the personnel having access to
such patient-identifying information not identify directly or indi-
rectly patients in any report resulting from such research, audit,
monitoring, or evaluation.

if authorized by an appropriate order of a court of competent juris-
diction, an order shall be granted after an application showing good
cause and no possible injury to the patient or the physician-patient
relationship as a result of the disclosure.

Points to Remember

The prohibitions of this rule-and the Federal confidentiality laws
will continue to apply to records of an alcohol and drug abuse
patient even if that patient has terminated ,,is or her relationship
with the treatment program.

The Federal regulations must be followed by any individual or pro-
gram involved in drug abuse treatment, referral, education, train-
ing, and research,' and, in general, any drug abuse prevention
function.

Prior written consent of the Client must. be secured before any -A
information pertaining to a client or patient can be released.

Exceptions to the prohibition against releasing information without
the prior written consent of the patient are referred to in Rule 2.1.

The effect of 38 U.S.C. 4131, et seq. 38 U.S.C. 4132 and 4134,
read together, is to require the Veterans Administration to establish
rules and regulations that will be similar to and consistent with 42
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C.F.R.. Part 2 pertailiing to the patient records ,Icohol and drug
abuse patients.

Note that the confidentiality requirements of Rules 2.1 and 2.2 of
these regulations are identical for alcohol and drug abuse treat-. ment, referral, rehabilitation, training, education, prevention func-
tions, and research. Thus, any subsequent rules and regulations
pertain to both alcohol 41 nd drug abuse functions.

s2.4: GENERAL PURPOSES

RULE

(a) Policy objectives. The purpose of the regulations -set forth
in this part is to implement the authorizing legislation in a
manner that, to the extent practicable, takes into account two
streams of legal thought and social policy. One hasto'do with
enhancing the quality and attractiveness of treatment systems.
The other is'concerned with the interests of patients as citi-
zens, most particularly in regard to protecting their rights- of
privacy. Within each stream there are cross-currents, and it
should come as no surprise that areas of turbulence are to be
found at their confluence.

(b) Limited purpose. The regulations contained in this part are
not intended to direct the manner in which substantive functions,
such as research, treatment, and evaluation, should be carried
out, ather to define the minimum requirements for the pro-
tection o cafidentiality of patient records which must be sat-
isfiqd i connection with the conduct of those functions in order
to car out the purposes of the authorizing legislation. This
does n t mean that observance ofonly the minimum legal- require-
ments s always the wisest course, but in framing those regula-
tions, allowance has necessarily been made for a diversity of
emphasis and approach in the many different jurisdictions and by
the great variety of public and private agencies-which must find
-a way tO function within the limits here prescribed.

* * *

DISCUSSION

The Federal regulations on confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient
records should enhance the quality and attractiveness of the various treat-
ment programs and activities. The regulations are supportive of efforts to
safeguard the interests and privacy of each client or patient by providing an
orderly framework for protection of the rights of alcohol and drug abuse cli-
ents and patients.
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Points to Remember

The Federal regulations do not specify- how drug abuse treatment
should occur; ra er, they provide minimum standards and require-
ments for protect n of the confidentiality of alaohol and drug abuse
patient records.

. Prograrnsand indi duals in the alcohol, and drug abuse field can
.deyelop ther own standards' ,providing those fulfill the minimum

Federal requirement of 42 C.F:R. Part 2..

Observance of these Federal regulations is an ethical as well as a
legal responsibility of each staff member and program involved in an
alcohol or drug abuse function.

Priority should be given to,protection of the interests.of patients as
citizens, and particularly to the protection of each patient's right to
privacy and confidentiality.

§2.6: ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT IN GENERAL

RULE

It is not contemplated that any particular agency will be set up,
specifically to enforce compliance with this part. Programs
which receive Federal grants may be monitored for, compliance with
this and other applicable Federal law as an incident to the grant
administration process. Similarly, FDA inspections of methadone,
programs will include inspection for compliance with this part,.
which is incorporated by reference .ih the methadone .regu1ation
(21 CFR 310.505).

DISCUSSION

No particular agency will be set up to enforce compliance. However, several
Federal agencies will provide oversight and inspection in the form of:

NIDA/N:AAA staff site visits

Federal fiscal and program audits

FDA inspection of methadone programs

U.S. Attorney's office.

Points to Remember

Programs should expect that the Federal agencies, in particular
NIDA,and NIAAA will monitor compliance with 42 C.F.R. Part 2,

e
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Regulations on Confidentiality of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Patient
Records.

Programs will be held accountable for failure to comply with the
Federal regulations on confidentiality.

Compliance will be ensured by other means; e.g., through monitor-
ing and evaluations of programs by State governments.

NOTE:

1. Programs should be cognizant of the trend to establish enforcement units
at both the Federal and State levels.

2. NIDA Confidentiality Compliance Office. NIDA's Division of Community
Assistance has initiated a new effort to centralize the Institute's handling
of all matters relating to the rules on confidentiality of alcohol and drug
abuse patient records.

For additional information, contact:

Mr. Paul Curtis/Ms. Sheila Gardner
NIDA
Program Investigation, Inspection,

and Compliance
Division of Cortmunity Assistance
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 9-03
Rockville, Maryland 20857
(301) 443-6780

3. NIAAA Confidentiality Compliance Office. NIAAA's Division of Special
Treatment and Rehabilitation handles the Institute's work relating to the
rules of,confidelktiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records.

For additional information, contact:

Mr. Fleetwood Roberts
Deputy Chief, Special Projects Branch
Division of Special Treatment

and Rehabilitation
National institute on Alcohol Abuse.

and Alcoholism
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 11A02
Rockville, Maryland 20857
(301) 443-1374
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52.7: REPORTS OF VIOLATIONS

RULE

Any violation may be reported to the United States Attorney for
the judicial district in which the violation occurs. Violations
on the part of methadone programs may be reported to the regional
offices of the Food and Drug Administration. Violations on the
part of a Federal grantee or contractor may be reported to the
Federal agency monitoring the grant or contract.

Points to Remember

Any violation may be reported to the U.S. Attorney for your juris-
diction where the violation occurs.

Violations may be reported also to the FDA in the case of methadone
programs.

Violations from a Federal grantee or contractor may be reported to
the Federal agency funding the grantee or contractor.

NOTE:

I. The trend is f.o. Federal and State agencies to establish units that will
be responsible for dealing with violations and complaints on confidential-
ity of drug and alcohol abuse patient records.

2. NIDA and the NIAAA have established units to respond to reports of
violations.

For additional information, contact:

Mr. Paul Curtis/Ms. Sheila \Gardner
NIDA
Program Investigation, Inspection,

and Compliance
Division of Community Assistance
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 9-03
Rockville, Maryland 20857
(301) 443-6780

Mr. Fleetwood Roberts
Deputy Chief, Special Projects Branch
Division of Special Treatment

and Rehabilitation
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse

and Alcoholism
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 11A02
Rockville, Maryland 20857
(301) 443-1374
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Session 3
Subpart BGeneral ProvisionsRules 2.11-2.15

2.11 Definitions and Usages
§ 2.12 Applicability
5 2.13 General Rules Regarding Confidentiality
§ 2.14 Penalty for Violations
2.15, Minor Patients

Introductory Statement

This subpart, of. the Federal regulations deals with general provisions which
pertain to the issues of definition and usages, applicability of confidentiality
rules, general rules regarding confidentiality, penalty for violations, and
minor patients.

Learning Objectives

At the end of this session, the participant should be able to:

Understand the definitions and usages of terms (Rule 2.11) pertain-
ing to confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records.

Correctly apply the confidentiality rules to individuals and programs
involved in activities related to substance abuse (Rule 2.12).

Comprehend the general rules (Rule 2.13) regarding confi entiali
as it relates to:

Civil, criminal, administrative, or legislative proceedings
Unconditional compliance
Scope of information covered, whether oral or written
Crimes on the premises or against program personnel
Implicit and negative disclosures
Inpatients and residents of treatment facilities.

Know the process and application of the penalty (Rule 2.14).

Understand the rules on the treatment of minors (Rule 2.15).

§ 2.11: DEFINITIONS AND USAGES

(a) Authorizing legislation. The term "authorizing legislation"
means 'section 408 of the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of
1972 (21 U.S.C. 1175)' and section 333 of the Comprehensive Alco-
hol Abdse,and Alqoholirm Prevention, Treatment, and Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1970 (42 U.S.C. 4582), as such sections may be
amended and in effect from time to time.
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(b) Construction of terms. The definitions and rules of con-
struction set forth in this section are applicable for the pur-
poses of this part. To the extent that they refer to terms used
in the authorizing legislation, they are also applicable for the
purposes of such legislation. --

(c) Alcohol abuse. The term "alcohol abuse" includes, alcohol-
i sm.

(d) Drug abuse. The term "drug abuse" includes drug addiction.

(e) Diagnosis and treatment. The terms "diagnosis" and "treat-
ment" include interviewing, counselling, and any other services
or activities carried on for the purpose of or as an incident to
diagnosis, treatment, or rehabilitation with respect to drug
abuse or alcohol abuse, whether or not conducted by a member of
the medical profession.

(f) Program.

(1) The term "program", when referring to an individual or
organization, means either an individual or an organization fur-
nishing diagnosis, treatment, or referral for alcohol abuse or
drug abuse....

.(g) Program evaluation. The term "program evaluation" means an
evaluation of--

(1) The effectiveness, efficiency, compliance with applicable
therapeutic, legal, or other standards, or other aspects of the
performance, of a program as defined in paragraph (f)(1) of this
section, or

(2) The validity, effectiveness, efficiency, practicability, or
other aspects of t utility or success of a program in the sense
defined in parag aph (f)(2) of this section.

(h) Program director. The term "program director" in the case
of a program which is an individual means that individual, and in
the case of a program which is an organization, the individual,
if any, who is the principal, or, in the case of organizations
consisting of partners or undet the control of a board of direc-
tors, board of trustees or other governing body, the individual
designated as program director, managing director, or otherwise
vested with executive authority with respect to the organization.

(i) Patient. The term "patient" means any individual (whether
referred to as a patient, client, or otherwise) who has applied
for or been given diagnosis or treatment for drug abuse or alco-
hol abuse and includes any individual who, after arrest on a.

criminal charge, is.interviewed and/or tested in connection with
drug or alcohol abuse preliminary to a determination as to eligi-
bility to participate in a treatment or rehabilitation program.

28
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(j) Patient identifying information. The term "patient identi-
fying information" :leans the name, address, social security num-
ber, or similar information by which the identity of a patient
can be determined with reasonable accuracy; and speed either
directly or by reference to other publicly available information.
The term does not include a patient identifying number assigned
by a program...

(n) Qualified service organization. The term "qualified service
organization" means a service organization which has entered into
a written agreegent with a program pursuant to which the service
organization- -

(1) acknowledges that in receiving, storing, processing, or
otherwise dealing with any information from the program about
patients tin the program, it is fully bound by the provisions of
this part;

(2) undertakes to institute appropriate procedures for safe-
guarding such information, with particular reference to patient
identifying information; and

(3) undertakes to resist in judicial proceedings any efforts to
obtain access to information pertaining to patients otherwise
than as expressly provided for in this part.

(o) Records. The term "records" includes any information,
whether recorded or not, relating to a patient, received or
acquired in connection with the performance of any alcohol abuse
or drug abuse prevention function, whether such receipt or acqui-
sition is by a program, a qualified service organization, or any
other person.

(p) Communications not constituting disclosure. The following
types of communications do not constitute disclosures of records:

(1) Communications of information within a program between or
among personnel having a need for such information in connection
with their duties.

(2) Communications between a program and a qualified service
organization of information needed by the organization to perform
its services to the program.

(3) Communications of information which includes neither patient
identifying information nor identifying numbers assigned by the
program to patients....

(s) Third party payer. The term "third party payer" means any
organization (or person acting as agent or trustee for an organi-
zation or fund) which pays or agrees to pay for diagnosis or
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treatment furnished or to be furnished to a particular individ-
ual, where such payment or agreement to pay is on the basis of an
individual relationship between the payer and the patient (or a
member of the patient's family in the case of self-and-family
insurance coverage or similar arrangements) evidenced by a con-
tract, an insurance policy, a certificate of membership or par-
ticipation, or similar documentation.

Funding source. The term "funding source" means any indi-
vidual or any public or private organization, including any Fed-
eral, State, or local governmental agency, which makes payments
in support of a program. A funding source is not, as such, a
third party payer, even where its payments are based directly or
indirectly on the program's patient load with or without respect
to specified categories of eligible persons....

* * *

DISCUSSION

These definitions and usuages provide clarity and consistency for the reader
in understanding the meaning of the regulations.

Points to Remember

It is advisable that the reader refer to and use the language and
its intent in clarifying and explaining any section of these Federal
regulations on confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient rec-
ords.

The regulations in Rule 2.11(i) define the term "patient" to include
individuals who meet the definition, whether referred, to as
patients, clients, participants, enrollees, residents, or otherwise.

The definition of the word "record" in Rule 2.11(o) denotes that
information, whether or not recorded, and all recorded information
relating to and acquired in connection with r -oviding services in
alcohol and drug abuse, must be kept confidential.

Also note that:

1. Communication among treatment staff having a need for such
information does not constitute a disclosure. However, pro-
grams have an affirmative duty to limit patient-identifying
inforn.Ation and communication about clients to those staff who
have a roil need for the information. For this reason, a jani-
tor would not normally be allowed access to patient-identifying
information.

2. Programs will not violate the Federal regulations 42 C.F.R.
Part 2 by releasing any information on clients where such
release does not explicitly or implicitly identify anyrindividual
as an alcohol and or drug abuse patient. Thus, statistical and
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evaluation progress reports required by funding sources or by
any third parties are releasable if no patient identifying infor-
mation is implied or directly disclosed.

§2.12: APPLICABILITY

RULE

(a) In general. Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this
section, this part applies to records of the identity, diagnosis,
prognosis, or treatment of any patient which are maintained in
connection with the performance of any alcohol abuse or drug
abuse prevention function--

(1) Which is conducted in whole or in part, whether directly or
by grant, contract, or otherwise, by any department rx agency of
the United States.

(2) For the lawful conduct of which in whole or part any
license, registration, application, or other authorization is
required to be granted or approved by any department or agency of
the United States.

(3) Which is assisted by funds supplied by any department or
agency of the United States, whether directly through a grant,
contract, or otherwise, or indirectly by funds supplied to a

State or local government unit `through the medium of contracts,
grants of any description, general or special revenue sharing, or
otherwise, or

(4) Which is assisted by the Internal Revenue Service of the
Department of the Treasury, through the allowance of income tax
deductions for contributions to the program conducting such func-
tion, or by a way of tax-exempt status for such program.

(b) Armed Forces and Veterans' Administration.

(1) The provisions of this part do not apply to any interchange,
entirely within the Armed Forces, within those components of the
Veterans' Administration furnishing health care to veterans, or
between such components and the Armed Forces, of records per-
taining to a person relating to a period when such person is or
was subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(l) of this section, this
part applies to any communication between any person outside the
Armed Forces and any person within the Armed Forces.

(3) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(l) of this section, this
part applies, insofar as it pertains to any drug abuse prevention
function, to any communication between any person outside those
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components of the Veterans' Administration furnishing health care
to veterans and any person within such components, until such
date as the Secretary of ,Health, Education and Welfare exercises
his authority (conferred by an amendment effective June 30, 1975)
to prescribe regulations under section 408 of Pub. L. 92-255 (21
U.S.C. 1175). After such date, this part applies thereto to such
extent as the Administrtor of Veterans' Affairs, through the
Chief Medical Director, by regulation makes the provisoes of this
part applicable thereto.

(4) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(1) of this section, this
part applies, insofar as it pertains to any alcohol abuse preven-
tion function, to any communication between any person outside
those components of the. Veterans' Administration furnishing
health care to veterans and any person within such components, to
such extent as the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs, through
the Chief Medical Director, by regulation makes the provisions of
this part applicable thereto.

(c) PeriodcoverecaLicabilit. The provisions
of this -part aAlytorecordsOff.ezdiagnosis, prognosis,
or treatment pertaining to any given individual maintained over
any period of time which, irrespective of when it begins, does
not end before March 21, 1972, in the case of diagnosis or treat-
ment for drug abuse or before May 14,3974, in the case of diag-
nosis or treatment for alcohol abuse.

(d) Applicability determined by nature and purpose of rec-
ords. The applicability of the provisions of this part is deter-
mzned by the nature and purpose of the records in question, and
not the status or primary functional capacity of the record-
keeper.

* * *

DISCUSSION

The provisions of this rule have broad application to individuals and programs
providing any alcohol or drug abuse function, whether the financial support
for such activity is received directly or indirectly through a Federal govern-
ment entity. Ultimately, the application of the Federal regulations on confi-
dentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records will be determined by the
nature, function, and purpose of the records in question and not solely by
the status or primary functional capacity of the program and entity which
maintains the records.

Points to Remember

Tax-exempt corporations and/or entities are covered by Rule 2.12
(a)(4), which follows the doctrine stated in McGlotten vs. Connally,
338 F. Supp. 448 (D.C. D.C., 1972), in which it was held that the
deductible status of contributions to an organization constitutes
"Federal financial assistance" within the meaning of Section 601 of
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the 1964 Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 2000d). See, also, Green vs.
Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.C. D.C., 1971) aff'd sub. nom. Coit
vs. Green, 404 U.S. 997, 92 S. Ct. 564, 30 L. Ed. 2d 550 (1971).

Programs that are assisted by funds supplied by any department or
agency of the United States Government, whether directIy by a
grant or contract or otherwise, or indirectly by funds supplied to
the State or local government by an United States agency or
department, must comply ,with the Federal confidentiality regula-
tions.

Although this rule does not specifically refer to private organiza-
tions, it is clear that such organizations are covered by the regula-
tions if they receive direct or indirect Feder:al assistance and they
maintain records otherwise covered by this part.

It should be noted that the applicability of the regulations is
determined ultimately by the nature and purpose of the records in
question and not by the status or basic function and capacity of
the recordkeeper (see Rule 2.12(d)).

Nonprofit and tax-exempt organizations, programs, hospitals, and
other entities including the criminal justice system (i.e., police,
corrections, law enforcement agencies), must comply with the Fed-
eral regulations on confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient
records, 42 C.F.R. Part 2.

Note that 21 USC 1175(h) and 42 USC. 4582(h) (dealing with Veter-
ans Administration regulations on confidentialty of alcohol and drug
abuse patient records) have been superseded by 38 USC 4131, et
seq. 38 USC 4132 and 4134, read together, provide that the Veter-
ans Administration is to prescribe regulations protecting the confi-
dentiality of its alcohol and drug abuse patient records and that
these regulations are, to the extent practicable, to be consistent
with 42 CFR Part 2, the HEW regulations. Thus, the effect of 42
CFR 2.12(b) must be considered in light of (and may be modified
by) the requirements of 38 USC 4131, et seq., and whatever regu-
lations may ultimately be promulgated under those provisions.

§2.13: GENERAL RULES REGARDING CONFIDENTIALITY

RULE

(a) In general. Records to which this part applies shall be
confidential and may be disclosed only as authorized by this
part, and may not otherwise be divulged in any civil, criminal,
administrative, or legislative proceeding conducted by any Fed-
eral, State, or local authority, whether such proceeding is com-
menced before or after the effective date of this part.
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(b) Unconditional compliance required. The prohibition upon
'unauthorized disclosure applies irrespective of whether the per.7
son seeking disclosure already has the information sought, has
other means of obtaining it, enjoys official status, has obtained
a subpoena, or asserts any other justification or basis for dis-
closure not expressly authorized under this part.

(c) Information covered by prohibition. The prohibition on
unauthorized disclosure covers all information about patients,
including their attendance or absence, physical whereabouts, or
status as patients, whether or not recorded, in the possession of
program personnel, except as provided in paragraph (d) of this
section.

(d) Crimes on program premises or against program personnel.
Where a patient commits or.threatens to commit a crime on the
premises of the program or against personnel of the program,
nothing in this part shall be construed as prohibiting personnel
of the program from seeking the assistance of, or reporting such
crime to, a law enforcement agency, but such report shall not
identify the suspect as a patient. In any such situation, imme-
diate consideration should be ven to seeking an order under
Subpart E of this part to permit. the disclosure of such limited
information about the patient as may be necessary under the cir-
cumstances.

(e) Implicit and negative disclosures prohibited. The disclo-
sure that a person (whether actual or fictitious) answering to a
particular description, name, or other identification is not or
has not been attending a program, whether over a period of time
or on a particular occasion, is fully as much subject to the pro-
hibitions and conditions of this part as a disclosure that such a
person is or has been attending such a program. Any improper or
unauthorized request for any disclosure of records or information
subject to this part must be met by a noncommittal response.

(f) In-patients and residents. The presence of any in-patient
in a medical facility or resident in a residential facility for
the treatment of drug or alcohol abuse may be acknowledged to
callers and visitors with his written consent. Without such con-
sent, the presence of any in-patient or resident in a facility
for the treatment of a variety of conditions may be acknowledged
if done in such a way as'not to indicate that the patient is
being treated for drug or alcohol abuse.

* * *

DISCUSSION

The prohibition of unauthorized disclosure applies to an individual, program,
or State or Federal entity, even if the person, agency, or entity seeking the
disclosure:
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c
Already has the information in its possession and records;

Had other means of obtaining the information sought;

Has obtained a subpoena (as will be discussed in Rule 2.61, a sub-
poena cannot and does not compel disclosure of the information
sought. Individuals and programs must resist such a subpoena
unless it is accompanied by a court order on disclosure of the
record or is otherwise authorized); or

Asserts other justification or official status for disclosure of the
information. Such efforts at disclosure should be resisted unless
such request is authorized by the Federal regulations, there is
written consent from the client involved, or there is an appropriate
court order from a court of competent jurisdiction.

Finally, individuals and programs must be careful how they respond to inquir-
ies about patients in their programs. A negative response might disclose
sufficient patient-identifying information to violate the confidentiality of the
alcohol and drug abuse patients.

Points to Remember

Redisclosure of any information on patients of alcohol and drug
abuse programs is prohibited unless specifically authorized by- the
regulations. It is necessary to resist disclosure of patient-
identifying information at any civil, criminal, legislative, or admin-
istrative proceeding conducted by a local, State, or Federal author-
ity

The information covered by the regulations includes every and any
thing that will identify the client as a participant in your program,
including but not limited to social security number, name, address,
physical whereabouts or status as patients, and absence or atten-
dance information (see Rule 2.13(c)).

Rule 2.13(d), dealing with crimes that are committed on the pro-
gram premises or against program personnel, is very important to
staff and directors of alcohol and drug abuse programs. Often
staff are threatened or even physically attacked, and patients might
be involved in crimes on the premises of programs. The programs
can respond to the crimes on the premises or against program per-
sonnel by reporting them to law enforcement authorities. However,
it is important that in so doing the program does not disclose that
the individual is a patient. In reality, it is difficult to report a
crime in which a patient is involved without implying or inadver-
tently disclosing that the individual is a patient. Therefore, staff
and programs should secure a court order under subpart E of the
Federal regulations on confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse
patient records.

Implicit and negative disclosures are prohibited in Rule 2.13(e).
Thus, it is advisable for staff to be very careful in responding to
verbal requests for information concerning a patient, even when
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people indicate they are spouses, children, or parents of the
patient. The information that is given might result in disclosure of
information prohibited under the regulations. For example, the
phone rings: "Is John Doe there?" The response, "Yes, he is,"
would be a violation if it clearly' implies patient status for that per-
son, since Rule 2.13(c) states that patient-identifying information
includes the whereabouts, attendance, and absence of the patient.
Staff education on this and other parts of the regulations is critical
to limit potential violations.

Inpatients and residents in alcohol and drug abuse prolfms0 pose
special problems because of the visitors and phone calls that are
likely to come for them. It is advisable that programs secure the
prior written consent of the client consistent with Rules 2.31 and
2.36 of the Federal regulations,, before releasing any information to
callers or admitting visitors. The experience of the kuthcir sug
gests that programs should obtain the written consent of the patient
at the time of admission, and that it should be updated periodically.
Hospital staffs will have to be particularly conscientious and inno-
vative in establishing procedures to ensure confidentiality, espe-
cially where there is not a special ward for the treatment of alcohol
and drug abuse patients that has well-established procedures on
this subject.

§2.14: PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS

RULE

(4) Penalty provided by law. Any person who violates any provi-
sion of the authorizing legislation or any provision of this part
shall be fined not more than $500 in the case of a first offense,
and not more than $5,000 in the case 'of-each subsequent, offense.

(b) Application to subsequent offenses. Where a defendant has
committed one offense under either section authorizing this part
or any provision of this part authorized by that section, any
offense thereafter committed under the 4same section or any provi-
sion of this part authorized under that section shall be treated 0

as a subsequent offense.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Any individual who violates the Federal confidentiality regulations will have
committed a criminal violation in the form of a misdemeanor. Thus, the indi-
vidual is liable for a fine but not a Jail sentence, since the regulations spe-
cifically limit punishment for violations to a fine for the first and subsequent
offenses.
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One of the things to beir in mind is that, although_ this is a criminal statute,
and any violation will result in a criminal sanction, the violation of an indi-
vidual's confidentiality could expose the individual to a civil suit for damages
by the person so affected.

)Point:to Remember \
Drug abuse and alcohol abuse Are covered by separate statutes.

Penalty for violation of any regulation in this statute is not more
than $500 for the first offense and not more than $5,000, for each
subsequent- offense.

A subsequent offense need not be identical to the first offense.

This is a criminal statute, even though no jail term may be
imposed.

If .the first offense is a violation of the alcohol statute, 'then the
second violation of the alcohol statute will be a subsequent offense;
but a violation of the drug abuse statute would be a first offense
under the drug abuse, statute.

§2.15: MINOR PATIENTS

RULE

.N\ (a) Definition of minor. Zhe- term "minor" means a person who
has not attained the age of 18 years or, in a State where a dif-
ferent age is expressly provided by State law as the age at which

person ceases to be a minor, the age prescribed by the law of
such State.'

(b) Consent to disclosure in /gene al. Except as provided i

per graph (c), where consent-is re fired for any disclosure under
thi part, such' consent in the ca of a minor Must be given by
both he minor and his parent, gua Ian, Or,other person author-
ized un der State law to act in his behalf, but any disclosure
made after- the patient has ceased to be a minor may be consented
tonly by the patient. -

(c) ,Rule when State law authorizes treatment without paren-
tal consent\ Whenever a patient, acting alone, has the legal
capacity under: the applicable State law to apply for and obtain
such counselling, administration- of medication, or
other servi as actually are br wererprovided to him by the
program with respect to which he is or was a patient, any consent
required for disclosure under this part may be given only by the
patient, notwithstanding the fact that the- patient may be a
minor.

ti
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(d) Initial contacts. When a minor applies for services under
circumstances other than those described in paragraph (c) of this
section, the fact _of such application may not be disclosed,
except as an incident to a communication authorized under para-
graph (f) of this section, without consent of the applicant, to
the applicant's parent, guardian, or other person authorized
under State law to.act on behalf of the applicant. When such an
applicant .refuses constA, it must be explained to the applicant
that, while he-or she h s the right (subject to the provivions of
paragraph (f) of this section) to withhold such consent, the ser-
vices applied for cannot be provided without it.

(e) Collection or attemjted collection of payment for services.
Where State law authorizes the furnishing of services to,a minor
without the consent of the minor's parent or guardian, no inquiry
may be made of the parent's Or guardian's financial responsibil-
ity, and no bill, statement, request for payment, or any other
commuhicatton in respect of such services may be transmitted
directly or indirectly to such parent or guardian, without the
express written consent of the patient. Such consent may not be
made a condition-of the furnishing of services except in the case
of program which is not required by law, and does not in fact
hold itself out as willing, to furnish services irrespective of
ability to pay.

f) Applicant lacking capacity for rational choice. When, in
the judgment of a program director a minor applicant for ser-
vices, because of extreme youth or mental or physical condition,
lacks the capacity to make a rational decision on whether to con-
sent to the notification of a parent or guardian, and the situa-
tion of the applicant poses a substantial threat to the life or
physical well-being of the applicant or any other individual, and
such threat might be reduced by communicating the relevant facts
to a parent or guardian of the applicant, such facts may be so
communic4ted by the program director or by program personnel
authokiz 1 hy the director to do so.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Treatment programs continue to admit minors for alcohol and drug abuse
problems. It is necessary to understand that Rule 2.15 of the Federal regu-
lations .provides that the definition of a minor and that the rules and regula-
'Ions for the treatment of minors for alcohol and drug abuse problems will be
promulgated by the individual State. Each State can pass laws and institute
regulations on the treatment of minors for :.Icohol and drug abuse problems
that allow minor patients to receive drug and alcohol services without the
consent of parent or guardian.

Where your particular State law permits a minor patient to receive services
without the consent of parent or guardian, the program is prohibited from
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disclosing the presence of the minor to the parent without the minor's con-
sent. Additionally, without such consent, the program is prohibited in Rule
2.15(e) from collecting or attempting to collect the cost of services from par-
ents of the minor r
Programs should follow the requirements of Rule 2.15(f) for those minor
patients lacking capacity for rational choice due to intoxication, substance
abuse, or any other cause, whether it be for mental or physical condition or
extreme youth. The program director may notify the parent or guardian and
communicate such information nothwithstanding any State laws allowing a minor
to receive treatment for alcohol and drug abuse problems without the consent
of parent or guardian.

Points to Remember

In the usual case, treatment of minor patients for alcohol or drug
addiction requires that the parent of the patient consent to such
treatment. However, this requirement has been_changed by indi-
vidua State laws that allow minors to receive either drug or alcohol
treatment, or both forms of treatment services, without parental
consent.

All individuals and proclan s).1 uld contact their State authorities
for alcohol and drug abuse to ob in clarification on the State laws
and regulations pertaining to con entiality of alcohol and drug
abuse patient records.

- In the usual case, treatment of mi nor patients for alcohol or
drug addiction requires consent fro both the patient and
guardian.

- Exceptions to this rule occ:..r when State
ment for minors without parental consent.

w authorizes treat-

A minor's application usually cannot be com nicated by a
program to his or her parents without consent f the minor.

- Where State law authorizes the furnishing of ser ces to a
minor without the consent of the minor's parent or g ardian,
no inquiry may be made of the parent or guardian f the
patient's financial responsibility, and no bill, state nt,
request for payment, or any other communication in respec of
such services may be transmitted directly or indirectly to su
parent or guardian without the express, written consent of the
minor patient. Such express, written consent may not be
made a condition of the furnishing of services except in the
case of a program that is not required by law and does not in
fact publicize itself as willing to furnish services irrespective
of ability to pay.
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Exercise I: Development "61, gi Qualified Service Organization Agreement, Rule 2.11

Problem

Product

Directions

You are contracting with a medical laboratory to provide urin-
alysis for your substancebuse program. How wily you ensure
that the laboratory complieS\with 42 C.F.R. Part 2 regarding
the confidentiality, of drug andalcohol patient records?

N.

-,.
A completed qualified service agreement form, printed on
newsprint.

N
-,,

I. Meet in your assigned small group. 1-11, order to enhance
the group's work, choose an individual for each of these
Toles:

Timekeeper:

Recorder:

Spokesperson:

requires ar _ess to a watch or '-clock and
willingness to keep group infor9ed of
remaining time. '-,

N

requires legible handwriting and 'willing-r,
ness to put group's produce on newsprint. \

requires ability to present or clarify
group's work to the rest of the course
participants.

2. As a group, develop a qualified service agreement. Be
sure to complete the form according to the items dis-
cussed during training thus far and the information pro-
vided in the problem statement above.

Timekeeper:

Recorder:

Spokesperson:

Allow 15 minutes to complete the task.

Print the group's qualified service agree-
ment form on newsprint.

Bring newsprint back to main meeting
area; display; be prepared to present/
clarify work. You will have approximately
3-4 minutes to present.

Trainees are urged to seek help, if needed, from the training staff.
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Whereas the

PLE

Qualified Service Org ization Agreement

Name of Service Organization
provides

to the
Type of Service Provided by Organization of Pro, ram Name of Program

and where the
Name of Service Organization

nee s the following information

Specify Information

in order to provide its services to the program; and wh reas the disclosure of

this information is governed by the Federal regulations On the confidentiality

of alcohol and drug abuse patient records 42 C.F.R. Part 2. Therefore the

and the
Name of Service Organization Name of Program

fled service organization agreement whereby the

entered into a quali-

Name of Service Organization

1. *Acknowledges that in receiving, storing, or otherwise dealing with any .-

information from the program about the patients in the program that is
fully bound by the requirements of d2 C-F.R. Part 2 and "any relevant
state laws."

2. Agrees that it will =,%stitute appropriate procedures for safeguarding such
information, particul-irly patient-identifying information; and

Agrees that it will resist in judicial proceedings any efforts to obtain
access to any information pertaining to patients otherwise than expressly
rovided for in 42 C.F.R. Part 2 and any relevant State laws.

4. T ( Service Organization) RECOGNIZES THAT ANY UNAUTHORIZED
DIS OSURE OF PATIENT INFORMATION IS A FEDERAL CRIMINAL
OFFE E FJNISHABLE BY A FINE OF NOT MORE THAN $500.00 IN THE
CASE A FIRST OFFENSE AND NOT MORE THAN $5,000.00 IN THE
CASE OF ACH SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE.

Executed this day of , 19_

Signatur of Service Organization Representative

Signature of Authorized Program Representative
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Problem

Exercise II: Parent Requesting Confidential Information on Minors,
Rule 2.15

On November I, 1977, a client came to the Swing Outpatient
Methadone Clinic and requested that she be enrolled in the
program. The client is 16 years old and lives with her par-
ents. During the interview, the mother of the patient tele-
phoned and asked the receptionist whether her daughter had
enrolled in the program. The program staff is uncertain about
the correct procedure to follow.

Products 1. A list of the confidentiality issues involved in this case
study.

2. A list of critical information about the treatment program
and the confidentiality of its patient records policies that
should be given to new patients. (Newsprint B)

3. A group decision written as a statement that says either
"The program SHOULD release (what) information to the
parent," or "The program SHOULD NOT release ( what)
information to the parent." (Newsprint C)

4. A list of the procedures the clinic should implement to
protect the confidentiality of the patient's records.
(Newsprint D)

Directions I. Meet in your assigned small group. Choose a timekeeper,
recorder, and spokesperson.

Timekeeper: Allow 15 minutes to complete the entire
task. If desired, allocate a specific num-
ber of minutes for each product.

Recorder: Prepare newsprint labeled "A," "B," "C,"
and "D" for each product. Print the
group's work on ea h.

Spokesperson: Be prepared to present/clarify work.
Bring newsprint back to main' meeting
area; display. You will have approxi-
mately 5 minutes to present.

2. As a group, develop a list of the confidentiality issues
that are involved in this case study. (Be careful not to
spend too ,much time on this task.) Put the list on
Newsprint A.

3. On Newsprint B, make a list of items that responds to
this question:

As a staff person, what kinds of information about the
Program and the way it handles the confidentiality of
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patient records should be given to a new patient to pro-
tect the confide tiality of the patient's records?

4. Discuss and the decide as a group whether the program
should or shoul not release any information to the par-
ent. On News rint C, write your conclusion regarding
this decision.

5. List the procedures that you think the clinic should
implement to protect the confidentiality of the patient's
records. Post this list on Newsprint D.

Trainees are urged to seek help, when needed, from the training staff.
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Exercise H: Parent Requesting Confidential Information on Minors,
Rule 2.15

Participant Notes

A. CONFIDENTIALITY ISSUES INVOLVED

B. CRITICAL INFORMATION TO BE GIVEN NEW PATIENTS

C. DECISION: SHOULD ANY INFORMATION BE RELEASED TO THE
MOTHER?

D. PROCEDURES THE CLINIC SHOULD IMPLEMENT
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Session 4
State Laws
Rule 223
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Session 4
State LawsRule 2.23

§2.23 Relationship to State Laws,

Learning Objectives

At the end of this session the participant should be able to:

Understand Federal Rule 2.23 as it relates to the preemption and
conflict of State and Federal laws.

Identify areas where- the State law is consistent as well as those
where it is in conflict with the Federal law.

§ 2.23: RELATIONSHIP TO STATE LAWS

RULE

The enactment of the provisions of law authorizing this part was
not intended: to preempt the field of law covered thereby to the
exclusion of\State laws not in conflict therewith. If a disclo-
sure permitted under the provisions of this part, or under a
court order,4-,issued pursuant thereto, is prohibited under State
law, nothing iZ this part or in the provisions of law authorizing
this part may be construed to authorize any violation of such
State law. No State law, however, may either authorize or compel
any disclosure prohibited by this part.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Implicit in Rule 2.23 is the message that treatment programs must comply-with-----
existing State laws notwithstanding Title _42_C__F,R,--Part--2-on-confidentiality.
This means that_program-s -must-foTiqw State law requirements for reporting:_ -

I Child abuse, even if the individual involved is a patient in the
program.

2. Crimes committed in violation of any criminal laws of the State.
Where crimes are committed on the premises of the program or
against program personnel, it is essential to follow the procedures
for reporting crimes as outlined in Federal Rule 2.I3(d).

3. Conditions specified in State law pertaining to health care; e.g.,
reporting of venereal disease.
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Points to Remember

Compliance is also required in other areas such as State laws per-
taining to the treatment of minor patients. See Rule 2.15.

State laws regulate the disposition of discontinued program records.
The silence of Federal Rule 2.21 as to the specific number of years
for retention of alcohol and drug abuse patient records allows the
State to promulgate its own guidelines.

Federal law has been held to preempt State law where the State law
and regulation prthibic the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare's (PHEW) National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), from
reviewing and inspecting records of drug abuse patients. In 'a
recent conflict, it was held that Article VI, Clause 2 of the United
States Constitution requires disclosure of patient records for the
limited purpose of an audit.

Consistent with the Supremacy Clause of the United States Consti-
tution, Article VI, Clause 2, when State law and the confidentiality
regulations are in conflict, the confidentiality ,regulations supersede
the applicable State law. 42 C.F.R. 52.23 does not limit this
supremacy of Federal law. Rather, it states that enactment of the
provisions of law authorizing this part was not intended to preempt
the field of law covered thereby to the exclusion of State laws not
in conflict therewith. (Emphasis added.)

Futhermore, the section adds that if a disclosure permitted under
the provisions of this part, or under court order issued pursuant
thereto, is prohibited,. under State law, nothing in this part or in
the provisions of law authorizing+ this part may be construed to
authorize any violation of such State law. (Emphasis added.) What
this language means, in essence, is that, while the confislentietity
regulations permit disclosures, they do not_cequire-disclosures and,
thus, if a disclosure is_prohl-bfted by the regulations, no State law
!nay either authoiize or compel the disclosure. This result is con-
sistent with the supremacy of the regulations over State law when
the two are in conflict.



Session 5
General Provisions

Rules 2.16-2.24
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I Session 5
General ProVIslosisRules 2.16-2.24

's2.16, incompetent and Deceased Patients
§2.17 Security Precautions
§2.18 Extent of Disclosure
§2.19 Undercover Agents and Informants
§2.20 Identification Cards
12.21 . Disposition of Discontinued Program Records
§2.22 Former Employees and Others
§2.24 Rdiationship to Section 303(a) of Public

Health Service Act and Section 502(c) of
Controlled Substances Act

Learning Objectives

By the end of this session, the participant should be able to:

.

Understand the application of 'the Federal rules on confidentiality to
deceased patients (Rule 2.16 (b)(2)).

Develop the specific steps that must be taken to ensure security of'
patient records (Rule 2.17).

Comprehend measures to be taken to limit disclosure of information
to the actual need for said disclosure (Rule 2.18).

I
Devise guidelines to allow undercover agents and informants to be
enrolled for treatment and ,to understand the distinction between
Rule 2.19 and Rule 2.67, which perTits the court to issue an order
placing an undercover agent/informant in a program without the
program's knowledge or consent.

Develop appropriate guidelines for the identification of patients
while they are enrolled in the program (Rule 2.20).,

Understand the Federal and State requirements for retention of -ec-
ords of substance abute programs (Rule 2.21).

ta

Implement the minimum requirements for ensuring that former
employees and others who have had access to patient records main-
tain the confidentiality of these roKords even after termination of
their relationship with the program (Rule 2.22).

Understand the relationship of the Federal preemption issue as it
relates to Federal and State laws.

Understand the overlapping relationship between 42 C.F.R. Part 2
and Rule 303(a) of the Public Health Service Act and Rule 502(c) of
the Controlled Substances Act.
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§2.16: INCOMPETENT AND DECEASED PATIENTS

RULE

(a) Incompetent patients other t an minors. Where consent is
required for any disclosure unde this part, such consent ih the
case of a patient mAo has been adjudicated as lacking the capa-
city, for any reason other than insufficient age, to manage his
or her own affairs may be given by the guardian; or other person
authorised under State law to act in the patient's behalf.

(b) Deceased patients.

(1) In general. Except as provided in paragraph (b)(2) of this
section, where consent is required for any disclosure of this
part, such consent in the case of records of,a deceased patient
may be given by an executor, alaWinistrator, or .other personal
representative. If there isno appointment of a personal repre-
sentative, such consent may be given by the patient's spouse, or
if none, by any responsible member of the patient's family.

(2) Vital statistics. In the case of a deceased patient, dis-
closures required ynder Federal or State laws involving tie col-
lection of death and other vital statistics may be made without
consent.

* * *

DISCUSSION

The Federal regulations permit disclosure of information pertaining to an
incompetent patient (a person adjudicated by a court as lacking the capacity
to manage his or her own affairs), by a guardiin or an- individual duly
authoriied under existing State laws to act on the_patient's behalf, including
the giving of written consent for the release of the patient information. The
written _consent given by such guardian' or duly authorized person should
conform to the requirement for the release of patient information unde?, Rule
2.31 of the Federal regulations.

Points to Remember

The right to confidentiality of records of an alcohol or drug abuse
patient continues even after the patient has. died. Release of
information pertaining to a deceased patient is prohibited without
the prior written consent of an executor, administrator, spouse, or
other personal representative of the patient.

Consent for the release of records of an incompetent person may be
given by the patient's legal guardian or other Persons authorized
under State law to act on Oil patient's behalf.
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Programs may release information on a deceased 'patient with
written consent of an executor, administrator, or other personal
representative or, if there is no personal representative, with the
consent or the deceased's spouse or, if there is none, a responsible
family member.

RULE,

§ 2.17: SECURITY PRECAUTIONS

(a) Precautions required. Appropriate precautions must be taken
for the security of records to which this part applies. Records
containing any information pertaining to patients shall be kept
in a secure room, or in a locked file cabinet, safe, or other
similar container, when not in use.

(b) Policies and procedures. Depending upon the type-and size
of the program, appropriate policies and procedures should be
instituted for the further security of records. For example,
except where this function is personally performed by the program
director, a single member of the program staff should be desig-
nated to process inquiries and requests for patient information,
and a written procedure should be in effect regulating and con-
trolling access by those members of the 'staff whose responsibili-
ties require such access, and providing for accountability.

* * *

DISCUSSION

It should be noted that the Federal regulations place an affirmative duty on
the directors of programs to ensure that records pertaining to an alcohol and
drug abuse patient are stored in a secure manner. Rule 2.17(a), Precautions
Required, states that records containing any information pertaining to
patients shall be kept in a locked file cabinet, safe, or similar container,
when not in use. The program director is obligeild to make sure records are
not left on top of desks and patient information is stored in a secure room or
container when this record is not being used.

Rule 2.17(b), Policies and Procedures, provides the program with flexibility
for designing and preparing policies and procedures for the security of rec-
ords specifically relevant to the type of treatment modality, the program size,
and other necessary program characteristics; e.g., a treatment program in a
prison.

Points to Remember

Appropriate precautions should be taken at all times for the secur-
ity of patient records.
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Definite policies and procedures should be developed and maintainer'
to ensure security of patient records.

Access to patient records in a drug and alcohol program should be
limited to those individual staff members who have a need for the
information contained in said records.

§218: EXTENT OF DISCLOSURE

RULE

Any disclosure made under this part, whether with or without the
patient's consent; shall be limited to information necessary in
the light of the need or purpose for tLe disclosure.

*

Points to Remember

As a general rule, only the information that is required to fulfill
the expressed purpose or specific need should be disclosedwith or
without the patient's consent.

If a program considers it to be in the best interest of a client to
limit or not disclose information requested pursuant to a valid con-
sent of the patient, the program may refuse to disclose the informa-
tion. However, the program should note that a court order could
compel disclosure of the information withheld by the program.

§ 2.19: UNDERCOVER AGENTS AND INFORMANTS

RULE

(a) Definitions. As used in this section, §2.19 -1, §2.67 and
s2.67-1,--

(I) The term "undercover agent" means a member of any Federal,
State, or local law enforcement or investigative agent'
identity as sucrs is concealed from either the patients or person-
nel of a program in which he enrolls or a...tempts to enrcll.

(2) The term "inzormant" means a person who, at the request of a
Federal, State, or local law enforcement or investigative agency
or officer, carries on observation of one or more persons
enrolled in or employed by a program in which he is enrolled or
employed, for the purpose of reporting to such agency or officer
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information concerning such persons which he obtains as a result
of such observation subsequent to such request.

(b) General prohibition. Except as otherwise provided in para-
graph (c) of this section, or as specifically authorized by a
court order granted under 52.67, --

(1) No undercover agent or informant may be employed by or
enrolled in any alcohol or drug abuse treatment program;

(2) No supervisor or other person having authority over an
undercover agent may knowingly permit such agent to be or remain
employed by or enrolled in any such program; and

(3) No law enforcement or investigative officer may recruit or
retain an informant with respect to such a program.

(c) Exceptions. The enrollment of a law enforcement officer in
a treatment program shall not be deemd a violation of this sec-
tion if (2) such enrollment is solely for the purpose of enabling
the officer to obtain treatment for his own abuse of alcohol or
drugs, and (2) his status as a law enforcement officer is known
to the program director.

* * *

DISCUSSION

The Federal regulations and Rule 2.19 do not prohibit an undercover agent,
pol.ceman, or other law enforcement agent from enrolling in an alcohol or
drug abuse treatment program for the sole purpose of receiving treatment for
his or her own abuse of alcohol or drugs provided that his or her status as a
law enforceMent officer is made known to the program director at the time of
admission for such treatment. Failure of the law enforcement individual to
-eport such status will result in a violation of the Federal Regulations on
Confidentiality of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Patient Records, 42 C.F.R. Part 2.

Points to Remember

Undercover agents and informants are prohibited from being
employed or enrolled as patients in a substance abuse program.

No person in authority may permit employment or enrollment of
unde. cover agents or informants in a drug or alcohol treatment pro-
gram.

Exceptions to the above rules exist where an undercover agent or
law enforcement agent is enrolled solely to receive treatment and his
or her status as an agent or officer is known to the program or an
authorizing court order is obtained under Rule 2.67.
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N
RULE

X2.20: IDENTIFICATION CARDS

(a) Re ired\use prohibited. No program may require or request
any patient t carry 211 his or her possession, while away from
the program pr ises, an identification card or other form of
identification which is issued by the program or which would tend
to identify the bearer as a participant in it or any similar pro-
gram.

(b) Conditions of vo ntary use. Nothing in this section pro-
hibits a program from 2 -suing an identification card to a patient
if the patient's couns lot or other authorized member of the
program staff has explai d to the patient that acceptance and
use of the card is entirel voluntary and that neither an initial
rejection nor a subsequent scontinuation of its use will in any
way prejudice his or her rec rd or standing in the program. In
the case of any patient to who an identification card or similar
device was issued prior to the fective date of this section, or
subsequent thereto in violation if this section, a counsellor or
other authorized member Rf the pro ram staff shall explain to the
patient his right to to lAn it in .thout prejudice at any time.

(c) On-premises exemption. .Nothing 'n this section prohibits a
program from maintaining and using on is premises cards, photo-
graphs, tickets, or other devices, or sing passwords or other
information, to assure positive identification of patients, cor-
rect recording of attendance or medicati , or for other prorar
purposes, as long as no pressure is brou t on any patient to
carry any such device when away from the pro am premises.

* * *

DISCUSSION

No drug treatment patient may be required to carry identificat n as a member
of a program while the patient is off the premises.

If a patient has been issued an identification card prior to Aug t 1, 1975,
the patient must be told by the program that he or she has the rig t to turn
in the card at any time.

A program is not prohibited from issuing an identification card to a -tient
if:

1. The patient's counselor has explained that use of the identificati'cn
card is completely voluntary.

2. Refusal to use identification card will not damage the patient's rec-
ord or status in the program.
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Points to Remember

Programs may not require that patients carry Opgram identification
cards when they are off the program premises. \\
All patients may be required to carry identificatio cards while on
the premises of the program to ensure positive !de tification of the
patient. The program procedures should include retrieval of these
identification cards before the patient leaves the progham premises.

e The prohibition against identification cards does not prevent a pro-
gram from issuing an identification card to a patient providing the
following steps are followed:

1. There is adequate' proof of voluntary use of the identification
card by the patient. The program staff will have to explain to
the patient that its use is voluntary and there are advantages
and disadvantages of its use off the premises.

2. The program must explain to the patient that he or she is not
required to carry such identification off the premises and that
the practice of using such a card could be discontinued at any
time by the patient.

3. It is practical and desirable for the staff to secure written
consent of the patient for the voluntary use of the identifica-
tion off the premises.

§2.21: DISPOSITION OF DISCONTINUED PROGRAM RECORDS

RULE

(a) General rule. When a program discontinues operations or is
taken over or acquired by another program, its records to which
this part applies with respect to any patient may, with the writ-
ten consent of that patient, be turned over to the acquiring
program or, if none, to any other program specified in the
patient's consent. Except as otherwise provided in this section,
any records to which this part applies, but for the transfer of
which patient consent is not obtained, shall be either completely
purged of patient identifying information, or destroyed. If any
effort to obtain consent for transfer is made, it shall be by
means which minimize the likelihood of accidental or incidental
disclosure to any third party of the patient's identity as such.

(b) Retention period. Where records are required by law to be
kept for a specified period, and such period does not expire
until after the discontinuation or acquisition of the program,
and patient consent for their transfer is not obtained, such rec-
ords shall be sealed in envelopes or other containers marked or
labelled as follows: "Records of (insert name of program)
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required to be maintained pursuant to (insert citation to law or
regulation requiring that records be kept) until a date not later
than December 31, (insert appropriate year)." The same procedure
may be followed when it is determined to retain records for the
period of any applicable statute of limitations.

(c) Custodial retention. Records marked and sealed in accor-
dance with paragraph (b) of this section may be held by any law-
ful custodian, but may be disclosed by such custodian only under
such circumstances and to such extent as would be permissible for
the program in which they originated. As soon as practicable
after the date specified on the label or legend required to be
affixed pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section, the custodian
shall destroy the records. In the case of any program terminated
by reason of bankruptcy, the expense of compliance with this
paragraph shall be an expense of administration of the bankrupt
estate.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Termination of programs is of concern to many because funding patterns and
priorities of funding sources change. The availability of funds for alcohol
and drug abuse treatment and services continues to be scarce, resulting in
the termination of many programs throughout the country. As these pro-
grams end, special atte tion must be given to compliance with Rule 2.21,
which requires that when program is taken over or discontinued or acquired
by another program, its records may be turned over with the written consent
of the patient(s) to the program or such program as the patient may specify.

Points to Remember

In the event a program is terminated, the program could transfer
the records to another program providing there is prior written
consent.

Without patient consent, records must be destroyed or cleared of
patient - identifying information or, if records must be kept for a
period according to law, they may be kept by any lawful custodian

!but must be destroyed after the date specified by this section.

It is advisable for individuals and programs involved in alcohol and
drug abuse treatment or functions to seek an opinion from the
Single State Agency for alcohol and drug abuse about the length of
the retention period for such records.

Those treatment programs such as hospitals that are accredited by
the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH)
should comply with these requirements in addition to the State reg-
ulations.
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§2.22: FORMER EMPLOYEES AND OTHERS

RULE

The prohibitions of this part on disclosure of patient records or
information contained therein apply to all individuals who are
personne! of treatment programs, researchers, auditors, evalua-
tors, service organizations, or others having access to such rec-
ords or information, and continue to apply to such individuals
with respect to such records or information after the termination
of their employment or other relationship to activity giving rise
to such access.

* * *

DISCUSSION

The Federal regulations require that all former employees, part-time or full-
time, and volunteers or student interns who have worked in an alcohol or
drug abuse program refrain from disclosing any patient-identifying information
even after termination of their employment. This prohibition embodied in Rule
2.22 should be strictly observed to avoid violations of the Federal regula-
tions.

Each alcohol and drug abuse program should incorporate, as part of its per-
sonnel policies, rules, and procedures to be followed by staff, especially
those staff who are leaving.

Points to Remember

Programs should establish personnel policies to inform staff of these
requirements at the time of hiring, louring the course of employ-
ment, and at the time of termination.

The terminating staff members should be advised in writing as well
as orally that they must comply with the confidentiality regulations
even after termination of employment with the program. This means
that the terminated employee cannot disclose to anyone information
on a patient without the prior written consent of the patient or
other authorization.

Programs should notify both cutrent and terminated employees
regarding the requirements of Rule 2.22.
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52.24: RELATIONSHIP TO SECTION 303(a) OF
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT AND SECTION 502(c) OF

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT

RULE

(a) Research privilege description. In some instances, there
may be concurrent coverage of a program or activity by the pro-
visions of this part and by a regulation or other administrative
action under section 303(a) of the Public Health Service Act (42
V.S.C. 242a(a)) or section 502(c) of the Controlled Substances
Act (21 U.S.C. 872(c))....

* * *

DISCUSSION

Methadone programs may wish to refer to the methadone regulations of the
Food and Drug Administration, 21 C.F.R. 291.505(g)(2), for the effect of 42
U.S.C. 242a(a) on methadone patient records.

C
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Exercise Ill: Former Employee Compliance, Rule 2.22

tla\ Problem A counselor in an alcohol and drug abuse outpatient clinic
indicated that he or she will resign at the end of the month.

As Program Director, you are concerned about. protecting con-
fidentiality of the oral and written patient information to which
this staff member has had access. Develop appropriate proce-
dures to ensure confidentiality.

Products 1. A form that could be utilized to make sure that former
employees comply with the confidentiality laws.

2. A policy and procedure for the implementation of this
form.

Directions 1. Meet in your assigned small group. Choose a time-
keeper, recorder, and spokesperson.

Timekeeper: Since this is an open-ended evening meet-
ing task, help the group establish a time
limit and then complete the work on time.

Recorder: Prepare one piece of newsprint showing
the form. Prepare a separate piece of
newsprint outlining the policy and proce-
dure for implementing the form.

Spokesperson: Be prepared to present/clarify your
group's work. Bring the newsprint to the
main meeting room; display. You will have
approximately 10 minutes to present.

2. As a group, design the form that you would utilize to
make sure that former employees comply with the confi-
dentiality laws. Write this on newsprint.

3. Develop a policy and procedure for the implementation of
this requirement, and, on a separate piece of newsprint,
outline your work.

Trainees are urged to seek help, if needed, from the training staff. Remem-
ber that this is an evening exercise and may require special arrangements for
assistance.
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Session 6
Subpart C

Disclosures With Patient Consent
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Session 6
Subpart CDisclosures With Patient Consent

§ 2.31 Written Consent Required
§ 2.32 Prohibition on Redisclosure

Learning Objectives

At the completion of this session the participants should be able to:

Draw up a valid consent form with all the necessary eight points
stated in Rule 2.31.

Understand how this consent form should be used in the release of
patient information.

Prepare the statement regarding the prohibition against redisclosure
that is required in Rule 2.32.

§2.31: WRITTEN CONSENT REQUIRED

RULE

(a) Form of consent. Except as otherwise provided, a consent
for a disclosure under this part must be in writing and must con-
tain the following:

(1) The name of the program which is to make the disclosure.

(2) The name or title of the person or organization to which
'disclosure is to be made

(3) The name of the patient.

(4) The purpose or need for the disclosure.

(5) The extent or nature of information to be disclosed.

(6) A statement that the consent is subject to revocation at any
time except to the extent that action has been taken in reliance
thereon, and a specification of the date, event, or condition
upon which it will expire without express revocation.

(7) The date on which the consent is signed.

(8) The signature of the patient and, when required under §2.15,
the signature of a person authorized to give consent under that
section; or, when required under g,.16, the signature of a person
authorized to sign under that section in lieu of the patient.
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(b) Duration of consent. Any consent given under this subpart
shall have a duration no longer than that reasonably necessary to
effectuate the purpose for which it is given.

(c) Disclosure prohibited with deficient consent. No program
may disclose ary information on the basis of a consent form- -

(I) which on its face substantially fails to conform to any of
the requirements set forth in paragraph (a), of this section, or

(2) which is known, or in the exercise of reasonable care should
be known, to the responsible personnel of the program to be
materially false in respect to any item required to be contained
therein pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section.

(d) Falsification prohibited. No person may knowingly make,
sign, or furnish to a program any consent form which is materi-
ally false with respect to any item required to be contained
herein pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section.

DISCUSSION

The basic legal requirement for a valid consent for the release of information
of an alcohol and drug abuse patient's records are detailed in Rule 2.31. The
regulations require that a valid consent form include eight specific points:

1. The name of the program which is to make the disclosure

2. The name or title of the person or organization to which disclosure
is to be made

3. The patient's name

4. The basic purpose or need for disclosure of the information

5. The extent or nature and kind of information tc be r4isclosed

6. A statement that the consent is subject to revocation at any time
except to the extent that action has been taken in reliance thereon,
and a specification of the exact date, an event, or the exact condi-
tion upon wh;c.h the consent will expire without express revocation

7. The date when consent is signed by the patient, and

8. The signature of the patient and, when required under Rule 2.15,
the signature of a person authorized to give consent under that
rule; or when such signature is required under Rule 2.16, the sig-
nature of an authorized person is permissible in lieu of the patient.

The reader is advised to follow thes Federal-requirements. A program or
individual is not required to design a orm in the numerical order given in
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Rule 2.31; however, any release of information form should conclude with item
7, the date, and item 8, the signature of the patient, or authorized individual
in lieu of the patient, in that order.

Programs are advised that there is no 30-day or 60-day duration of consent
for the release of information. Any duration of consent is related to the
expiration of the purpose or the date speCified, the occurrence of an event,
or condition of said release.

Programs should check each release of information form to ensure that all
comply with the eight requirements of Rule 2.31. If a program releases infor-
mation pursuant to a consent form that is missing any one or more of these
eight requirements, such release violates the Federal regulations and exposes
the program to potential liabilities under the regulations. It is essential that
requests from other programs and individuals pursuant to _a signed release
form be checked carefully and, if any of the eight points is missing, this
deficient consent form should be returned to the individual or program with a
statement noting the exact areas of deficiency. At this point, it might be
better to forward your own consent form.

Finally, if any staff person or program has knowledge that information con-
tained in a consent form is false, the consent form should not be honored and
no information should be released. Conversely, Rule 2.31(d) of the Federal
regulations prohibits any individual from knowingly making, signing, or fur-
nishing to a program any consent form which is materially false with respect
to any item. This prohibition applies even to clients who sign consent forms
which contain false information.

Points to Remember
.

It is important to rr.7ke sure that all eight requirements are fulfilled
before any information is released. No additional requirements and
information may be substituted for any of the eight requirements.

The .Federal regulations do not require a signature witness to the
consent form. This additional item often appears on consent forms,
and programs may or may not include it.

The Federal regulations do not specify any particular period of con-
sent such as 30 or 60 days. The period of consent should end
when the purpose has been fulfilled.

The client should be advised that he or she may revoke his or her
consent prior to the release of the information pursuant to a valid
consent form.

Programs should pay special attention to the signature verification
of the patient signing the consent form where the patient is
enrolled in his or her own program.

Programs occasirmally include the .prohibition against redisclosure as
in Rule 2.32 in the consent form. This practice may be continued,
or such prohibition against redisclosure may accompany the informa-
tion released to the party designated in the consent form.

c
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A sample valid consent form with the eight requirements of the
Federal regulations is provided in this manual.

§2.32: PROHIBITION ON REDISCLOSU.RE

RULE

(a) Notice to accompany disclosure. Whenever a written disclo-
sure is made under authority of this subpart, except a disclosure
to a program or other person whose records pertaining to the
patient are otherwise subject to this pert, he disclosure shall
be accompanied by a written statement subst ntia ly as fol'Avs:

confidentiality is protected by Federal law. Federa regulations4141
"This information has been disclosed.to yo from cords whose

(42 C.F.R. Part 2) prohibit you from making any further disclo- c
sure of it without the specific written con ent of the person to
whom it pertains, or as otherwise permitted by such regulations.
A- general authorization for the release of medical or other
information is NOT sufficient for this purpose." An oral disclo-
sure may be accompanied or followed by such a notice.

(b) Consent required for redisclosure. A person who receives
information from patient cords and has been notified substan-
tially in accordance with paragraph (a) of this section is pro-
hibited from making any disclosure of such information except
with the specific written consent of the' person to whom it per-

-tains, or as otheiwise permitted under this part.

(c) Restriction on redisclosure. Whenever information 'from
patient records is needed by person, such information must be
obtained directly from the program maintaining such records apd
not from another person to whom disclosure theredf has been made,
except where the initial disclosure was intentionally bnd
expressly made for the purpose of redisclosure (as for example in
the case of an employment agency), or the information is no
longer available from the program and redisclosure is not prohib-
ited by any other provision of this part.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Any written disclosure under Subpart C should be .accompanied by a written
statement_ that indicates the ,prohibition on redisclosure stated in 'Rule 2.32(a)
Notice to Accompany Disclosure.

Therefore, persons who receive information from a patient's records and have
been notified in accordance with Rule 2.32(a) are prohibited from redisclosing
this information except with the required prior written consent of the patient.
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Furthermore, whenever there is a need for information on a patient, the per-
son seekirig the information must secure it directly from the program and/or
patient with pr' 'r written consent of the patient. The only exception to this
rule regarding prohibition on redisciosure is where the information has been
released with the expressed purpose of redisciosure, as in the case of. an
employment agency or, as in Rule 2.32(c), the information is no longer avail-
able from the program and redisciosure is not prohibited by any other provi-
sions of this part.

Points to Remember

In the usual case, a written notice prohibiting rediscloc' I must
accompany every written disclosure of information from dent's
record.

Redisclosure of legally disclosed patient information is prohibited
except with the specific consent of the person to whom the informa-
tion pertains or as otherwi.- permitted under the regulations.

The prohibition against redisciosure applies irrespective of whether
the person seeking disclosure already has the information, enjoys
official status, has obtained a subpoena, or asserts any other jus-
tification or basis for the disclosure.

Individuals and programs making disclosut3s of patiegt-identifying
information pursuant to Rule 2.32 are advised to de4elop a state-
ment that' can ttp attached to each 'release. A rubber stamp -

the necessary information may be secured to make.any writt3n dis-
closurts. A recommended format is as follows:

This information has been disclosed to you from records
whose confidentiality is protected by Federal taw. Fed-
eral regulations (42 C.F.R. Part 2) prohibit you from
making any further disclosure of it without the specific
written consent of the. person to whom it pertains, or as
otherwise permitted by such regulations. A general
authorization for the release of medical or other informa-
tion, is NOT sufficient for this purpose (see Rule
2.32(a )) .
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Problem

Exercise IV: Development of a Consent Form
for Release of Confidential Information, Rule 2.31

A student was suspended from all classes pending treatment
for an apparent drug problem. He enrolled in the drug treat-
ment program.

The student completed the necessary treatment, and sought
readmittance to high school. The principal requested a report
on his treatment and progress in the program. As a condi-
tion, he signed a release form and requested that the drug
treatment program forward the necessary information to the
principal.

Develop a consent form and appropriate procedures for
responding to this request.

Products I. Individually developed consent form for release of confi-
dential information.

2. Group-developed consent form for release of confidential
information.

Directions I. Meet in your assigned small group. Choose a timekeeper,
recorder, and spokesperson.

Timekeeper: This task is vided into individual and
group work. Allowllow approximately 10 min-
utes for the individual work, 5 minutes for
the exchange of work, and 10 minutes for
the group developmen of the consent
form: a total of 25 minutes.

Recorder: When the group develops its jointly prg-
pared consent form, print the form clearly
on newsprint.

Spokesperson: Be prepared to present/clarify the
group's work. Bring newsprint to the
main meeting room; display. You will have
approximately 5 minutes to present.

2. Individually (without discussing or sharing your work
with any other group member) write up a sample release
of information form by which information may be released
to the principal of the high school. Be sure that the
release conforms to the eight points that are required in
a valid consent form. Use the blank sheet provided fol-
lowing these instructions to design your form. (This
should require no more than 10 minutes.)

3. Upon completion of the individually developed consent
form, eat", participant should exchange this form with the
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I person sitting next to him or her and critique one
another's forms. (Take no more than 5 minutes for this
task. )

4. Now, working as a total group, prepare one consent form _
that draws upon individual members' work and includes all
the required items. Put this form on newsprint. (Use
about 10 minutes for this task.)

Trainees are urged to seek help, if needed, from the training staff.
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SAMPLE

Consent for the Release of Confidential Information

of
Name of patient/participant Patient's address

aut' rite

to

to disclose

the fol-
Name of person or organization to which disclosure is to be made

lowing inf mation

lowing reason(

for the fol-
Extent or nature of information to be disclosed

Purpose of need for disclosure

I understand that
I

records are protected under the Federal and specific
State confidentiality la s and regulations and cannot be disclosed without my
written consent unless otherwise provided for in the regulations. I also
understand that I may r yoke this consent at any time except to the extent
that action has been take in reliance on it (e.g., the provision of treatment
upon consent to disclosure third-party payers) and that in any event this
consent expires automatically described below.

Specification of the date, event, r condition upon which this consent expires

I further acknowledge that the information be released was fully explained
to me and this consent is given of my own fre: will.

Fxecuted this day of 19

Signature of patient \\
\

Signature of parent or guardian (where required) (RCPS 2.15 and 2.16)

Signature of person authorized to sign in lieu of patient (wher required)
(Rules 2.15 and 2.16)

Signature of attorney (where required)
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Session 7
Rules 233 -240
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Sessicn 7
Rules 2.33-2.40

§2.33 Diagnosis, Treatment, and Rehabilitation
§2.34 Prevention of Certain Multiple Enrollments
§2.35 Legal Counsel for Patient
§2.36 Patient's Family and Others
'3 2 . 3 7 Third-Party Payers and Funding Sources
§2.38 Employers and Employment Agencies
§2.39 Criminal Justice System Referrals
§2.40 Situations Not Otherwise Provided For

Learning Objectives

At the end of this session, participants should be able to:

Comprehend the requirements for releasing information on traveling,
incarcerated, or hospitalized patients on medication (Rule 2.33).

Understand the exception to releasing information without prior
written consent as it pertains to disclosure among treatment person-
nel (Rule 2.33).

Develop guidelines and a system for an operational central registry
(Rule 2.34).

Design a consent form that meets the requirements for releasing
inforr.lation to an attorney representing a patient in the program
(Rule 2.35).

Establish guidelines for releasing information to parents, spouses,
and others (Rule 2.36).

Develop appropriate systems for dealing with third-party payers
(Rule 2.37).

Draft guidelines for providing confidential information to potential
employers and employment agencies interested in hiring patients in
the program (Rule 2.38).

Develop the required forms and procedures for accepting and treat-
ing patients who are referred by the various entities of the criminal
justice system (Rule 2.39).

Devise guidelines and procedures for handling situations not pro-
vided for in Subpart C (Rule 2.40).
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S2.33: DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT, AND REHABILITATI )N

RULE

(a) Disclosure authorized. Where consent is given in accordance
with §2.31, disclosure of information subject to this part may be
made to medical personnel or to treatment or rehabilitation pro-
grams where such disclosure is needed in order to better enable
them to furnish services to the patient to whom the information
pertains.

(b) Traveling, incarcerated or hos italized atients on medica-
tion. Where a patient on medication is at a distance from his
normal residence or treatment program or is incarcerated or hos-
pitalized, or is otherwise unable to deliver a written consent to
his treatment program at the time the disclosure is needed, con-
firmation of the patient's status and information necessary to
appropriately continue or modify his medication may be given to
medical personnel in a position to provide services to the
patient upon the oral representation of such personnel that the
patient has requested medication and consented to such disclo-
sure. Any program making a disclosure in accordance with this
paragraph shall make-a written memorandum showing the name of the
patient, or the patient's case number assigned by the program,
the date and time the disclosure was made, the information dis-
closed, and the names of the individuals by whom and to whom it
was made.

* * *

DISCUSSION

If a patient on medication is away from his treatment program, is incarcer-
ated, or otherwise unable to deliver a written consent for disclosure when it
is needed, the program may give attending medical personnel information nec-
essary to continue or modify his or her medication. However, the medical
personnel must state that the patient has requested medication and consented
to the disclosure. Any program that makes a disclosure in accordance with
this paragraph must make a written memorandum showing:

Patient's name (or the case number assigned by the program)

Date and time the disclosure was made

Information disclosed

Name of the person disclosing the information

Name of the person to whom it was disclosed.
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Points to Remember

When a patient receiving medication is away from his or her usual
treatment program and needs medication, the treatment program may
give the necessary information to medical personnel so that they
may provide assistance to the patient.

The patient's oral consent must be given to personnel requesting
disclosure.

When such disclosure occurs, a memo including the five points
listed above must be written.

§2.34: PREVENTION OF CERTAIN MULTIPLE ENROLLMENTS

RULE

(a) -Definitions. For the purposes of this section and V.55--

(1) The terms "administer", "controlled substance", "dispense",
"maintenance treatment", and "detoxification treatment" shall
respectively have the meanings defined in paragraphs (2), (6),

(10), (27), and (28) of section 102 of the Controlled Substances
Act (21 U.S.C. 802).

(2) The term "program" means a program which offers maintenance
treatment or detoxification treatment.

(3) The term "permissible central registry" means a qualified
service organization which collects or accepts, from two or more
programs (referred to hereinafter as member programs) all of
which are located either within a given State or not more than
125 miles from the nearest point on the border of such State,
patient identifying information about persons applying for main-
tenance treatment or detoxification treatment for the purpose of
enabling the member programs to prevent any individual from being
concurre-tly enrolled in more than one such program.

(b) Use of central registries prohibited except as expressly
authorized. The furnishing of patient identifying information by
a program to any central registry whiCh fails to meet the defini-
tion of a permissible central registry set forth in paragraph
(a)(3) of this section is prohibited, and the furnishing of
patient identifying information to or by any central registry
except as authorized in this section is prohibited. Information
pertaining to patients held by a central registry may be fur-
nished or used in accordance with paragraphs (e), (f), and (g)
for the purpose of preventing multiple enrollments, but may not
be otherwise furnished or used in connection with any legal,

administrative, supervisory, or other action with respect to any
patient.
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(c) Safeguards and procedures required. To minimize the likeli-
hood of disclosures of information to impostors or others seeking
to bring about unauthorized or improper disclosure, any communi-
cations carried on by programs pursuant to this section must be
conducted (1) by authorized personnel designated in accordance
with §2.17(b), and (2) in conformity with procedures established
in accordance with that section.

(d) Disclosures with respect to patients in treatment. A member
program may supply patient identifying information and informa-
tion concerning the type of drug used or to be used in treatment
and the dosage thereof, with relevant dates, to a permissible
central registry with respect to any patient--

(1) When the patient is accepted for treatment,

(2) When the type or dosage of the drug is changed, and

(3) When the treatment is interrupted, resumed, or terminated.

(e) Disclosures with respect to applications. When any person
applies to a program for maintenance treatment or detoxification
treatment, then for the purpose of inquiring whether such person
is currently enrolled in another program for such treatment, the
program may furnish patient identifying information with respect
to such person--

(1) To any permissible central registry of which the program is
a member, and

(2) To any other program which is not more than 200 miles dis-
tant and which is not a member of any central registry of which
the inquiring program is a member,

(f) Program procedure in case of apparent concurrent enrollment.
When an inquiry pursuant to paragraph (e)(2) is made of another
treatment program and its response is affirmative, the two pro-
grams may engage in such further communication as may be neces-
sary to establish whether an error has been made, and if none,
the programs should proceed in accordance with sound clinical
practice and any applicable regulations pertaining to the type of
treatment involved.

(g) Registry procedure in case of apparent concurrent enroll-
ment. When an inquiry pursuant to paragraph (e)(1) is made of a
permissible central registry and its response is affirmative, it
may advise the inquiring program of the name, address, and tele-
phone number of the other program, or it may advise the other
program of the identity of the patient and the name, address, and
telephone number of the inquiring program, or it may do both, and
in any case the two programs may then communicate as provided in
paragraph (f) above.
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(h) Advice to atients. When the policies and procedures of any
program involve any disclosures pursuant to this section, before
any patient is accepted for or continued in treatment (other than
detoxification treatment) after September 30, 1975, written con-
sent in accordance with §2.31 shall be obtained. Such consent
shall set forth a current list of the names and addresses either
of any programs or'of any central registries to which such dis-
closures will be made. Notwithstanding the requirement of §2.31
(a)(2), such consent shall be effective with respect to any other
such program thereafter established within 200 miles, or any
registry serving such programs, and shall so state. Such consent
shall be effective for as long as the patient remains enrolled in
the program to which it is given.

* * *

DISCUSSION

After September 30, 1975, if a program wishes to disclose information to a
central registry or to other programs under this section, the following proce-
dures apply:

Written consent for the disclosure of information must be obtained
from the patient as a condition of acceptance for, or continuance
in, the program.

The consent form must comply with the eight required points.

The patient must be informed of the current lists of names and
addresses of programs or central registries to which disclosures will
be made.

The consent will be valid so long as the patient remains in the pro-
gram.

Points to Remember

A treatment program may supply relevant data to the central regis-
try when:

A patient is accepted for treatment.
Type er dosage of medication is changed.
Treatment is interrupted, resumed, or terminated.

Specific patient-identifying information can be released by a central
registry to a nonmember program within a 200-mile radius to deter-
mine if a patient is enrolled in more than one program.

If multiple enrollments are ound, the central registry may provide
relevant information to the programs involved in order to rectify
the situation. Decisions here will be left to the judgment of the
programs involved.
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82.35: LEGAL COUNSEL FOR PATIENT

RULE

When a bona fide attorney-client relationship exists between an
attorney-at-law and a patient, disclosure of any information in
the patient's records may be made to the attorney upon the writ-
ten application of the patient endorsed by the attorney. Infor-
mation so disclosed may not be further disclosed by the attorney.

* * *

DISCUSSION

A patient in a treatment program may request a program to disclose informa-
tion to an attorney who represents him or her.

The program must request that the patient fill out a Rule 2.31 consent form
and take it to the attorney for said form to be endorsed by the attorney.

The program releasing the information to the attorney should include the Rule
2.32 prohibition against further disclosure. The purpose of this prohibition
is to guard against the possibility that the attorney might be forced to serve
as a conduit for otherwise prohibited disclosure to any third parties. Nor-
mally, the attorney-client privilege is sufficient to limit disclosure. This pri-
vilege is subject to waiver by the client. The Rule 2.35 prohibition against
further disclosure cannot be waived by the client.

Points to Remember

The program cannot disclose information to an attorney unless it
has verified that an attorney-client relationship exists. This ver-
ification is established by requiring the client to complete a Rule
2.31 written consent form which must be signed by the ,client and
the attorney prior to the release of any information by the pro-
gram.

The program must refuse disclosure of the requested inforrbation if
the procedures are not followed.

A copy of Rule 2.35 should accompany the disclosure to give fur-
ther notice to the attorney of the need to comply with 42 C.F.R.,
Part 2.

The program is advised to include the procedures for releasing
information as part of its patient education activities.

1,
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5 2.36: PATIENT'S FAMILY AND OTHERS

RULE

Where consent is given in accordance with §2.31, information
evaluating his current or past status in a treatment program may
be furnished to any person with whom the patient has a personal
relationship unless, in the judgment of the person responsible

for the patient's treatment, the disclosure of such information

would be harmful to the patient.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Information that includes an evaluation of the patient's current or past status
in the treatment program may be disclosed to any person with whom the per-
son has a personal relationship, as long as the consent has been given in
accordance with the eight required items covered under Rule 2.31. However,
this does not apply when there is reason to believe that disclosure of such
information would be damaging to the patient.

Points to Remember

When disclosure is made to a patient's family:

Where the program is an inpatient or residential program, it is sug-
gested that at intake the program secure written consent from the
patient to release information regarding his or her status to the
spouse, family, visitors, or others.

Disclosure is not authorized if, in the determination of the program,
disclosure would be damaging to the patient.

0!)
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Chart VI
Patient's Family and Others (Rule 2.36)

;IP

"HELLO... I'M AN OLD FRIEND OF MISS HOOD. IS SHE IN

YOUR PROGRAM?"

Information on a patient's status in the program may be disclosed to any per-
son with whom the patient has a personal relationship as long as consent has
been given in accordance with the eight required items, except when the per-
son in charge believes such a disclosure would hurt the patient.
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S2.37: THIRD-PARTY PAYERS AND FUNDING SOURCES

RULE

(a) Acquisition of information. Disclosure of patient informa-
tion to third party payers or funding sources may be made only
with the written consent of the patient given in accordance with
§2.31 and any such disclosure must be limited to that information
which is reasonably necessary for the discharge of the legal or
contractual obligations of the third party payer or funding
source.

(b) Prohibition on disclosure. Where a funding source or third
party payer maintains records of the identity z-,of recipients of
treatment or rehabilitation services for alcohol .cr drug abuse
such records are, under the authorizing legislation, maintained
in connection with the performance of an alcohol or drug abuse
prevention function and are subject to the restrictions upon dis-
closure set forth in this part.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.37 requires that the confidentiality of the client be pr:otected by the
program by securing the prior written consent of the client before the pro-
gram shares with or submits any patient information fog verification and pay-
ment by a third-party payer. It is appropriate and necessary that prior
written consent be obtained from the patient during the intake process.

The third-party payer or funding source may request any necessary patient
information pursuant to a valid consent to verify and process the patient's
claims. The patient's records and information stored by the third-party
payer and funding source must be maintained in a secure and confidential
manner in accordance with Rule 2.17 dea!ing with the security of records.
Any information so obtained on an alcohol and drug abuse patient cannot be
redisclosed without the prior written consent of the patient whose records are
involved except as authorized by the regulations.

Prohibition on Disclosure

The third-party payer or funding source may keep records on the identity of
participants in an alcohol or drug abuse program, but these records are pro-
tected by the Federal regulations, and the information cannot be disclosed
except as authorized by the regulations t Rule 2.37).

Points to Remember

For disclosure of information to third -party payers and funding sources:.

Written consent must comply with the eight points required under
Rule 2.31.

6
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Information disclosed must be confined to that which is needed to
fulfill the contractual obligation of the third-party payer or funding
source.

Information disclosed to the third-party payer cannot be redisciosed
without the written consent of the patient.

Any information disclosed to a third-party payer must be accom-
panied by the statement on prohibition against redisclosure in Rule
2.32(a). The billing staff should be aware of these requirements in
the Federal regulations.

..
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Chart VII
Third-Party Payers (Rule 2.37)

Programs muse inform patients of their eligibility to receive payment
for the services of the program. However, these payments will be
secured by the program as reimbursement for services rendered to
the client.

A valid consent form in accordance with Rule 2.31 must be secured
from the patient before the program can communicate Information
about the patient and/or bill the third-party payer for services.

Once the program has secured a valid written consent form from the
patient, the program can send bills and information to the third-
party payer requesting reimbursement for all services provided to
the patient.
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§2.38: EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

RULE

(a) Disclosure permitted. Where consent is given in accordance
with §2.31, a program may make disclosures in accordance with
this section.

(b) Eligible recipients. A program may make disclosure under
this section to public or private employment agencies, employment
services, or employers.

(c) Scope of disclosure. Ordinarily, disclosures pursuant to

this section should be limited to a verification of the patient's
status in treatment or a general evaluation of progress in treat-
ment. More specific information may be furnished where there is
a bona fide need for such information to evaluate hazards which
the employment may pose to the patient or others, or where such
information is otherwise directly relevant to the employment sit-
uation.

(d) Criteria for approval. A disclosure under this section may
be made if, in the judgment of the program director or his
authorized representative appointed as provided in §2.17(b), the
following criteria are met:

(1) The program has reason to believe, on the basis of past
experience or other credible information (which may in appropri-
ate cases consist of a written statement by the employer), that
such information will be used for the purpose of assisting in the
rehabilitation of the patient and not for the purpose of identi-
fying the individual as a patient in order to deny him employment
or advancement because of his history of drug or alcohol abuse.

(2) The information sought appears to be reasonably necessary in
view of the type of employment involved.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.38 of the Federal regulations permits a program to disclose info'mation
on alcohol and drug abuse patients to employers and employment agencies
providing that consent of the patient is acquired in accordance with Rule
2.31. The program is advised to limit such disclosure to a verification of the
patient's status in the treatment and general progress (Rule 2.38(c)). Any
additional information released will depend on the nature and type of employ-
ment and the need for the information in light of any unusual hazards that
might impact on the patient in the work environment.

This section of the regulations also permits a client, in accordance with Rule
2.31, to give an employment agency the right to redisclose information to

86
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potential employers without violating Rule 2.31 or Rule 2.32 on prohibition of
redisclosure.

Points to Remember

Written consent is required before information can be given to
employers, employment agencies, and employment services.

Disclosure may be made in accordance with the valid consent of the
patient only if the information:

Contributes to the patient's rehabilitation and is reasonably
necessary in view of the type of employment involved, and

Is not used as a basis of firing, refusing to hire, or denying
advanceme' it.

It should be noted that an exception is made to the prohibition
against redisclosure (Rule 2.32) in the case of information released
(in accordance with the consent form in Rule 2.31) to an employment
agency, employment service, or employment agent, because co-.sent
is presumed to include autl..)rization for redisclosure. However, the
authorization pursuant to a valid consent form in Rule 2.31 should
explicitly state that the client gives written consent for redisclosure
by the employment agency or service.

Programs must ensure that consent given pursuant to Rule 2.38,
for the purpose of securing employment, should be informed consent
where the client/patient acts knowingly, will;ngly, intelligently,
without duress, and with full understanding of the po :tive and
negative effects of disclosing such information to an employer
and/or employment agency.

§2.39: CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM REFERRALS

RULE

(a) Consent authorized. Where participation by an individual in
a treatment program is made a condition cf such individual's
release from confinement, the disposition or status of any crimi-
nal proceedings against him or the execution or suspension of any
sentence imposed Ldon him, such individual may consent to unre-
str:r.ted communication between any program in which he is
enrolled in fulfillment of such condition and (1) the court
granting probation, or other post-trial or pretrial conditional
release, (2) the parole board or other authority granting parole,
or (3) probation or parole officers responsible for his supervi-
sion.

(b) Duration of consent. Where consent is given for disclosures
described in pararraph (a) of this section, such consent shall

87
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\expire sixty days after mot: is given or when there is a substan-
tial change in such person's status, whichever is later. For the
purposes of this section, a substantial change occurs in the sta-
tus of a person who, at the time such consent is given, has

been--

(1) Arrested, when such person is formally charged or uncondi-
tionally released from arrest;

(2) Formally charged, when the charges have been dismissed with
prejudice, or the trial of such person has been Commenced;

(3) Brought to a trial which has commenced, when such person has
been acquitted or sentenced;

(4) Sentenced, when the sentence has been fully executed.

(c) Revocation of consent. An individual whose release from
confinement, probation, or parole is conditioned upon his partic-
ipation in a treatment program may not revoke a consent given by
him in accordance with paragraph (a) of this section until there
has been a formal and effective termination or revocation of such
release from confinement, probation, or parole.

(d) Restrictions on redisclosure. Any information directly or
indirectly received pursuant to this section may be used by the

recipients thereof only in connection with their offical duties
with respect tc the particular individual with respect to whom it

was acquired. Such recipients may not make such information
available for general investigative purposes, or otherwise use it

in unrelated proceedings or make it available for unrelated pur-
poses.

DISCUSSION

Rul
be
sh

* * *

2.39 provides a basis for establishing good working relationships
een the criminal justice system and treatment programs. This relation-
is necessary in light of the large number of clients who are referred

fr m the criminal justice system to alcohol and drug abuse programs. In some
tances more than 50 percent of the client load is made up of criminal jus-
e referees.

This rule 2.39 covers a patient referred to alcohol and drug abuse programs
as a condition of release fro confinement or the disposition or status of any
crii..nal proceedings against nim or her or the execution or suspension of any
sentence imposed upon him or her (Rule 2.39(a)). Such individuals, may con
sent to unrestricted communication between the treatment program and t e
court granting probation, or other post- or pre-trial conditional rel.tase, y
the court, the parole board, or other probation or parole officers res'ponsible
for his or her supervision. However, the client, program, parole officer,
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Probation
Stipulations

v

Department
of Probation

Chart VIII
Criminal Justice Referrals (Rule 2.39)

1 Other Criminal
Justice Referrals,
E.G., Juvenile

L._

Court-Imposed
Sentence and
Stipulation

Patient
Referral to Program

Parole
Stipulation

Written Consent
for Unrestricted
Disclosure
(Irrevocable)

J

NOTE:

I

Program

info.

Court

4

Department
of Parole

Other Criminal
Justice Referrals,
E.G.,'Juvenile

The client's written consent is required when there is a criminal justice refer-
ral, in order to shate unrestricted information with any entity of the criminal
justice system. Any revocation of the client's written consent may be prohib-
ited by Rule 2.39(c).
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probation officer, or court may agree to release only pursuant to a valid con-
sent form as in Rule 2.31.

The program must recognize the skills of the probation and parole officer for,
in many instances, they need to have the information so that they can inter-
vene at an early stage. In some cases, this intervention will make a differ-
ence between the failure or the success of a patient who is referred by the
criminal justice system. Nothing in the Federal regulations and Rule 2.39
prohibits alcohol and drug programs from entering into agreements and
arrangements with criminal justice agencies to regulate or restrict the subject
matter or form of communication and sharing of information about patients.
For example, a program might agree pursuant to a valid consent form from
the patient (Rule 2.31) to oral communication about specific matters, while
restricting formal written reports by the program to objective data such as
attendance, urinalysis, progress, and termination.

Finally, any information that is released by a program to parole or probation
officers is subject to a prohibition against redisclosure for general investiga-
tive purposes or for unrelated proceedings. The information should be used
only in connection with the official purposes in connection with the parole,
probation, and court responsibilities relative to this client.

E.

Points to Remember

If an individual's participation in an alco1191 or drug abuse treat-
ment program is a condition of release from confinement or disposi-
tion of criminal proceedings or sentencing, the individual may pro-
vide valid consent for unrestricted disclosure to:

A court granting probation or other conditional release

A parole board

The probation or parole officer responsible for the individual's
supervision.

Information disclosed under this section cannot be redisclosed by
the recipients thereof other than in connection with their official
duties related to individual treatment or supervision of the client.

Example

Probation officers who receive information from a treatment program cannot
enter that information as evidence in a grand jury investigation unrelated to
the purpose for which the consent was given under this rule.

90
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§2.40: SITUATIONS NOT OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR

RULE

(a) Criteria-for approval. In any situation not otbWiwise spe-
cifically provided for in this subpart, where .consent is given in
accordance with §2.31, a program may make a disclosure for the
benefit of a patient from the records of that patient if, in the
judgment of the program director or his authorized representative
appoint'd as provided in §2.17, all of the following criteria are
met:

(1) There is no suggestion in the written consent or the circum-
stances surrounding it, as known to the program, that the consent
was not given freely, voluntarily, and without coercion.

(2) Granting the request for disclosure will not cause substan-
tial harm to the relationship between the patient and the program
or to the program's capacity to provide services in general.

(3) Granting the request for disclosure will not be harmful to
the patient.

(b) Circumstances deemed beneficial. For the purposes of this
section, the circumstances under which disclosure may be deemed
to be beneficial to a patient include, but are not limited to,
those in which the disclosure may assist the patient in con-
nection with any public or private claim, right, privilege,
gratuity, grant or other interest accruing to, or for the bene-,4
fit of, the patient or the patient's immediate family. Exam-
ples of the foregoing include welfare, medicare, unemployment, 1

workmen's compensation, accidant or medical insurance, public or
private pension or other retirement, benefits, and any claim or
defense asserted or which is a:. issue in any civil, criminal,
administrative or other proceeding in which the patient is a
party or is affected.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.40 allows the program to disclose patient-identifying information to a
third party (with prior written consent in accordance with Rule 2.31), in
order to secure a benefit that the client is entitled to or where there is a
claim, privilege, gravity, =grant, or othdr interest accruing to and for the
benefit of the client.

This section of the Federal regulations allows a program to act in almost any
area where such action will benefit the patient.

It is advisable that consent so acquired should be informed consent and the
client be given full disclosure ahout positive and negative aspects. Such con-
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sent should be made so that the patient can act knowingly, willingly, intelli-
gently, and without coercion.

Points to Remember

In order to disclose information from a patient's record under Rule 2.40, the
following criteria must be met:

.

The patient must have provided prior written consent in accordance
with Rule 2.31.

A determination must be made by the program director or represen-
tative authorized by the director.

The consent of the patient, when given, must be informed consent
and had been given without any coercion or fear of reprisal.

The information disclosed from the patient's record cannot harm
either the patient or the program.

The disclosure of this information will benefit the patient.

---

a

a
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Problem

Exercise V: The Central Registry, Rule 2.344Optional)

John Smith, Assistant Administrator of the Lake Regional Meth-
adone Maintenance Program, calls the central registry of the
Lakes Program. He inquires about a client's possible enroll-
ment in any other program, the type of dosage received, and
"any other information."

Products I. On Flipchart A: "Yes" or "No" decisions and justification
for your answers to the following questions:

Question I: "Is a central registry permissible under
these circumstances?"

Question 2: "Could the central registry respond to the
request of the Lake Program without violat-
ing any confidentiality laws?"

2. On Flipchart B: A list providing information about such a
central registry as it should be provided to clients at ehe
time of their enrollment.

t
Directions I. Meet in ,your assigned. small group. Choose a timekeeper,

recorder, and spokesperson.
- ,

Timekeeper: The entire task is to be completed within
20 minutes. Help the group finish on
schedule.

Recorder: Label two flipcharts "A" and "B." Organ-
ize the group's response's to the two pro-

f ducts required and print on flipcharts..

Spokesperson: Be prepared to present/clarify the group's
work. Bring flipcharts to main meeting

CI room; display. You .vill have about 4-5
minutes to present.

2. Working as a group, answer the question, "Is a cer.tral
registry permissible under these circumstances?" Briefly
justify (explain) your answer. Put on top half of Flip-
chart A.

3. Now answer the question, "Could the central registry
respond to the request of the Lake Regional Methadone
Maintenance Program without violating any confidentiality?"
Put your conclusion and brief justification on the bottom
half of Flipchart A.

.,...-
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4. As a group, develop a list of items that responds to the
question, "What information about such a central registry
should be provided to clients at the time of enrollment?"
Place this list on Flipchart B.

Trainees are urged to seek help, if needed, from the training staff.

1
I ,.
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Problem

Products

Exercise VI: Criminal Justice System Referrals, Rule 2.39

Mr. Arthur Millhouse has received parole from the State Cor-
rectional Center with the stipulation that he enroll immediately
in a drug treatment program. 'n complianCe with this stipula-
tion, Mr. Millhouse has provided his written consent authoriz-
ing the release of all information pertaining to his enrollment,
attendance, lab results, and treatment plan.

At the eod of the specified period of parole, Mr. Millhouse's
parole officer requests information from the program that he
feels might be helpful in lining up a prospective job for Mr.
Millhouse.

'

I. Individually developed outline of procedures for handling
this matter.

2. Group-developed composite outline of procedures for hpa-
dling this matter.

Directions 1. Meet in your assigned small group. Choose a time-
keeper, recorder, and spokesperson.

Timekeeper: This task is divided into in4ividual and
group work. Allow approximarely 52min-
utes for the individua work, 5 inures for
the exchange of Wor , and 5 mi utes for
the group develop nt of the cedural
outline; for a tot of)I5 minutes.

Recorder: When the group develops its composite out-
line, print the procedures clearly on news-
print.

Spokesperson: Be prepared' to 'present/clarify the group's
work. Bytiig newsprint to the main meep!

Y

ing room; display. You will have approxi-
mately 5' minutes to present.

2. Working indiv idually ("without discusSing or Aaring your
work with .--iany other group member) outli ;what you
would deem appropriate procedures in hapdli g 'this mat-

' ter. Be specific. (5,:myiustes)

3: Exchange your outline with another person within your
group. Give one another feedback a'nd determine if the
outline you.now have reflects' a usable set of procedures.
(5 minutes)

I

1-4
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4. Working as a small gro...p, draw up one composite outline
representing a set of procedures that would provide a
responsible structure for handling this matter. Put this
outline on newsprint.

Trainees are urged to seek help, if needed, from the training staff.

.4'
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Session 8
Feedback on Exercise. Ill
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Session 8
Feedback on Exercise III

In this session, the issues of current and former employees are addressed,
and the group will discuss Exercise III.
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Session 9
Subpart D

Disclosures Without Patient Consent
Rules 2.51-254
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Session 9
Subpart DDifclosures Without Patient ConsentRules 2.51-2.54

§2.5I Medical Emergencies
§2.52 Research, Audit, and Evaluation
§2.53 Government Agencies
§2.54 Patient Identifying Information

Learning 'Objectives

..)

in Connection wittl Examinations

At the end of this session, participants should be able to:

Develop appropriate systems for releasing information when a bona
fide emergency exists (Rule 2.51).

Develop guidelines and procedures for disclosing patient-identifying
information to qualified personnel for the purpose of an audit, eval-
uation, and research (Rule 2.52).

Understand the circumstances under which governmental agencies
may have access to patient-identifying information (Rule 2.53).

Develop procedures for disclosing information in connection with
examinations; in particular, the procedure for disposition of these
records by the examiners (Rule 2.54).

§2.51: MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

RULE

(a) In general. Disclosure to medical personnel, either private
or governmental, is authorized without the consent of the patient
when and to the extent necessary to meet a bona fide medical
emergency.

(b) Food and Drug Administration. Where treatment involves the
use of any drug, and appropriate officials of the Food and Drug
Administration determine that the life or health of patients may
be endangered by an error in the manufacture or packaging of such
drug, disclosure of the identities of the recipients of the drug
may be made without their consent to appropriate officials of the
Food and Drug Administration to enable them to notify the
patients or their physicians of the problem in order that correc-
tive action may be taken.

(c) Incapacitated persons. Where a patient is incapacitated and
information concerning the treatment being given him by a program
is necessary to make a sound determination of appropriate emer-
gency treatment, such information may be given without the
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patient's consent to personnel providing such emergency treat-
ment.

(d) Notification of family or others. When any individual_suf-
fering from a serious medical condition resulting from drug or
alcohol abuse is receiving treatment at 'a facility which is
within the scope of this Part the treating physician may, in his
discretion, give notification of such condition to a member of
the individual's family or any other person with whom the indi-
vidual is known to have a respo ible personal relationship.
Such notification may not be made w thout such individual's con-
sent at any time such individual i capable of rational communi-
cation.

(e) Record required. Any program making an oral disclosure
under authority of this section shall make a written memorandum
showing the patient's name or case number, the date and time the
disclosure was made, some indication of the nature of the emer-
gency, the information disclosed, and the names of the individu-
als by whom and to whom it was disclosed.

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.51(a) authorizes disclosure without the prior written or oral consent of
the patient, to medical personnel (i.e. , doctor and nurses), when such dis-
closure of patient-identifying information is necessary to meet a bona fide
medical emergency; i.e. , a life-threatening situation.

Rule 2.51(b) authorizes disclosure of the identities of patients to food and
Drug Administration officials where: treatment involves the use of a drug and
where the FDA has determined that the life or health of patients might be
endangered by an error in manufacturing or packaging of a particular drug.
In these circumstances, the program may make such disclosure of patient-
identifying information without the prior written consent of the patients so
affected.

Rule 2.51(c) authorizes disclosure of patient-identifying information without
the consent of the patient if a patient is incapacitated, which means tem-
porary inability to understand, communicate, or perform a necessary intellec-
tual, emotional, and physical act, or suffering from severe effects of drugs
or ,alcohol. However, such disclosure of the patient's information is limited to
when a patient is receiving emergency treatment and the information is nec-
essary to assist the personnel in providing such emergency treatment. It
is important to note the difference between an "incompetent patient" under
Rule 2.16, someone adjudicated by a court as being incompetent, and an
"incapacitated patient," someone adjudged by the treatment personnel to be
incapable of making decisions, responding to communication, drunk, under the
severe effects of a drug, and so forth.
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Rule 2.51(d) authorizes a treatment program to make disclospres without the
patient's consent when the patient is suffering from a serious medical condi-
tion resulting from the use of alcohol or drugs. Disclosure of the patient's
conditior may at the discretion of the program be made to a family member or
any other _person with whom the individual is known to have a close personal
relationship. The program should verify such a relationship to ensure that
the information is being released to an individual authorized by Rule 2.51(d).
An important exception to the release of the patient's records is indicated in
2.51(d), which prohibits the treatment program from disclosing any patient-
identifying information to a family member or person who has a close personal
relationship with the patient, if the patient is capable of rational communica-
tion notwithstanding the abuse of alcohol or drugs.

Finally, in all instances in which a bona fide medical emergency exists, or if
the FDA has determined that a drug is harmful to patients, or a patient i-s

incapacitated, the program making such disclosure to a third party, i.e.,
medical personnel, should make sure that a written memorandum is completed
with all of the requirements stated in Rule 2.51(e).

Points to Remember

In medical emergencies where there is a life-threatening condition
affecting the client, a program involved in treating alcohol and
drug abuse patients may disclose necessary patient-identifying
information from the patient's record without consent of the patient
to medical personnel.

An attending physician and other medical personnel and a treatment
program may notify a patient's family or a person with whom the
patient has a responsible personal relationship, without the patient's
consent, if there is a medical emergency and the patient is incap-
able of rational communication or/and is incapacitated. However,
once the patient regains a rational state and can communicate
rationally, the patient's consent must be secured before any disclo-
sure of information to a third party is made.

In making disclosure of any patient records without the patient's
consent, a .program must write a memorandum containing all seven
points stipulated in Rule 2.51(e). This memorandum should be filed
and placed in the patient's permanent records.

The specific requirements of the memorandum in Rule 2.51(e) are
that it contain:

I. Patient's name or case number
2. Date of disclosure
3. Time the disclosure was made
4. Nature of the emergency
5. Information disclosed
6. Name of the individual by whom disclosure was made
7. The person(s) to whom disclosure was made.

Note that Rule 2.51(e) does not require that the memorandum be
witnessed.
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§,12:52:. RESEARCH, AUDIT, AND 'VALUATION

RULE

(a) Research, audit, and evaluation. Subject to any applicable
specific provision set. forth hereinafter in this subpart, the
content of records pertaining to any patient which are maintained
in connection with the performance of a function subject to this
part may be disclosed, whether or nut the patient gives consent,
to qualified personnel for the purpose of conducting scientific
research, management audits, financial audits, or program evalua-
tion, but such personnel may not identify, directly or indi-
rectly, any individual patient in any report of such research,
audit, or evaluation, or otherwise disclose patient identities in
any manner. For the purposes of this subpart and for the pur-
poses of subsection (b)(2)(B) of the authorizing legislation, the
term "qualified personnel" means persons whose training and
experience are appropriate to the nature and level of the work in
which they are engaged and who, when working as part of an organ-
ization, are performing such work with adequate administrative
safeguards against unauthorized disclosures.

(b) Uses of disclosures of patient identifying information.

(1) Where a disclosure made to any person pursuant to paragraph
.(a) of this section includes patient identifying information with
respect to any patient, such information may 'not be further dis-
closed, and may not be used in connection with any legal, admin-
istrative, supervisory, or other action whatsoever with respect
to such patient, except as provided in paragraphs (b)(2) and

(b)(3) of this section.

(2) ne inclusion of patient identifying information in any
written or oral communication between a person to whom a disc1O-
sure has been made pursuant to paragraph (a) and the program mak-
ing such disclosure does not constitute the identification of a
patient in a report or otherwise in violation of paragraph (a).

(3) Where a disclosure is made pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
section to a-person qualified to determine, on the basis of such
disclosure, the presence of a substantial risk to the health and
well being, whether physical or psychological, -of any patient,
and, in the judgment of such person, such a risk exists and the
situation cannot be dealt with solely by means of communications
as described in paragraph (b)(2) of this section without intensi-
fying or prolonging the risk as compared with other means of
dealing with it, then the initial disclosure under paragraph (a)
and any subsequent disclosure or redisclosure of patient identi-
fying information for the purpose of reducing the risk to the
patient involved shall be subject to the provisions of §2.51.

* * *
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DISCUSSION

Rule 2.52 aUth§12izes 'the dis.ciosure. of information aliout an alcohol or drug
abuse patient for purposes of financial, program," aid management audit and
monitoring, . gnd pr.ogram evaluation, and also for conducting scientific
research without the prior written or oral. consent of the patient. However,
such qualified personnel are prohibited from disclbsing in any report directly
or indirectly any patient-identifying information. Very often prograros_ will be
required by State and Federal and private funding sources to release or at
least provide access to patient-identifying information. Rule 2.52 permits dis-
closure of patient-identifying information to the funding sources or monitoring
sources for the limited purposes of management, financial and program audit,
and program evaluation 9r for conducting scientific research.

Points to 'Remember

It is important to understand that Rul e 2.52 defines "qualified per-
sonnel" as those persons whose training and experience are appro-
priate to the nature and level of the work in which they are
enaed and who when working as art of an or anization are
performing such work with adequate administrative safeguards
against unauthorized disclosures. This means that "qualified per-
sonnel" should be designated and assigned by State, Federal, and
other agencies to -conduct the activities referred to in this rule,
which includes conducting scientific research, management, program
and financial audits, and program evaluation and monitoring of
alcohol and drug abuse programs.

Rule 2.52 prohibits a. recipient of patient-identifying information
resulting from a financial, program, management audit. program
evaluation, or research from redisclosing this information or using
it in connection with any legal, administrative, supervisory, or
other action with respect to the patient. (Rule 2.52(b)(I).)

Rule 2.52(b)(2) permits an auditor to include patient identifying
informtion in any oral or written report that is shared directly
between the auditor and the program, and this does not constitute
a disclosure.

A very important part of this Rule is 2.52(b)(3), which permits' a
qualified person who, pursuant to a disclosure during an audit,
determines, based on his or her qualifications, that there is the
presence or potential of substantial risk to the health and well-
being of any patient, whether physical or psychological, to release
patient-identifying information and other general or specific infor-
mation for the purpose of reducing this perceived risk to the
patient. It is essential that the qualified person making such dis-
closure comply with the requirements detailed in Rule 2.51.

Rule 2.52 permits each program involved in alcohol and arug abuse
activities to develop its own guidelines and procedures for conduct-
ing scientific research and evaluation. Again, such activity may be
conducted without the prior written ,r oral consent of the
patient(s).
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Rule 2.52 permits each State and Federal entity involved in alcohol
and 'drug abuse activities concerning patients affected by alcohol or
drugs to develop its own guidelines and` procedures for conducting
scientific research and evaluation. Again, such research and evalu-
ation activities may be conducted without prior oral or written con-
sent of the patient(s).
. .._

1 .. ,
'Prior to conducting any audit and evaluation and scientific research
involving qualified personnel other than program staff, the program
and such qualified personnel should meet and establish lear guide=
lines and procedures that will ensure compliance with R e 2.52 and
all of the requirements for protection of the privacy and onfidenti-
ality of the patient and that will ensure that the prohibiti))n against
redisdosure will be observed.

§2.53: GOVERNMENTAL it1/4ENCIES

RULE

(a) In general. Where research, audit, or evaluation functions
are performed by or on behalf of a State or Federal governmental
agency, the minimum qualifications of personnel performing such
functions may be determined by such agency, subject to the provi-
sions of this part, with particular reference to the organiza-
tional requirements and limitations on the categories of records
subject to review by different categories-of personnel.

(b) Financial and administrative records. Where program records
are reviewed by personnel who lack either the responsibility for,

or appropriate training and supervision for, conducting scien-
tific research, determining adherence to treatment standards, or
evaluating treatment as such, such review should be confined as
far as practicable to administrative and financial records.
Under no circumstances should such personnel be shown caseworker
or counsellor notes,, or similar clinical records. Programs
should organize their records so that financial and administra-
tive matters can be reviewed without disclosing clinical informa-
tiOn and without disclosing patient identifying information
except where necescary for audit verification.

(c) Scientific research and long-term evaluation studies. No
State and no agency or political subdivision of a State mly
require, as a condition to funding, licensing, or otherwise, that
any program furnish patient identifying information for the pur-
pose of conducting scientific research or long-term evaluation
studies unless the recipient of such information is legally
required to hold such information in confidence, is prohibited
from taking any administrative, investigative, or other, action
with respect to y individual patient on the basis of such
information, and is prohibited- from identifying, directly or
indirectly, any individual patient in any report of such research
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or evaluation, or otherwise disclosing Tatie identities in any
manner.

(d) Opinion apd 'descriptrion to be furnis d program.
Before any patient identifying ihformation is Required to be sob-
Rutter' by a program under the circumstances described in para-
graph (c), the program shall be furnished--

(1) An opinian by the attorney general or other chief-legal
officer of the State to the effect that the conditions specified
in paragraph 'c) are fulfilled with i-espect to such 33rogram or
with respect to all programs in such State similarly situated,
and

(2) A'-deicription of the administrative procedures and physical
limitations oa access or other measures to provide for the secur-
ity of the data, but such description shall not be in such' detail
as to furnish guidance_for. wrongful attempts to bryactif'uch
security.

0

(e) Exclusiveness of procedures. No State or local governmental
agency may require any treatment program to furnish patient iden-
tifying information to itself or.. any other recipient 'excepp in
conformity with this section pr §2.54. No Federal. agency may
require any treatment 'program to, furnish patient 'identifying

rinformation to itself or any other recipient except, in conformity
with this section (other than paragraph (d)(1) 'thereof) 'or .§2.54..

._.,-- , -

* * ,;*. 4
1

r.
6

DISCulssIgN

Rule 2.53 permits a State or Federal agency to set the minimum qualifications
of the personnel, performing the functions of audits, evaluation, and scientific
research. Additionally, the State an 'Federal agency should" establish organi-
zational requirements and .limitationObni.the categories, of records that various
personnel may review based on the need for the information and the particu-
lar qualifications of the personnel.

The agency has. the responsibility of ensuring. that there are "qUalified per-
sonnel" or it runs the risk of having' the audit be limited to financial and
administratiVe data rather than, having any access to review and audit any
caseworker or counsellor notes, Or any glinical records. Programs are,-
therefore, advised, to organize ttleir .records so that administrative and finan-:
cial records are separate and apart from clinical and patient 'records. By so
doing, the -program will avoid disclosure of any clinical information to those
individuals conducting an audit who lack either the responsibility for, or
appropriate training and supervision for, conducting scientific research,
determining adherence to treatment standards, or evaluating treatment. (Rule
2.53(b).)

Finally, Rule 2.53(c) prohibits a State, agency, or political subdivision of a
State from requiring as a "condition of funding, licensing or otherwise" a
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program recipient of their funds to participate in the furnishing of patient-
identifying information for scientific research or long-term studies unless the
following occur

I. The tate agency or political subdivision is legally required to hold
su information in confidence and is prohibited . from using the

ormation for any administrative, investigative, or other action
against a patient.

2. The State agency or political subdivision complies with the Federal
requirements of Rule 2.53(c), which prohibits The release of any
patient-identifying information or identifying any patient directly or
indirectly in anylliuth evaluation, audit, or research report that is
1Sublished.

3. Beflire any patient-identifying information is required, an opinion' of
the Attorney General or chief legal officer of the State shall be
provided to the program, specifying that the conditions required by
Rule 2.53(c) are met and a description ,shall be provided' to the
program of administrative procedures and security precautions that
have been established to limit the access of individuals to the
patient-identifying information in conformance with RuJe 2.53(d)(2).

.

Points tb Remember
(

Before programs are irequired to participate in scientific research
and long -term evaluation studies, the program should request that
the State and/or political subdivision furnish an opinion of the
Attorney General 1 or chief legal officer of the State to the effect
thpt I) the State or political subdivision has" the legal responsibility
for s curing and holding such information in confidence ,and, in

actor ante with Rule 2:53(c), that the agency is prohibited from
takin any administrative, investigative, or other action against any
pati t and that no information on a patient will be directly 'Off indi-
rectly disclosed in any reports(s) resulting from such audit, e alu-
ation, or scientific research; and 2) the/State or political sub 'vi-
sion has established appropriate administrative -procedures that will

i ensure the security of records and any patient identifying date.

It s advisable for programs to establish appropriate procedures tO
/ ensure that State, Federal, and other entities" which conduct audits;

,evaluation, and scientific research comply the requirements of
Rule 2.52.
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52,54: PATIENT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
IN CONNECTION WITH EXAMINATIONS

RULE

(a) Definitions. For the purposes of this section--

(1) The term "examination" means any examination
section is made applicable by parapraph (b) of

(2) The term "examiner" means any individual or
private organization, including any Federal, State,
ernmental agency, which conducts an examination
section applies.

(b) Applicability. This section 'applies to any examination of
the records of a treatment_. program whith is carried out for the
purpose of.or as aid to ascertaining the accuracy or adequacy of
its finincial or Other records, or the efficiency or effective-
ness df its fTnancial, administrative, or medical management,- or
its adherence to financial, legal, medical, administrative, or
other- standards, regardless of whether such examination is called
an aud4t,'an evaluation, an inspection, or by any other name.

(c) Statement requir for disclosure of patient identifying
information'in connect l& with examination. No program may make,
and no examinermay require, any disclosure of patient identidy-
ing information in connection with 412 examination unless the
examiner furnishes to the program a written statement--

1

to which this
this section.

any public or
or local goy-
to whicn this

(1)' that no record of patient identifying information will be
made or retained by or on,behalf of the examiner in connection
with the examination without notice to the progkam in accordance
with paragraph (c) (2) of this section, or

(2) setting forth the specific purpose for. which a record of
patient identifying information is being retained by or on behalf
of the examiner, the location at which such information will be
kept, and the' name, official title, address, and telephone number
of a responsible individual to whom any induiries by the program
about the dispositiorrof such record should be directed.ti

(d) Disposition of record of patient identifying information in
connection with examination. After any record of patient identi-
fying information retained in connection with an examination has
served its purpose, or within the time prescribed in paragraph
(e) of this section, whiohever is earlier, the eXaminer shall
destroy or return to, the program all records (including any cop-
ies 'thereof) containing patient identifying inforAtion which
have been in its possession in connection with such examination.

(e) Maximum time allowed for disposition. The action required
,b0 paragraph (d) shall ne completed--
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I (1) Except as provided in paragraph (e)(2) of this section not

more than two years after the record was acquired by or on behalf
of the examiner, or

(2) 'Where the record is needed in connection with a formal legal
proceeding against the program commenced or to be commenced not
more than two years after the record was acquired, and written
notice to this effect is furnished to :he program within two
years after the record was acquired, not later than the termina-

tion of such proceeding.

(f) Notice of final disposition. When an examiner disposes of
records as required by paragraph (drof this section, or not
later than the time prescribed by paragraph (e) of this -section,

whichever is earlier, the examiner shall furnish to the program
concerned a written statement- -

,(1) That there has been compliance with this section and with
the provisions of this part prohibiting any disclosure of patient
identifying information from records held by auditors or evalua-
tors, or

(2) Specifying the particulars in which there has been a failure

of compliance.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.54 authorizes the disclosure of patient-identifying information to an
"examiner," for the purpose of conducting an "examination" of the program
records and activities. However, Rule 2.54 emphasiat'that no individual and

or program in releasing information may make, and no examiner may require,
any disclosure of patient-identifying information in connection with an examin-
ation unless the examiner fu nishes to the program,a written statement which
stipulates:

That no record of patient-identifying information will be made or
retained by or on behalf of the examiner in connection with the
examination without notice to the program in accordance with (c)(2)
of this section, or

2. Setting forth the specific purpose for which a record of patient-
identifying information is being retained by or on behalf of the
examiner, the location at which such information will be kept, and
the name, official title, address, and telephone number of a respon-
sible individual to whom any inquiries by the program about the
disposition of such record should be directed.

The requirements of Rule 2.54 protects the confidentiality of patient-
identifying information and prevents inadvertent disclosures to individuals
who have no need for the information. Programs must be prepared to clarify
and negotiate with the examiner for compliance with this rule.
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Points to Rewnber
..

Programs should organize their records so that financial or' adminis-
trative matters can be reviewed without disclosing patient-
identifying information or clinical data (except for audit verifica-
tion).

Only in certain sp_cified circumstances may a State or local govern-
ment agency require as a condition for tunding, licensing, or
otherwise, a program to provide records of patient-identifying
information for scientific research or long-term evaluation studies.

Confidence on the part of treatment program personnel in the integ-
rity of auditing, evaluating, and regulatory processes is important
for the effective functioning and supervision of the treatment sys-
tem. Rule 2.54 fosters practices which will inspire and justify such
confidence.

This section permits the examination of the records of a treatment
program by examiners for the purpose of determining the program's
adherence to financial, administrative, medical, legal, or other
standards.

Prior to an examination which will make or retain records of
patient-identifying information, the examiner must:

I. Detail the specific purpose for which the patient-identifying
information will be retained by or on behalf of the examiner;

2. Indicate the location at which such information will be kept;

3. Indicate the name, title, address, and telephone number of the
person to whom inquiries might be made by the program about
the disposition of such records;

4. Ensure tr r,' ., patient-identifying data will be kept for more
than 2 years.

(This section applies only to examinations utilizing patient-
identifying informatico (see Rule 2.54(c)).)

The examiner must give the program notice of final disposition of
the records in accordance with Rule 2.54(f)(I) and (f)(2) of this
section and, &so, MSC tell the program whether or not he or she
has complied with regulations, and which violations, if any, have
occurred.

An exception is made to the 2-year rule for disposition of records
in the case of Rule 2.54(e)(2) where the record is needed in con-
nection with a formal legal proceeding ' against the com-
menced or to be commenced not more than 2 years after the record
was acquired, and written notice to this effect is furnished to the
program within 2 years after the record was acquired, not later
than the termination of such proceeding. ..
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Examiners should be advised that the records of patient-identifying
information secured pursuant to an aud;* must be destroyed or
returned to the program within 2 years after this record(s) was
acquired by or on behalf of the examiner (Rule 2.54(e)(I)).

Programs are advised to establish a system to monitor compliance
with Rule 2.54 by the examiner regarding the time allowed for dis-
position of records containing patient-identifying information.
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Session 10
Rules 2.55-2.56

§2.55 Supervision and Regulation of Narcotic Maintenance and Detoxification
Programs

§2.56 Prohibition on Disclosure of Patient Identities from Research, Audit,
or Evaluation Records

§2.55: SUPERVISION AND REGULATION OF NARCOTIC
MAINTENANCE AND DETOXIFICATION PROGRAMS

RULE

...(b) Drug Enforcement Administration. Duly authorized
agents of the Drug Enforcement Administration shall have access
to the premises of registrants for the purpose of ascertaining
compliance (or ability to -comply) with standards established by
the Attorney General under section 303(g)(2) of the Controlled
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 823(0(2)) respecting the security of
stocks of narcotic drugs and the maintenance of records (in
accordance with section 307 of the Controlled Substances Act, 21
U.S.C. 827) on such drugs. Registrants shall maintain such rec-
ords separate from and in addition to patients' clinical records
required to be maintained under 21 CFR 310.505(d)(7)(iii), which
shall not be available to such agents except as authorized under
a. court order in accordance with Subpart E of this part. Records
maintained by registrants for the purposes of section 307 of the
Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 827) need not identify
patients by name, address, social security number, or otherwise
except by an identifying number assigned by the registrant, but
where such h-a system is used, the registrant shall maintain on a
current basis a cross-index referencing each identifying number
to the name and address of the patient to whom it refers. Upon
request at any time and without advance notice, but subject to
the provisions of §2.54, such agents shall be granted immediate

.access to any such index. Such agents nay use names and
addresses so obtained strictly for the purposes of auditing or
verifying programt records, and shall exercise all reasonable pre-
cautions to avoid inadvertent disclosure of patient identities to
third parties. Names and other identifying information so,
obtained may not be compiled or used in any registry or personal
data bank of any description.

(c) Food and Drug-Administration. Duly authorized agents of the
Food and Drug Administration shall have access to the premises of
registrants and to all records maintained by registrants, for the
purpose of ascertaining compliance (or ability to comply) with
standards established by the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare under section 4 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Preven-
tion and Control Act of 1970 (42 U.S.C. 257a), sections 303(g)(1)
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and 303(g)(3) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 823(g)
(1) and 823(g)(3)), and sections 505 and 701(a) of the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 355 and 371(a)). When
necessary in the conduct of their duties, and subject to the pro-
visions of §2.54, agents may use names and addresses of patients
strictly for the purposes of auditing or verifying program rec-
ords, and shall exercise all reasonable precautions to avoid
inadvertent disclosure of patient identities to third parties.
Names and other identifying information on patients obtained pur-
suant to this section or by any other compulsory process may not
be compiled or used in any registry or personal data bank of any
description. Except as authorized under this paragraph or by a
court order granted under Subpart E of this part, (1) such agents
may not, either orally or in writing, excapt in conversation with
personnel of the registrant while on the premises of the regis-
trant, identify any patient otherwise than by reference to an
identifying number assigned by the registrant, and (2) such
agents may not remove from the premises of the registrant any
notes, documents, or copies thereof which contain patient identi-
fying information.

(d) State drug law enforcement agencies. Duly authorized agents
of any State drug law enforcement agency having jurisdiction and
specific responsibility by statute or otherwise for the enforce-
ment of criminal laws relating to controlled substances (as

"'defined in the Controlled Substances Act) shall have access to
the premises of any registrant for the purposes (with respect to
corresponding provisions, if any, of State law) and subject to
the restrictions and limitations set forth in paragraph (b) of
this section, and subject to T.54.

(e) State health authorities.

(1) Definition of "qualified State health agency". As used in
this paragraph, the term "qualified State health agency" means an
agency of,State government (i) which has express legal responsi-
bility to ascertain that registrants under its jurisdiction com-
ply with appropriate treatment standards; (ii) which is legally
and administratively separate from any agency of State government
responsible for investigation of violations of, or enforcement
of, criminal law generally or criminal laws relating to control-
led substances; (iii,) whose personnel are qualified by training
or ekperience to conduct inspections of health care facilities to
ascertain compliance with treatment standards; and (iv) whose
personnel are by State law, or by published administrative direc-
tive enforced by effective sanctions, required to maintain the
confidentiality of any information concerning the identity of
patients which they may acquire in the course of their official
duties.

(2) Access. Duly authorized agents of a qualified State health
agency shall have access to the premises of registrants and to
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all records maintained by registrants, for the purpose of ascer-
taining compliance (or ability to comply) with treatment stan-
dards (including those relating to quantities of narcotic drugs
which may be provided for unsupervised use by individuals in
treatment) established under State law. Such access, and the use
of any information thereby obtained, shall be subject to the
restrictions and limitations set forth in paragraph (c) of this
section, and subject to §2.54.

* * *

DISCUSSION

The Federal Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and the State Drug Law
Enforcement Agencies (SDLEA) referred to in Rule 2.55(b) and Rule 2.55(d)
are permitted to have access to the "premises" of programs.

Authorized agents of DEA and SDLEA are permitted access to the premises of
registered treatment programs and to certain records in order to determine
compliance with standards established by the Attorney General and the State
that cover the security of stocks of narcotic drugs (e.g., methadone) and the
maintenance of drug records under the Controlled Substances Act.

Registered programs are required to maintain records of their stocks of nar-
cotic drugs and records of patients receiving such drugs separate from and
in addition to patients' clinical records. Programs cannot make thier clinical
records, available to agents except under court order.

Records maintained need not identify patients by name, address, or social
security number, or in any other way except by identification number
assigned by the program:

1. When an identification number is used, a program shall maintain a
cross-index 'relating each number to name and address of patients.

2. Agents of DEA and SDLEA shall be granted immediate access to this
index upon request and without advance notice.

Treatment programs are advised to ensure that neither the Federal Drug
'Enforcement Administration nor the State Drug Law Enforcement Agency are
permitted by Rule 2.55(b) and (d) to have any access to treatment records
without a court order. The program must take all reasonable precautions to
avoid access to or disclosure of any patient information. In maintaining a
registry or data bank in compliance with the Controlled Substances Act, 21

U.S.C. 827 Section 307 and Section 303(g)(2) of 21 U.S.C. 823(g)(2), the
registrant may refrain from using names and addresses in this registry and
instead use identifying numbers on each client receiving a controlled drug.

Rule 2.55(c) permits the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) access to he
premises of registrants and all records maintained by a registrant on the
patients served for the purpose of ensuring compliance with Section 4 of the
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (12 U.S.C.
257a), Sections 303(g)(I) and 303(g)(3) of the Controlled Substances Act (21
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U.S.C. 823(g)(1) and 823(g)(3)), and Sections 505 and 701(a) of the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 355 and 37I(a)). The agents of
the FDA have access to clinical records and may use names and addresses of
patients in connection with their auditing or verifying of the program rec-
ords.

Rule 2.55(e) permits a qualified State Health Agency which has "express legal
authority and responsibility to ascertain that registrants under its jurisdiction
comply with appropriate treatment standards" to have access to the premises
and to all records maintained by the registrants to ensure compliance with
treatment standards, and dispensing of narcotics and controlled substances.
The agents of the State Health Agency must be persons who are qualified by
experience and training to conduct inspections of health care facilities.
These agents must maintain the confidentiality of all patient-identifying infor-
mation.

Points to Remember

N

Inasmuch as DEA Federal agents and State DLEA agents have access
to the premises of registrant programs to verify compliance with the
Controlled Substances Act Section 303(g)(2) of 21 U.S.C. 823(8)(')
and Section 307 21 U.S.C. 827, these agents are not authorized by
Rule 2.55(b) and (d) to have access to clinical records. However,
each registrant program must maintain a recordkeeping system of all
the controlled drugs issued by the program.

Authorized agents of FDA, DEA, the State Di ig Law Enforcement
Agency, and the State Health Agency may have access to the pre-
mises of a registrant prog.-am without any prior notice of such
intention to visit.

Registrant programs should request to examine the official identifi-
cation of the agent. A record of the agent's name, office, tele-
phone number, and supervisor should be maintained for future
reference. If the agent fails to present an official identification,
the program may refuse the agent access to the premises and the
records of the registry until such time as the agent has produced
an official identification

Only authorized agents of the FDA and the State Health Agency
are:

I. Permitted access to names, addressess, premises, and all rec-
ords of the patient kept by the program to ascertain compli-
ance with Federal and State laws;

2. Permitted access to clinical as well as other records.

Authorized, qualified agents of the State Health Agencies are per-
mitted access to all records kept on the patient and program to
ascertain compliance with treatment standards under State law,
especially those regulations and laws relating to quantities of narco-
tic drugs that may be provided for unsupervised use oy persons
receiving treatment from the program.
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Treatment programs are well advised to provide all auditors, and
examiners and author zed agents of FDA, DEA, the State Health
Agency, and the State Drug Law Enforcement Agency, with a

statement requiring that they are bound by Rule 2.55 of 42 C.F.R.
Part 2 to maintain the confidentiality of all patient records.

Treatment programs should maintain a registry on the record of
controlled substances prescribed and giYen to patients in compliance
with the Controlled Substances Act. This registry should be sepa-
rate from other records. It should not contain any patient-
identifying information, except a patient number to cross reference
this record with the patient's regular file maintained by the agency.
Of course, the registry data should indicate the type of drug, the
quantity, and date the drug was prescribed and issued.

52.56: PROHIBITION ON DISCLOSURE OF PATIENT
IDENTITIES FROM RESEARCH, AUDIT,

OR EVALUAT ION RECORDS

RULE

Where the content of patient records has been disclosed pursuant
to this subpart for the purpose of conducting scientific
research, management audits, financial audits, or program evalua-
tion, information contained therein which would directly or indi-
rectly identify any patient may not be disclosed by the recipient
thereof either voluntarily or in response to any legal process
whether Federal or State. This prohibition does not affect the
accessibility of the original records under authority of a court
order referred to in subpart E.

1'

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.56/prohibits the recipient of patient-identifying information pursuant to
Subpart D of the Federal regulations, for a management audit, financial audit,
program evaluation, or scientific research,' from disclosing information which
directly or indirectly identifies any patient either voluntarily or in response
to any legal suit or other legal process whether initiated at the local, State,
or Federal level or by a patient, program, or other third party.

It should be rioted that this rule does not affect the disclosure of the origi-
nal patient records maintained by the program under the authority of a court
order granted in accordance with the criteria, and procedures set forth in
Subpart E of the Federal regulations.
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Points to Remember

Under no circumstances can secondary records originally disclosed
pursuant to Rules 2.52, 2.53, 2.54, and 2.55 of the Federal regula-
tions be discloSed :n any manner which would disclose directly or
indirectly any patient-identifying information. See, however, the
exceptions provided by Rule 2.52(b).

The treatment program(s) should remind researchers, auditors, -erd
evaluators of the requirement that reports prepared should not
include any reference to patient identities.
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Session 11
Subpart E

Court Orders
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Session 11 -
Subpart ECourt Orders

§ 2.61 Legal Effect of Order
52.62 Inapplicability to Secondary Recor,ds
§ 2.63 Limitation to Objective Data
§2.64 Procedure and Criteria in General
§2.65 Investigation and Prosecution of Patients' §2.66 Investigation and Prosecution of Programs
F2.67 Undercover Agents and Information

f(

Learning_ Objectives

Upon completing tnis session, participants should be able to:

Recognize the distinction between subpoena and court order (Rule
2.61).

Know the process to be' followed by the court in granting a court
order for the release of patient information (Rules 2.62-2.64).

Understand the process the court will utilize in granting an order
for the release of patient-identifying information in connection with
the investigation and prosecution of a patient in the program (Rule
2.65).

Comprehend the process the court Will utilize in granting an order
for the release of information related to the investigation and prose-
cution of programs (Rule 2.66).

§2.61: LEGAL EFFECT OF ORDER

RULE

Subsection (b)(2)(C) of the sections which authorize this part
(21 U.S.C. 1175 and 42 U.S.C. 4582) empowers the courts, in

appropriate circumstances, to authorize disclosures which would
otherwise be prohibited by subsection (a) of those sections.
Subsection (b)(2)(C) operates only as a mechanism for' the relief
of the duty imposed by subsection ,a) and not as an affirmative
grant of jurisdiction to authorize or compel disclosures prohib-
ited or privileged by other provisions of law, whether Federal or
State. An order or provision of an order based on some other
authority, or a subpoena, 'or other appropriate legal process, is

required to compel disclosure. Tp illustrate, if a person who
maintains records subject to this part is merely requested, or is

even served with a subpoena, to disclose information contained
therein in a manner prohibited in the absence of a court order,
he must refuse such a request unless, and until, an order is
issued under subsection (b)(2)(C). Such An order would remove
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the prohibition, but could not, of its own force, require disclo-
sure. If there were no subpoena or other compulsory process, 'or
a subpoena had been issued but had expired or been quashed, the
custodian of the records would have discretion as to,whethor to
disclose the information sought unless and until disclosure were
ordered by means of appropriate legal or administrative process,
the authority for which would have to be found in some source
other than subsection (b)(2)(C) of the sections authorizing this

*

DISCUSSION

*

If a person who maintain3 drug or_alcohol 'abuse patient records is merely
requested, or even served with a subpoena, to disclose infOrmation from the
records in a manner prohibited in the absence of a court order, he must
refuse such a request unless, and until, an order is issued under subsection
(b)(2)(c) of the sections that authorize this part (21 U.S.C. 1175 and 42
U.S.C. 4582). Such an order would remove the prohibition of subsection (al,
of those sections, but could not, of its own force, require disclosure. In
addition, even if a court order were issued but there were no subpoena or
other compulsory process, or a subpoena had been issued but had expired or
been quashed, the custodian of the records would have discretion as to
whether to disclose the information sought unless s-and until disclosure were
ordered by means of appropriate legal or administrative process.

Points to Remember

A subpoena is a writ, or order issued by an officer of the court
(i.e., lawyer, clerk of the court), under which one is directed to
appear, or to produce documents or papers in one's possession or
under one's control. Although a subpoena is issued under the
authority of the court, Rule 2.61 requires that a treatment program
refuse to turn over any information until a court order is obtained
in compliance with Subpart E. A subpoena does not authorize dis-
closure, but a court order does.

If a program is presented with a court order and a subpoena, the
program is ,required to disclose the' information requested. 1,1' the
program objects or decides- not to disclose the information
requested, the program direCtor should go to court to state the
reasons for objecting to the disclosure of the inforrption. Failure
to respond to the court order and appear before the court may
result in a citation for contempt of count being issued by the judge
against the program director.

It is advisable that, when a program is presented with a subpoena
or a court order,, an attorney be consulted for advice on handling
this legal problem.

Each program should establish appropriate procedures for respond-
ing to subpoenas and court orders. The staff should be advised
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that any subpoena or court order be referred to the program direc-
tor or to his or her designee. This procedure .would eliminate con-
cern and confusion among program personnel and minimize the
chances of unnecessary or unauthorized disclosure of patient-
identifying information.

§2.62: INAPPLICABILITY TO SECONDARY RECORDS

RULE

The authority which-subsection (b)(2)(C) of the sections which
authorize this part (21 U. S. C. 1175 and 42 U. S. C. 45821 confers
on courts to issue orders authorizing the disclosure of records
applies only to records referred to in subsection (a) of such
sections, that is, the records maintained by treatment or
research programs which have patients, and not to secondary rec-
ords generated by the disclosure of the subsection (a) records to
researchers, auditors, or evaluators 'pursuant to subsection
(b)(2)(B).

* * *

DISCUSSION .

8 u

A court order may authorize treatment or research programs to disclose rec-
ords that have patient-identifying information, but a court order does not
apply to secondary records kept by program staff, researchers, evaluators, or
auditors that are obtained through disclosures from P program under Rules
2'.52, 2.53, 2.54, and 2.55.

Points to Remember

Rule 2.62 does not authorize disclosure of secondary records gen-
erated as a result of a disclosure to researchers, auditors, or eval-
uators. .,

§ 2.63: LIMITATION TO OBJECTIVE DATA

RULE

(a) Limitation to objective data. Except as provided in para-
graph (b) of this section, the Scope of an order issued pursuant
to--this subpart may not extend to communications by a patient to
personhel of the program, but shall be limited to the facts or
dates of enrollment, discharge, attendance, medication, and simi-
lar objective data, and may include only such objective data as
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is necessary to fulfill the purposes for which the order is
issued.

(t) Exception. When a p,,tient in litigation offers testimony or
other evidence pertaining to the content of his communications
with a program, an order under this subpart may authorize the
submission of testimony or other evidence by the program or its
personnel.

* * *

DISCUSSION
400

Rule 2.63(a) limits the disclosure under a court order to objective data. This
objective data is confined to the facts or dates of enrollment, ,discharge,
attendance, termination, type of medication, and quantity and dosage of medi-
cation, and may include similar objective data necessary to fulfill the purposes
for which the court order is jssued and directed.

Rule 2.63(b) authorizes disclosure of testimony or other evidence when a
patient in litigation offers testimony or other evidence pertaining to any com-
munication he or she had with a prograni. Since the-patient made this admis-
sion and disclosure during litigation (criminal cr. civil), the court may order
the submission this evidence and information by the appropriate personnel
and the treatMeht program involved.

Points to Remember

Generally, court orders can release only objective data recorded by
',the program.

An exception to this rule exists when a patient involved in legal
proceedings offers evidence in relation to the content of his or her
communication with a program. Then, other interested parties may
attempt to secure the content of the communication by seeking a
court order authorizing the s,omissid6 of this testimony or other
evidence by the program or its personnel maintaining this informa-
ticin.

§2.64: PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA IN GENERAL

RULE
.

(a) Identity of patient. Applications for court orders to
authorize disclosure of records pertaining to a known patient
shall not use the real name of the patient unless""ehe patient
consents thereto voluntarily and intelligently. In the case of
an ex parte application initiated by the patient, the application
should be instituted in the name of a fictious person, such as
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Jon Doe, unless the patient requests otherwise. The same proce-
dure should be followedin the case of a separate proceeding beld
in conjunction with a pending criminal or civil action. Any
court order should identify the patient fictitiously, and the
disclosure of the patient's real name should be communicated to
the program in such manner as to protect the confidentiality of
the patient's identity.

(b) Notice. In any proceeding not otherwise provided for in
this subpart, in which the patient or the program has not been
made a party, each shall be given appropriate notice and an
opportunity to appear in person or to file a responsive state-
ment, deposition or other form of response consistent with local
rules of procedure. The court shall give due consideration to
any such statement, deposition or other response in exercising
its discretion as to the existence of good cause and, if deemed
necessary or desirable, consistent with local rules of procedure,
it may order the program director to appear and give direct tes-
timony.

(c) Hearings. All hearings and all evidence in connection
therewith shall be held or taken in the judge's chambers, unless
the patient requests an open hearing or the court determines that
such hearing is consistent with the public interest and the pro-
per administration of justice.

(d) Good cause. No order shall be issued unless the record
shows that good cause exists, and in assessing good cause, the
court shall weigh the public interest and the need for disclosure
against the injury to the patient, to the physician-patient rela-
tionship, and to the treatment services.

(e) Need for disclosure. If other competent evidence or sources
of information are available, the court should ordinarily deny
the application.

(f) Adverse effects. If there is evidence that disclosure would
have an adverse effect upon successful treatment or rehabilita-
tion of the patient or would impair_tbe effectiveness of the pro-
gram, or other programs similarly situated, in the treatment or
rehabilitation of other patients, the application should be
denied unless the court finds that the adverse effects are out-
weighed by other factors.

(g) Content of order. Any order authorizing disclosure shall- -

(1) Limit- disclosure to those parts of the patient's record
deemed essential to fulfill the objective for which the order was
granted;

(2) Limit disclosure to those persons whose need for information
is the basis for the order; and
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(3) Include any other appropriate measures to keep disclosure to
a minimum for the protection of the patient, the physician-
patient relationship and the treatment services.

(h) Applications not otherwise provided for. In any case not
otherwise provided for in this subpart, application for an order
authorizing disclosure of records to which this part applies may

'be made by any person who has a legally cognizable interest in
obtaining such aisclosure.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.64 outlines procedures for the granting of a court order to disclose
patient-identifying information and provides due process protection for both
the patient and the program so that privacy and the physician-patient rela-
tionship are maintained.

The identity of the patient must be safeguarded as in Rule 2.64(a). The
court order authorizing the disclosure will not use the real name of the
patient unless the patient consents voluntarily and intelligently with no coer-
cion. Therefore, any court order issued will normally use a fictitious name
whether the proceeding is a criminal or civil action.

Where provided for under the Federal regulations and subpart E, the program
and the patient should be given adequate notice of a pending court order or
an application for a court order so that both the patient and the program will
have an opportunity to be heard (see Rule 2.64(b)).

Rule 2.64(c) stated that all hearings and all evidence pertaining to an appli-
cation for a court order shalt be held in the judge's chamberi. There are
some exceptions, namely I) when the patient (not the program) requests an
open hearing, or 2) the court determines that it 'I be in the public interest
and proper administration of justice to hold the t ,,ring in open court.

Before a court order is granted under subpart E, the court will weigh
whether good cause is established in the application. The court will also
weigh the public interest and the need for disclosure against the potential
damage to the patient, to the physician - patient relationship, and to the treat-
ment . service (Rule 2.64(d)). Also, if the court finds that there is any
competent evidence or independent sources of information available to the
applicant and the court, good cause will not be found and this information
will not be released.

Finally, the court must weigh evidence of any adverse effects that granting
the order will have on the successful treatment or rehabilitation of the
patient, or on the effectiveness of the program or the treatment and rehabili-
tation of other patients.

When the court has decided to grant the court order authorizing disclosure
according to this subpart E of the Federal regulations, the content of the
order shall:
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I. Limit disclosure to those parts of the patient's record that are
essential to fulfill the stated objective for which the order was
granted.

2. Limit disclosure to those individuals whose need for the information
was the basis of the order that was applied for. Only those per-
sons who are identified in the order will have access to the infor-
mation to be disclosed.

3. Limit the disclosure of information pursuant to the court order by
including in the order any appropriate safeguards and measures
that will protect the confidentiality of the patient, the physician-
patient relationship, and the treatment services.

Points to Remember

The right to a hearing in the judge's chambers as in Rule 2.64(c)
is not an automatic-or exclusive right.

A court order will not be issued unless the court finds good cause
after weighing the evidence provided, by the applicant of the order
and the objections raised by the patient and program.

The court will weigh the adverse effects the granting of an order
will have on the successful treatment of the patient and the ability
of the program to provide services to other patients. The
physician-patient relationship will be examined as the court assesses
the need for disclosure of the information.

Anyone requesting a court order must establish a need for disclo-
sure of the information on the patient by the program, since there
is no other independent way of obtaining competent information and
the necessary information. If it can be established that the infor-
mation requested is already in the possession of the person
requesting the order or that other means of getting the same infor-
mation are available, then the court should ordinarily deny the
application for an order.

An authorized court order by a competent court with competent jur-
isdiction should be a) confined to relevant' and pertinent informa-
tion, b) objective data, and c) specifically limit those persons who

\\ will have access to the information, d) provide for appropriate mea-\ sures to maintain the confidentiality of the patient, and e) protect
the patient's identity by using a fictitious name such as either Jane\ Doe or John Doe or some other assumed name.

Progr s are advised to secure legal counsel to represent them at any hear-
ing rel ted to a pending court order. The legal procedures of a competent
court wi best be followed by an attorney. Proper legal representation at
these hearings is important to the protection of the rights of the patient and
to the treatment program. This legal representation might make the differ-
ence in granting a denial of a court order.
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§2.65: INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF PATIENTS

RULE

(a) Applicability. This section applies to any application by
an investigative, law enforcement, or prosecutorial agency for an
order to permit disclosure of patient records for the purpose of
conducting an investigation or prosecution of an individual who
is, or who is believed to be, a present or former patient in a
program.

(b) Notice. Except where an order under §2.66 is sought in con-
junction with an order under this section, any program with
respect to whose records an order is sought under this section
shall be notified of the application and afforded an opportunity
to appear and be heard thereon.

(c) Criteria. A court may authorize disclosure of records per-
taining to a patient for the purpose of conducting an investiga-
tion of or a prosecution for a crime of which the patient is sus-
pected only if the court finds that all of the following criteria
are met:

(1) The crime" was extremely serious, such as one involving kid-
napping, homicide, assault with a deadly weapon, armed robbery,
rape, or other acts causing or directly threatening loss of life
or serious bodily injury, or was believed to have been committed
on the premises of the program or against personnel of the pro-
gram.

(2) There is a reasonable likelihood that the records in ques-
tion will disclose material information or evidence of substan-
tial value in connection with the investigation or prosecution.

(3) There is no other practicable way of obtaining the informa-
tion or evidence.

(4) The actual or potential injury to the physician-patient
relationship in the program affected and in Oiler programs simi-
larly situated, and the actual or potential harm to the ability
of such programs to attract and retain patients, is outweighed by
the public interest in authorizing the disclosure sought.

(d) Scope. Both disclosure and dissemination of any information
from the records in question shall be limited under the terms of
the order to assure that no information will be unnecessarily
disclosed and that dissemination will be no wider than necessary.
Under no circumstances may an order under this section authorize
a program to turn over patient records in general, pursuant tc a
subpoena or otherwise, to a grand jury or a law enforcement,
investigative, or prosecutorial agency.
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(e) Counsel. Any application to which this section applies
shall be denied unless the court makes an explicit finding to the
effect that the program has been afforded the opportunity to be
represented by counsel independent of counsel for the applicant,

and in the case of any program operated by any department or
agency of Federal, State, or local Government, is in fact so rep-

resented.

* * *

DISCUSSION

Rule 2.65 applies when an application for a court order is made to disclose
information to an investigaVve, law enforcement, or prosecutorial agency, for
the purpose of conducting an investigation or prosecution of an individual
who is (or is believed to be) a present or former patient in a program. This
rule requires that the following procedures be followed:

I. The program whose records are being sought must be notified
within reasonable time of the application for a court order. The
program must be given an opportunity to appear personally or by
counsel and present evidence regarding this request.

2. The right to legal counsel is afforded the program, and in the case
of a Federal, State, or local entity, legal counsel is also required.
An application for a court order will be denied unless the court
hearing such a request finds explicit evidence that the program or
governmental entity has been given the opportunity to be repre-
sented by counsel.

3. The court must be satisfied that the information sought cannot be
secured by any other means and that this information will be

material, relevant, and of substantial value in connection with the
investigation and/or prosecution.

4. A court order pursuant to Rule 2.65 may not authorize a program
to disclose general information about a patient. The dissemination
and disclosure of the information from the patient's record must be
limited to the information that is necessary in light of the scope of
the order issued.

Points to Remember

When application for a court order is made under this section, the following
rules apply:

Except where an order under Rule 2.66 is sought in conjunction
with an order under this section, the prpgram must be notified of
the application and be given an opportunity to testify.

The program has a right to be represented by counsel.
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The programs funded by Federal, State, or local government must
be represented by counsel.

The court may not authorize a program to turn over records in general.
Information must be limited under the terms of the court order.

The following requirements must be met before a court may require disclo-
sure:

The crime must be extremely serious.

There must be no other practical way of obtaining the information
sought.

There must be a reasonable likelihood that the records disclosed will
substantially aid in the investigation.

§ 2.66: INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF PROGRAMS

RULE

(a) Applicability. This section applies to any application by
an administrative, regulatory, supervisory, investigative, law
enforcement, or prosecutorial agency for an order to permit dis-
closure of patient records or the making of copies thereof
(including patient identifying information) for the purpose of
conducting an investigation or an administrative or judicial pro-
ceeding with respect to any program or any principal, agent, or
employee thereof in his capacity as such.

(b) Notice. An application under this section may, in the dis-
cretion of the court, be granted without notice, but upon the
implementation of any order so granted, the program shall be
afforded an opportunity to seek the revocation or amendment of
such order.

(c) Scope. Both disclosure and dissemination of any information
from the records in question shall be limited under the terms of
the order to assure that patient identities will be protected to
the maximum practicable extent, and that names and other identi-
fying characteristics of patients are expunged from any documents
placed in any public record. No information obtained pursuant to
an order under this section may be used to conduct any investiga-
tion or prosecution of a patient, or be used as the basis for an
application for an order under §2.65.

* * *
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DISCUSSION

When an application is made for disclosure of patient information pursuant to
an administrative, judicial, or investigative proceeding of any program or its
employee(s), at the discretion of the court, the application for disclosure may
be granted without notice to the program. However, if an order is granted
under these circumstances, the program must be given an opportunity to seek
revocation or amendment to the order. The program or its legal counsel may
raise any reasonable objection to the granting of this order.

In all instances, a court orde- under Rule 2.66 should limit disclosure to the
information relevant and necessary to accomplish the purpose of this order.
The order shall also protect the patients' identities to the maximum degree
and extent practical. The party or parties receiving information disclosed
under such an order will be prohibited from using it to conduct an investiga-
tion or prosecution of a patient or even as a basis for securing a court order
authorized under Rule 2.65 relating to "Investigation And Prosecution of
Patients."

Points to Remember

A court order for the disclosure of information under Rule 2.66 may
be granted without notice to programs. However, the program must
be allowed the opportunity to seek revocation or amendment of the
order before the order is fully executed.

An order so granted should, ensure that maximum protection is pro-
vided to protect patient identities.

Any information that is disclosed under this section cannot be used
to prosecute or investigate patients or to secure a,.,court order
under Rule 2.65 of this subpart E.

An application for a court order issued under Rule 2.66 makes it
possible for any local, State, or Federal administrative, regulatory,
supervisory (Single State Agency for alcohol or drug abuse activi-
ties), investigative, law enforcement, or prosecutorial agencies, to
seek disclosure of patient records, including the making of copies
for the purpose of conducting an investigative, administrative, or
judicial proceeding.

An order granted under Rule 2.66 could authorize disclosure for an
investigation and/or judicial proceeding against:

an employee
an agent of the program
a principal of the program
a program.
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§2.67: UNDERCOVER AGENTS AND INFORMANTS

RULE

(a) Applicability. This section applies to any application by
an administrative, regulatory, supervisory, investigative, or law
enforcement agency for an order to permit such agency to have an
undercover agent or informant in a program under 'circumstances
which would otherwise be prohibited under V.19.

(b) Notice. An order under this section may be granted without
notice where the criminal conduct for the investigation of which
it is granted is believed to be carried on by the program direc-
tor or by any employee or agent of the program with the knowledge
of the program director or under such circumstances that in the
exercise of reasonable care the program director should know of
such conduct. Under any other circumstances, an order under this
section may be granted only after the program director has been
afforded notice and opportunity for hearing.

(c) Criteria. An order under this section may be granted only
where there is reason to believe that a program or any principal,
agent, or employee thereof is engaged in serious criminal miscon-
duct, and that other means of securing evidence of such criminal
misconduct are not available or would not be effective.

(d) _Scope.. An order granted pursuant to this section may autho-
rize the use by the applicant of an undercover agent or infor-
mant, either as a patient or as an employee, of the program in
question.

(e) Time periods. -An order under this section may not authorize
the use of an undercover agent for an initial period exceeding 60
days. At any time prior to the expiration of such 60-day period,
the applicant may apply for an order extending such period for an
additional period not to exceed 60 days, but in no event may the
use of an undercover agent in any program be authorized for more
than 180 days in any period of 12 consecutive months.

(f) Duty of agent. Except to the extent expressly authorized in
an order under this section, which shall be limited to disclosure
of information directly related to the purpose for which the
order is granted, an undercover agent or informant shall for the
purpose of this part be deemed an agent of the program within
which he is acting as such, and as such shall be subject to all
of the prohibitions of this part applicable to disclosures of any
information which he may acquire.



DISCUSSION

Rule 2.67 applies to any application for the placing of an undercover agent or

informant in a program under circumstances which would normally be prohib-
ited under Rule 2.19 of the Federal regulations.

An order may be granted without any notice to the program in those

instances where the serious criminal misconduct related to the investigation is
attributed to the program director or an employee or agent of the program
acting with the knowledge of the program director.

When such an order is granted, it will authorize the use of an undercover
agent for an initial period of up to 60 days. The applicant must apply for an
extension of such a period prior to the expiration of the 60-day period. The

total number of extensions may not exceed 180 days during any 12 consecutive

months. Except as expressly authorized by the court order, an undercover
agent or informant is subject to all the provisions of this part applicable to
disclosures of any information which he or she may acquire.

Points to Remember

A court order may authorize the use of informants and undercover
agents either as patients and/or employees of the program.

The order may not authorize the use of an undercover agent or
informant for an initial period exceeding 60 days. Before the order
expires, the applicant for the original order may apply for an
extension for an additional 60 days. An undercoVer agent cannot
be authorized for use iTt any program for more than 180 days in any
period of 12 consecutive months. Except as expressly authorized by

the court order, an undercover agent is subject to all the provi-
sions of this part applicable to disclosures of any information which

he or she may acquire.

The applicant for such an order must establish that a program, or

any principal, agent, or employee thereof, is engaged in. serious
criminal misconduct. Furthermore, the applicant must establish that
no other effective means is available to sec. ire evidence of such
criminal misconduct.

...-/..-...
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Outline of Court Order Authorizing Disclosure of Alcohol
or Drug Abuse Patient Records Under 42 C.F.R., Rules 2.61-2.64

1. In accordance with (U.51 code citation to the- drug or alcohol confidenti-
ality statute, as appropriate) and (the pertinent sections of the regulations,
e.g., Subpart E of 42 C.F.R. Part 2), this court finds:

(a) That the record shows good cause (as required in § 2.64(d)) forthe disclosure of certain objective data (limitations set forth in § 2.63 (a))
specified below, pertaining to John Doe (pseudonym used in accordance with
the intent of 52.64(a) and (g)(3)) for the purpose of

(b) (The specific facts necessitating disclosure) outweigh the possibleinjury to the patient, etc. (follow the language set forth in §2.64 (d) and in
subsection (b)(2)(C) of the authorizing statute) and outweigh the. following
adverse effects upon the successful treatment or rehabilitation of the patient,etc. (follow the language set forth in § 2.64(f))

......./(c) (Optional) Further, that disclosure will benefit the patient as fol-
lows:

; or thatdisclosure will benefit the effectiveness of the treatment program or other
programs similarly situated as follows:

2. It is therefore ordered that (the program and/or name(a) of responsible
program staff) is (are) authorized, in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §2.61 -2.64
and (the appropriate U.S. Code citation) to disclose to this court and/or to
the following named parties whc have a need to know this information:

which is essential to fulfill the above-described objective(s). These persons
(may not redisclose the information, or may redisclose the information only as
follows: )
To the extent the disclosed information is to be retained by the court, in
accordance with §2.64(g)(3), it will be kept in a sealed record.

(Optional) Except pursuant to an authorizing court order issued in accordance
with §2.65, no information disclosed pursuant to this order may be used toinitiate or substantiate any criminal charges against a patient or to conduct
any investigation of a 'patient.

142
U.S.C. 4582 for disclosures of alcohol abuse patient records.

21 U.S.C. 1175 for disclosures of drug abuse patient records.
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Problem

Products

Exercise VII: Court Orders and Investigation of Patients, Rule 2.65

4Thomas Halpert was enrolled in the Westwood Drug Treatment
Program's inpatient facility. During the period of his involve-
ment with the program, he was arrested on the charge of
assault with a deadly weapon. It was discovered that during
his enrollment, a series of assaults occurred within close prox-
imity to thp program premises. Mr. Halpert was implicated in
these assaults.

'The Office of the State prosecutor has filed an application for
a court order authorizing the disclosure of information pertain-
ing to Halpert's attendance and progress within the program.

I. Individually prepared outline of procedures to be followed
by the program, including both legal and disclosure pro-
cedures.

2. A single procedural outline to be followed by the pro-
gram, prepared by the group and recorded on newsprint.

Directions 1. Meet in your assigned small group. Choose a time-
keeper, recorder, and spokesperson.

Timekeeper: Allow about 10 minutes for the individual work,
5 minutes for exchange of work and feedback,
and 10 minutes for the group's procedural out-
line.

Recorder: When the group develops its outline, print the
procedures clearly on newsprint.

Spokesperson: Be prepared to present/clarify the group's
work. Bring newsprint to the main meeting
room; display. You will have about 5 minutes
to present.

2. Working individually, outline the procedures to be fol-
lowed by the program, considering both legal and disclo-
sure procedures. (10 minutes)

3. Exchange outlines with another person in your group.
Discuss whether the conditions that exist are consistent
with those requirements that must be met before a 'court
order is obtained. If appropriate, revise your outlines.
(5 minutes)

4. Draw up a single procedural outline representing the best
thoughts of the group on both legal and disclosure proce-
dures. Be specific. Put this outline on newsprint.

Trainees are urged to seek help, if needed, from the training staff.
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,-- Exercise VIII: Court Orders and Investigation of Programs, Rule 2.66

Problem

3

Products

Di motions

The director of Project Seek-Out is suspected of mishandling
monies appropriated for program operation. Because of the
nature of the illegality, a Federal prosecutorial agency has,
filed an application for the disclosure of the financial records
of the program. . ,..
The financial- information sought concerns the specific area of
monies spent for laboratory tests administered to all program
clients. These services are provided by a qualified service
organization that was contracted for these specific tests.

, 1
I. Individually prepared outline of procedures to be followed

in, compliance with. Rule 2.66.

2. Group-prepared composite procedural outline,- printed on
newsprint.

I. Meet in your assigned small group. Choose a timekeeper,
recor4/1 , and spokesperson.

Timekeeper: Allow 5 minutes for individual work, 5 minutes
for exchange and feedback, and 5 minutes for
the composite group outline.

When the group develops its composite outline,
print the procedures clearly on newsprint.

Recorder:

Spokesperson:

6 s

-
Be prepared to present/clarify the group's
work. Post newsprint in main meeting room.
You will have about 3 minutes to present.

2. Working individually, develop an outline of procedures to
be employed in compliance.ewith Rule 2.66. (5 minutes)

3. Exchange individually prared procedural outlines. Dis-
cuss the issues of-I) the program's responsibility toward 0

client confidentiality during the audit; 2) the appropriate
safeguards to ensure confidentiality; and 3) responsibili-
ties and limitations of the court with respect to the use of
program records. (5 minutes)

4,

4. Working within four specified group, draw up one compo-
site, proceddral outline. Make sure that your outline
responds to the three issues raised in your exchange dis-
cussion. Put this outline on newsprint. (5 minutes)

Trainees are urged to seek help, if needed, from the training staff.
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Session 12

Issues in Confidentiality

Iii

Liability Insurance
Legal Counsel
Physical Security of records
Written Procedures
Staff Education
Education of the Governing Body of Each Program
Interagency Cooperation
State and Federal Monitoring ' , '
Amendments to State and Fedekal Laws on Confidentiality
Ethical Considerations

SUMMARY AND PRACTICAL APPROACHES TO CONFIDENTIALITY ISSUES

Liability Insurance

FeRule 2.14 of the Fe eral Regulations on Confidentality of Alcohol and Dr,.1
Abuse Patient Recor 'imposes fine of not more than $500.00 for a violation
tharr; a first off . se: The penalty means that an individual staff member
might, if found in violation, be assessed a fine. Whether or not this penalty
could be founci, applicable to a program or entity is unclear. It will depend
on the ruling of-the court.

Although it is questionable whether malpractice insurance would cover the
assessment of this fine (which has been determined to be a criminal penalty
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Office of General Coun-
sel), all treatment personnel and key administrative staff may wish to con-
sider obtaining malpractice insurance covering violations of patient(s) confi-
de 4.;:tity. -

Legal Counsel

It is advisable for a programs and entities to seek the advise of legal coun-
sel to 'review their p ogram guidelines, and to respond to questions requiring
a legal -opinion and interpretation of the Federal and State laws and regula-
tions.' This consultation is especially important when responding to court

'orders or subpeonas for the disclosure of patient information.

Physical Security of Records
t. .

Federal Rifle 2.17 mandates that all patient information be kept in a secured
room or in secured cabinets.

A system should be established for retrieval of these records.

A recordkeeper should be. available to mar age these records.

Access to patient records should be limited.
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Failure to keep records in the secured fashion required of the reg-
ulations will result in a violation 'of Federal laws and rules.

Written Procedures 4,

Rule 2.17 requires that a written procedure should be in effect regulating
,pnacontrolling access by those members of the staff whose responsibilities
require such access and providing for accountability.

Etrograms are advised to prepare written procedures on the confidentiality of
alcghol and drug abuse patient records. These should be incorporated into
the personnel policies of the program. Additionally, the written policies and
procedures should form the basis for on-going orientation and education of
staff. It is advisable to consult an attorney who will review these policies
and procedures for compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations.

Staff Education

Staff education should be an on-going process for the effective ,implementation
abd enforcement of the basic laws, regulations, and internal procedures on
confidentiality. The present personnel\policies should be expanded to include
the program's confidentiality policieS"and procedures.

The following areas should be incorporated in any staff education program:

The Federal Rules as embodied in the Federal Re ister, Volume 40,
No. 127, entitled "Confidentiality of Alc of and Drug Abuse Patient
Records";

The ,relevant State law! and regulations on c fidentiality;, The program's policies and procedures on confid- tiality;

Any specific cases that have been decided by th' courts in the
State.

In summariy, staff education is an indispensable activity for the ograms to
undertake on an on-going basis. Since violations of the confidenti ity rules
and regulations result in personal liability, it is necessary for each st f mem-
ber to receive adequate information on the rules and regulations pertain g to
confidentiality of alcoholand drug abuse patient records.

Education of the Governing Body of Each Program

The, governing body of each program or entity should be informed regarding
the requirements of the Federal and State laws and regulations. This educa-
tion process should be set up to alert the governing body to the fact that
m^mbers might be held liable for any breach of the Federal and State laws
avid regulations. Special attention should be given to:

Approval of the official written policies and procedures pertaining
to confidentiality of patient records;
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Review of existing liability insurance policies covering violations of
patient(s) confidentiality;

A system for updating and amehOing of the written policies.

'A system for recording, hearing, and resolving basic complaints on
violations of confidentiality of patient records.

Interagency Cooperation 41

-,
--,.

The Rule 2.II(n) concerning qualified service organizationsiNand Rule 2.34 on
the Central Registry and other relevant sections of the rules provide agenciess...a_perfloutwith the opportunity to share, refer, and receive information w flout violating
the righil e patients or any Federal or State law. The v
of any interagency collaboration should be the entering in of an agreement
between the two agencies. This agreement should embody the legal require-
ments of Rule 2.II(n) on qualified service organizations, when approprfate.

zState and Federal Monitoring

It should' be noted that the trend is towards establishing specific systems for `,
%.th'e enforcement of the confidentiality laws and rules. N..

Program monitoring by State and Federal agencies has been broadened to
include examination of the program policies, procedures, and records to
ascertain whether there has been compliance with the Federal and State laws
and regulations on confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records.

Some States have delegated the responsibility for monitoring enforcement to
substance abuse program staff, the Attorney General, or the Chief Counsel
for Substance Abuse. For. Federal Government, the National Institute on
Drug Abuse and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism have
recently set up units for compliance. These units will answer questions on
enforcement of the confidentiality laws and regulations.

AMENDMENTS TO STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS
AND REGULATIONS ON CONFIDENTIALITY

As case' law and administrative decisions develop in this area, amendments will
probably be made to the laws and regulations at both the Federal and State
levels. In order to ke'p up with changes, it is necessary to review Federal
and State legislative publications and the Federal Register for changes in the
rules.

A Ethical Considerations

Programs have an ethical responsibility to educate patients/clients in their
rights to confidentiality of their oral and written records as required by Fed-
eral and State laws and regulations. Although research of the Federal and
State laws on confidentiality indicates that no express requirement has been
written into any of these laws or regulations that programs educate their
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patients/clients on their rights to cor identiality, an implicit ethical require-
ment is apparent.

The illustration on patient education_- is I tended to provide the reader with a
conceptual framework for implementing a education program for patients.
The following guidelines should be followed:

Education of patients on confidentia ity should be anon -going pro-
cess.

Education should begin at "intake."

The patient should be informed abc;1 t program rules and regu-
lations regarding confidentiality of

with the client.
atient records. The vari-

ous consent forms should be reviewed

The client should be told about his/hef responsibility to follow
the confidentiality procedures in addition to maintaining the
confidentiality of any oral or written records and communica-
tion about himself or any other patient in the program.

The program should get the patient to stipulate the persons to
whom the program can acknowledge his or her absence.

If the program uses a central registry, the client should be
informed of this fact and the necessary consent form should be
completed.

The qualified service agreement should be discussed with the
cliet regarding those programs and entities with whom there
is an . :isting qualified service agreement.

Active Clients

The active clients should receive specific education around the program's
guidelines on confidentiality in the following areas:

Release of information in general;

Required consent forms according to Rule 2.31;

Traveling clients;

arcerated clients;

Proce ures regarding group counseling and individual counseling;

Emergent' procedures and the requirements in Rule 2.51.

Terminated Clients

The terminated clients' records should be maintained in a confiden-
tial manner. \\
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A procedure should be established for handling requests for rec-
ords of terminated clients. Special steps should be taken to verify
the identity of the requestor to ensure that it is the client or some-
one duly authorized to request this release under Federal and State
laws.

The records of terminated .clients should be maintained in a secured
room and in locked cabinets which are fireproof. The program
should limit access to these records.

The records of terminated clients should be retained for the period
specified by State alcohol and drug abuse laws and regulations. It
should be noted that the Federal laws and regulations do not spcify
the period of retention of terminated client records. Recommended
procedure is that terminated patient records be maintained for a
minimum of 5 years from the official recorded date of said termina-
tion.

Summary

A concerted effort is needed in the area of patient education of confidential-
ity. We have to be reminded that programs must first get their procedures
written up and staff fully trained to implement these procedures. Education
of patients should be a gradual and on-going process. Programs should set
up a mechanism to deal with internal complaints of clients regarding violations
of the confidentiality of their patient records. The program's attorney should
be available to provide legal advice on any matters related to confidentiality.

I.
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Session 13
Posttest

Confidentiality Regulations Review Test

The following is a brief test of major points in the Federal confidentiality
regulations covered by this course. The test is intended as an assessment
tool to determine how well you have grasped the major issues surrounding the
confidentiality regulations and their application. After completing this post-
test, check your answers. If you have missed any, it would be helpful for
you to review these areas for clarification.

The first 17 questions are True or False. Circle the letter on your answer
sheet to indicate whether each statement is true or false.

TRUE OR FALSE

1. Qualified personnel of the Food and Drug 'Administration may audit rec-
ords of a narcotics maintenance program, and have access, to patient-
identifying information, without the written consent of the patient.

T F

2. The parent of a minor communicates his permission for his child to enroll
in a drug treatment program in a State where parental consent is
required. Later the parent contacts the program for information pertain-
ing to the minor's treatment. The program cannot communicate this
information without the minor's written consent,

T F

3. Patients may not be issued and required to carry identification cards on
the premises of a given program to be used for the purposes of correct
recording of medication and positive identification.

T r

4. The only conditions under which consent for disclosure of information
terminates are with a written revocation of consent or when the condi-
tions of the consent have been fulfilled.

T F

5. According to the regulations, tax-exempt organizations are bound under
the Federal confidentiality regulations.

T F

6. Drug or alcohol abuse treatment programs that receive funding by the
State can be required to make available patient records for the purpose
of long-term evaluation studies.

T F
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7. Consent forms that conform to the eight points that are required by law
are valid even when there is false information of which the program is
unaware.

T F

8. Disclosures to qualified medical personnel are authorized for patients in
instances of a genuine medical emergency with the provision that a mem-
orandum be recorded by the program making the disclosure.

T F

9. When served with a subpoena, an individual who is responsible for the
maintenance of patient records, must disclose the specified information in
the subpoena.

T F

10. An undercover agent or informant may be placed within a program by
the court for the purpose of investigating illegality for an initial period
of 90 days.

T F

11. According to the regulations, any program registered under Rule 303(g)
of the Controlled Substances Act may be required, without a court
order, to provide clinical information pertaining to the records of any
patient enrolled in a narcotic maintenance or detoxification program to
duly authorized agents of the Drug Enforcement Administration.

T F

12. Third-party payers are eligible to receive and maintain records on the
identity of individuals receiving treatment for which they (third-party
payers) have been contracted to pay.

T F

13. Interchange of information entirely within the Armed Forces, and within
those components of the Veterans Administration furnishing health care
to veterans, or between such components and the Armed Forces, is not
subject to the provisions of 21 U.S.C. 1175 and 42 U.S.C. 4582.

T F

14. It is not in violation of the Federal regulations for a program to make a
disclosure with respect to an applicant for treatment to a permissible
central registry.

T F

15. An attorney asks a program for information regarding his client who is
enrolled in the program. The program requests that the consent form
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be signed by the client and endorsed by the attorney. Is the program
correct?

T F

16. A former employee may release information about a former client which is
not contained in the client record.

T F

17. A law enforcement officer may be enrolled in a treatment program for the
purpose of receiving treatment for his or her own alcohol or drug abuse
problem, providing, however, his or her status as a law enforcement
officer is known to the program director.

T F

MULTIPLE CHOICE

The next 10 questions are multiple choice. Blacken the letter of your answer
sheet to indicate the single best answer to each question.

18. When a disclosure has been made with regard to a client, the disclosure
must be accompanied by a statement to the effect that further disclosure
by the recipient is prohibited. The exception to the rule pertaining to
disclosure exists when:

a) there is a provision for a general authorization included within the
release form

b) the disclosed information is to be used by an employment agent or
agency (pursuant to written consent of the client which explicitly
provided for redisciosure) for the purpose of releasing information
to potential employers

c) the recipient of the disclosed information is an evaluation agent who
reports summary data that contain minimal patient-identifying infor-
mation

d) none of the above

19. An evaluation agency that has legally received disclosure patient data for
analysis is within established legal bounds in releasing information:

a) after a court order has been issued and a good cause hearing has
taken place

b) but the report should not identify any patients' names

c) either of the above

d) neither of the above
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20. In cases where the patient has given written consent for a program to
disclose information to a potential employer, a program director is within
the bounds of the law for refusing to release such information when:

a) it is used as criteria for decisions surrounding denial of employment
or promotion ol an individual receiving treatment

b) the information requested has little bearing on the job

c) both of the above

d) nune of the above; the program must release the information when
there is a written consent

21. A central registry should receive information from member programs with
respect to any patient when:

a) there is an application for treatment

b) treatment has been terminated

c) the type and/or dosage of the medication has been changed

d) all of the above

22. In instances of prosecutorial or investigative action, a court may autho-
rize a program to disclose patient records in crimes of:

a) rape

b) burglary

c) larceny

d) fraud

23. When a program is acquired by another program and there has been no
consent secured from the patients of the acquired program for the trans-
ferral of records, the records should be:

0- a) cleared of patient-identifying information

b) released to the patients under the Freedom of Information Act

c) destroyed

d) transferred, since Federal regulations do not require patient con-
sent for the transfer of records

24. Which of the following items is not required on a consent form?

a) signature of the client

b) statement of the provision for revocation of consent
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c) date on which the consent is signed

d) statement regarding prosecutorial reprisal for unauthorized disclo-
sure that includes the nature of the legal action and fines

25. You were convicted last year and fined $500 for improperly releasing the
name of_z__patient in your alcoholism treatment program. You have just
been found guilty of failure to maintain proper security of patient rec-
ords in your drug abuse treatment program:

a) the judge can fine you up to $500

b) the judge can fine you up to $5,000

c) the judge may impose a $5,000 fine and imprisonment under the
felon clause of the regulations

d) none of the above

26. When a nonemergency situation exists, the family of a patient may
receive information wnen:

a) there is a formal application in writing from the legal counsel to the
.program that is maintaining the necessary information -....,

b) if, in the judgment of the person responsible for treatment, the
disclosure will be helpful to the patient

c) only when there is formal written consent given by the patient

d) whenever the patient and family members are together r-

27. In certain situations, the Federal regulations do not restrict disclosures
of patient information. One such situation is a disclosure to:

a) the director and/or other program personnel responsible for treat-
ment

b) the patient's doctor and attorney )
c) the spouse and friends of an adult patient

d) none of the above
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Posttest Answer Sheet

TRUE OR FALSE

1. T F 10. T F

2. T F 11. T F

3. T F 12. T F

4. T F 13. T F

5. T F
7 14. T F

6. T F 15. T F

7. T F 16. T F

8. T F 17. T F

9. T F

MULTIPLE CHOICE

18. A B C. D r,23.A BCD
19. A B C 24. A B C

20. A BCD 25. A B C D

21. A BCD 26. A BCD
4.

22. A B C ...) 27. A BCD

1 1 8
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Federal Regulations Key to Posttest

QUESTION NUMBER FEDERAL RpULATIONS

1 2.55
2 2.15
3' 2.20
4 2.31
5 2.12
6 2.53
7 2.31
8 2:51
9 or,2.61
10 2.67 -

/
11
12

2.55
2.37 '.

J 13
14

2.12
2.34

15 2.35 ,

16 2.22
17 2.19
18 2.32
19 2.52
20 2.38
21 2.34
22 2.65
23 2.21
24 2.31
25 2.14
26 2.36
27 2.11(p)

<.
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Evaluation Feedback Questionnaire

TRAINING PROGRAM: COnfiden6ality of Alcohol 45ind Drug Abuse Patient
Records

PROGRAM DATES: LOCATION:

TRAINER(S):

.e)

In order to assess the )effectiveness of the training programs we are deliver-
ing, and to gather feedback that will help us to plan for improved deliveries,
we routinely distribute this questionnaire to all participants. To maximize the
chances that you will give us your honest views, we do not ask you to iden-
tify yourself. Thank you for your cooperation.

Please rate this program in certain key areas. For each category we ask you
to give a numerical score and to write down comments you would like to make.
Please make your ratings using a scale of I00--as if you were grading an
exam; Thus, you would use these guidelines:

EXCELLENT - Score between 90-100

GOOD Score betWeen 80-90

SATISFACTORY Score between 70-80

MARGINAL - Score between 60-70

UNSATISFACTORY - Score between 0-60

Your ratings will be used to derive an overall numerical assessment of this
program.

We also provide space for personalized comments. Your written response will
be read carefully by the trainers and used to improvelfuture programs.

1. Rate the extent to which the program objectives were met.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

2. Rate the extent to which the course materials (manual, etc.) were effec-
tive aids for achieving the objectives.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

15!,
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3'. Rate the quality". of the staff's presentation, as a group.

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS: (Feedback about specific staff members
is encouraged.) . )

4. Rate the extent to which you have understood the material presented.,

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

4

5. Rate the extent to which you-nave developed new skills by attending this
workshop.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

6. Rate the extent to which you think you will be able to apply the r .w -

skills you have learned in your own personal work situation.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

7. Rate the quality of the administration and logistical arrangements of the
program.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

8. Rate the-program as a whole.
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:
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APPENDIX
Confidentiality of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Patient Records

Federal Law Title 42Public Health.
(Federal Register, Volume 40 CFR 27802 July 1,1975)
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27802

Title 42Public Health
CHAPTER IPUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE
SUBCHAPTER AGENERAL PROVISIONS

PART 2CONFIDENTIALITY OF ALCOHOL
AND DRUG ABUSE PATIENT RECORDS

On May 9, 1975, the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the
ppecial Action Office for Drug Abuse Pre-
vention published in the FEDERAL REGIS-
TER (40 FR 20522) a notice of proposed
joint rulemaking setting forth a proposed
r.ew Part 2 of Title 42 of the Code of
Federal Regulations governing the con-
fidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse
patient records.

Interested persons were invited to sub-
mit written comments, views, or argu-
ments with respect to the proposed regu-
lations within 30 days of the date of
lication of that notice All comments so
submitted were carefully considered, and
at variou3 stages in the rulemaking proc-
ess, the Administrator of Veterans' Af-
fairs and the heads of other Federal de-
partments and agencies substantially af-
fected by the proposed regulations were
consulted

As finally adopted and set forth here-
inafter, the regulations contain two ma-
jor substantive changes from the May 9
proposal. The separate treatment of
funding sources and third-party payers
(II 2 21 and 2.37 of the proposed regula-
tions) was abandoned as unworkable,
primarily because the prohibitions which
the proposed regulations would have
placed on funding sources would have
directly conflicted with requirements
which have been proposed in implemen-
tation of Title XX of the Social Security
Act (see proposed 45 CFR 228 63, 40 FR
16802, 16809. April 14. 1975). In lieu of
this approach, 12 17 has been revised
to provide that funding sources and
third -party payers maintaining drug or
alcohol abuse patient records are sub-
ject to restrictions upon disclosure to the
same extent and in the same manner as
any other entity maintaining records
which are within the scope of the au-
thorizing legislation and this Part.

The other major change is in the area
of criminal justice system referrals, and
the grounds for the rules finally adopted
are set forth in the basis and purpose
section (12.39 -1) pertaining thereto In
connection with that change, it must be
frankly acknowledged that the argu-
ments set forth in the corresponding ba-
sis and purpose section (II 2 40-1) of the
May 9 proposal have merit. The final rule
may in certain instances result in a com-
promise of the treatment process, if
judges or other authorities in the crim-
inal justice system overreact to informa-
tion whose communication Is allowed
under the final rules but would have been
prohibited under the proposed rules.

Against such an adverse effect, how-
ever, there must be weighed the very real
advantage which genuine cooperation be-
tween community social service systems
and the criminal justice system can yield
for those whose lives are crippled and
scarred oy the consequences of their own

RULES AND REGUI ATIONS

criminal conduct. Governmental re-
sponses based on a pure medical model
have not met with noticeably greater
success than those based on a purely pu-
nitive approach, and it would be tragic if
these rules were so constructed as to be-
come a barrier to the development of
better ways to deal with those who are
caught up in a pattern of seriously anti-
social behavior.

In addition to the foregoing major
changes, the following minor policy
changes wete made

Provisions relating to destruction or
other disposition of records were dropped
from § 2 21 (I 2.22 in the May 9 proposal)
Its unnecessary except in the case of oro-
grams discontinuing operations.

The fixed limitation on the permissi-
ble duration of written consent for dis-
closure was dropped from I 2.31 in favor
of a limitation to such duration as may
be reasonably necessary to effectuate the
purpose for which the cor-,ent is given.

The specification of crimes in 1 2 65
for which a court order may be grinted
authorizing use of program records in
the investigation or prosecution of a pa-
tient was broadened to cover any "ex-
tremely serious" crime, with those listed
in the May 9 notice being retained as
examples

Finally, a number of clarifying, tech-
nical, and conforming changes were
made in the May 9 proposal, but these
are without significant substantive effect

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority
of section 408 of the Drug Abuse Office
and Treatment Act of 1972, as amended
by Pub L 92-282 (21 U S C. 1175), and
section 333 of the Comprehensive Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treat-
ment. and Rehabilitation Act of 1970,
as amended by Pub L 93-282 (42 U.S C.
4582) , and under the authority delegated
to the General Counsel of the Special
Action Office 'or Drug Abuse Prevention
(39 FR 17901. May 21. 1974), Subchapter
A of Chapter I, Title 42, Code of Federal
Regulations, is amended by inserting
immediately after Part 1 thereof a new
Part 2 to read as set forth below.

Effective date. These regulations shall
be effective on August 1, 1975

Dated June 25, 1975.
R. MOURE.

Acting Assistant Secretary for
Health, Department of
Health, Education, and Wel-
fare.

Approved' June 26, 1975.
CASPAR W. WEINBERGER,

Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

Dated June 27, 1975
ORASTY CREWS II,

General Counsel, Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Preven-
tion

Dated: June 27, 1975.
ROBERT L. DoPoNr,

Director, Special Action Office
for Qrug Abuse Prevention,

\ Subpart AIntroductory Statement
Set N
21 Statutory authoritydrug abuse
2 2 \\;traetutory authorityalcohol abuse
2 3 vious regulations as controlling

\ authority
2 4 General purposes
2 6 POsplat
26 AdMinistration and enforcement In

gerael
27 Reporteni violations

Subpart 111-AGeneral Provisions

Sec.
211 Definitions and usagesrules
211 -1 Definitions and usages--basis and

purpose
2 12 Appllcabilltyrules.
2 12-1 Applicabilitybasis and purpose.
2 13 General rules regarding confiden-

tialityrules
2 13-1 General rules regarding confidenti-

alitybasis and purpose.
2 14 Penalty for violationsrules.
2 14-1 Penalty for violationsbasis and

purpose
215 Minor patientsrules
215-1 Minor patientsbasis and purpose
2 16 Incompetent and deceased pa-

tients rules
216-1 Incompetent and deceased pa-

tients--basis and purpose.
2 17 Security precautionsrules
2.17-1 Security precautionsbasis and pur-

pose.
218 Extent of disclosurerules
2.18-1 Extent of disclosure--basis and pur-

pose.
2 19 Undercover agents and informants

rules.
2181 Undercover agents and informants

basis and purpose.
2 20 Identification cardsrules
220-1 Identification cardsbasis and pur-

pose.
221 Disposition of discontinued program

recordsrules
221 -1 Disposition of discontinued program

recordsbasis and purpoee.
2 22 Former employees and othersrules
222 -1 Former employees and othersbasis

and purpose
2 23 Relationship to State lawsrules
723-1 Relationship to State lawsbasis and

purpose
224 Relationship to section 303(a) of

Public Health Service Act and sec-
tion 502(c) of Controlled Sub-
stances Actrules

224 -1 Relationship to section 203(a) of
Public Health Service Act and
section 502(c) of Controlled Sub-
stances Actbasis and purpose.

Subpart CDisclosures With Patient's C
231 Written consent requiredrules.
2 31-1 Written consent required basis and

purpose
232 Prohibition on redisclosurerules.
2 32-1 Prohibition on redisclosurebasis

and purpose
2 33 Diagnosis, treatment, and rehabili-

tationrules
2.33-1 Diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilita-

tionbasis and purpose
234 Prevention of certain multiple

enrollmentsrules
234 -1 Prevention certain multiple

enrollmentsbasis and purpose
2 3; Legal counsel for patientrules
235 -1 Legal counsel for patientbasis and

purpose.
238 Patient's family and othersrules.
236-1 Patient's family ant. lthers--basis

and purpose
237 Third party payers and funding

sources rule:.
2 37-1 Third party payers and funding

sourcesbasis and purpose.
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Sec
238 Employers and employment agen-

cies-rules.
2 38-1 Employers and employment agen-

ciesbasis and purpose
2 39 Criminal justice system referrals and

functionsrules
2 39-1 Criminal justice system referrals and

functionsbasis and purpose,
2 40 Situations not otherwise provided

for rules
2 40 I Situations not otherwise provided

forbasis and purpose.
Subpart DDaclosures Without Patient C t
2 61 Medical emergenciesrules
2 61-1 Medical emergenciesbasis and pur-

pose
2 52 Research, audit, and evaluation

rules
2 52-1 Research, audit, and evaluation

basis and purpose.
263 Government age nc les rules
2 53-1 Oovernmentel agencies--basis and

purpose.
264 Patient identifying information in

connection with examinations
rules.

254-1 Patient identifying information in
connection with examinations
basis and purpose.

265 Supervision and regulation of nar-
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Subpart AIntroductory Statement

§ 2.1 Statutory authority--elrug abuse.
(a) Statutory provisions effective

May 14, 1974. Insofar as the provisions
of this part pertain to any program or
activity relating to drug abuse education,
training, treatment, rehabilitation, or
researcn, such provisions are authorized
under section 408 of Pub. L. 92-255, the
Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of
1972 (21 U S C. 1175) as amended by
section 303 of Pub. L. 93-282 (88 Stat.
137). That section reads as follows:
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§ 408. Confidentiality of patient reioid..
(a) Records of the identity, diagnosis,

prognosis, or treatment of any patient which
are maintained in connection with the per-
formance of any drug abuse prevention
function conducted, regulated, or directly or
indirectly assisted by any department or
agency of the United States shall, except as
provided in subsection (c), be confidential
and be disclosed only for the purposes and
under the circumstances expressly author-
ized under subsection (b) of this section

(b) (1) The content of any record referred
to in subsection (a) may be disclosed in ac-
cnrdance with the prior written consent of
the patient with respect to whom such rec-
ord is maintained, but only to such extent,
under such circumstances, and for such pur-
poses as may be allowed under regulations
prescribed pursuant to subsection (g).

(2) Whether or not the patient, with re-
spect to whom any given record referred to in
subsection (a) of this section is maintained,
gives his written consent, the content of
such record may be disclosed as follows:

(A) T. medical personnel to the extent
necessary to meet bona fide medical emer-
gency

(B) To qualified personnel for the purpose
of conducting scientific research, manage-
ment audits, financial audits, or program
evsluation, but such personnel may not iden-
tify. directly or indirectly, any individual
patient in any report of such research, audit,
or evaluation, or otherwise disclose patient
identities in any manner.

(C) If authorized by an appropriate order
of court of competent jurisdiction granted
after application showing good cause there-
for In assessing good cause the court shall
neigh the public interest and the need for
disclosure against the injury to the patient,
to the physician-patient relationship, and to
the treatment services Upon the granting of
such order, the court, In determining the ex-
tent to which any disclosure of all or any
part of any record is necessary, shall impose
appropriate safeguards against unauthorized
disclosure.

(c) Except as authorized by a court order
granted under subsection (b) (2) (C) of this
section, no record referred to in Subsection
(a) may be used to initiate or substantiate
any criminal charges against patient or to
conduct any investigation of patient.

(d) The prohibitions of this section con-
tinue to apply to records concerning any in-
dividual who has been a patient, Irrespective
of whether or when he ceases to be a patient.

(e) The prohibitions of this section do not
apply to any interchange of records

(1) within the Armed Forces or within
those components of the Veterans' Adm'n-
istration furnishing health care to veterans,
or

(2) between such components and the
Armed Forces

(f) Any person who violates any provision
of this section or any regulation issued pur-
suant to this section shall be fined not more
than 11500 in the case of a first offense, and
not more than $5.000 in the case of each sub-
sequent offense.

(g) The Director of the Special Action Of-
fice for Drug Abuse Prevention, after consul-
tation with the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs and the heads of other Federal de-
partments and agencies substantially affected
thereby, shall prescribe regulations to carry
out the purposes of this section. These reg-
ulations may contain such definitions, and
may provide for such safeguards and pro-
cedures. Including procedures and criteria
for the issuance and scope of orders under
subsection (b) (2) (C), as in the judgment of
the Director are necessary or proper to effec-
tuate the purposes of this section. to prevent
circumvention or evasion thereof, or to fa-
cilitate compliance therewith.
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03) Amendments effective June 30,
1975 Effective on the date specified in
section 104 of the Drug Abuse Office and
Treatment Act of 1972 (June 30, 1975),
the first sentence of section 408(g) above,
will be amended by striking "Director of
the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse
Prevention" and inserting in lieu thereof
"Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare", and the second sentence of
such section will be amended by striking
"Director" and inserting "Secretary" in
lieu thereof. Also effective on that date.
section 408, above, will be further
amended by (1) striking out "The" and
inserting in lieu thereof "Except as pro-
vided in subsection (h) of this section,
the" in the first sentence of subsection
(g) of such section; and (2) adding at
the end of such section the following
new subsection:

(h) The Administrator of Veterans' Affairs.
through the Chief Medical Director. shall,
to the maximum feasible extent consistent
with their responsibilities under title 38,
United States Code, prescribe regulations
making applicable the regulations estab-
lished by the Secretary under subsection (g)
of this section to records maintained in con-
nection with the provision of hospital care.
nursing home care, domiciliary care, and
medical services under such title 38 to vet-
erans suffering from drug abuse In prescrib-
ing and implementing regulations pursuant
to this subsection, the Administrator shall,
from time to time, consult with the Secre-
tary in order to achieve the maximum pos-
sible coordination of the regulations, and
the implementation thereof, which they each
prescribe.

§ 2.2 Statutory authority 14011o1
abuse.

Insofar as the provisions of this part
pertain to any program or activity relat-
ing to alcoholism or alcohol abuse edu-
cation, training, treatment, rehabilita-
tion, or research, such provisions are
authorized under section 333 of Pub. L.
91-616, the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment
and Rehabilitation Act of 1970 (42 U.S.C.
4582), as amended by section 122(a) of
Pub L. 93-282, the Comprehensive Al-
cohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention,
Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1974 (88 Stat. 131). As
so amended, that section reads as
follows:

CONS IDENTIALITY OF RECORDS

Sec 333 (a) Records of the identity, diag-
nosis, prognosis, or treatment of any patient
which are maintained in connection with the
performance of Any program or activity re-
lating to alcoholism or alcohol abuse educa-
tion. training, treatment, rehabilitation, or
research, which is conducted, regulated, or
directly or indirectly assisted by any depart-
ment or agency of the United States shall,
except as provided in subsection (e), be con-
fidential and be disclosed only for the pur-
poses and under the circumstances expressly
authorized under subsection (b) of this
section.

(to) (1) The content of any record referred
to in subsection (a) may be disclosed In ac-
cordance with the prior written consent of
the patient with respect to whom such rec-
ord is maintained, but only to such extent.
under such circumstances, and ft.r such pur-
poses as may be allowed under regulations
prescribed pursuant to subsection (g).
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(2) Whether or not the patient. with re-
spect to whom any given record referred to
In subsection (a) of this section is main-
tained, gives his written consent, the content
of such record may be disclosed as follows

(A) To medical personnel to the extent
necessary to meet a bona fide medical emer-
gency.

'Et) To qualified personnel for the pur
p, e of conducting scientific research. man-
agement audits, financial sucilts, or program
evaluation, but such persor.ael may not iden-
tify. directly or Indirectly, any individual
patient in any report of such research, audit.
or evaluation, or otherwise disclose patient
Identities in any manner

(C) If authorized by an appropriate order
of a court of competent Jurisdiction granted
after application showing good cause there-
for In assessing good cause the court shall
weigh the public interest and the need for
disclosure against the injury to the patient,
to the physician-patient relationship, and
to the treatment services Upon the granting
of sUch order, the court, In determining the
extent to which any disclosure of all or any
part of any record is necessary. shall impose
appropriate safeguards against unauthorized
disclosure

(c) Except as authorized by a court order
granted under subsection (b) (2) (C) of this
section, no record reterred to in subsection
(a) may be used to initiate or substantiate
any criminal charges Against a patient or to
condudt any investlgatten of patient

(d) The prohibitions of this section con-
&roue to apply to records concerning any in-
dividual who has been patient, irrespective
of whether or when he ceases to be patient.

(e) The prohibitions of this section do
not apply to any Intetchange of records

(I) within the Armed Forces or within
those components of the Veterans' Admin-
istration furnishing health care to veterans,
or

(2) between such components and the
Armed Forces

(f) Any person who violates any provi-
sion of this section or any regulation Issued
pursuant to this section shall be fined not
more than 1500 In the case of first offense,
and not more than 15.000 in the case of each
subsequent offense

(g) Except as provided in subsection (h)
of this section, the Secretary shall prescribe
regulations to carry out the purposes of this
Section These regulations may contain such
definitions, and may provide for such safe-
guards and procedures, including prodedures
and criticia for the issuance and scope of
Jrders under subsection (b) (2)(C). as In
the Judgment of the Secretary are necessary
or proper to effectuate the purposes of this
section, to prevent circumvention or evasion
thereof, or 1.4 facilitate compliance there-
with

h) The Administrator of Veterans' Affairs,
through the Chief Medical Director, shall. to
the maximum feasible etent consistent with
their responsibilities .ider title 38, United
States Code, prescril regulations making
applicable the regulations prescribed by the
Secretary under subsection (g) of this sec-
tion to records maintained in connection
with the provision of hospital care, nursing
home care. domiciliary care, and 'medical
services under such title 38 to veterans suf-
fering from alcohol abuse or alcoholism In
prescribing and implementing regulations
pursuant to this subsection, the Administra-
tor shall, from time to time, consult with
the Secretary in order to achieve the maxi-
mum possible coordination of the regula-
tions, and the implementation thereof,
Which they each preee-ibe
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§ 2.3 Previous regulations as contra:iv&
authority.

Attention is called to the interpreta-
live regulations, issued by the Special
Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
(37 FR 24636, November 17, 1972, as re-
vised 38 FR 33744. December 8, 1973,
referred to hereinafter in this part as
the "previous regulations"). Those regu-
lations have been given a special status
as controlling authority by the provi-
sions of section 303(d) of Pub L. 93-282,
as well as the references in the legisla-
tive history of that act to the precedents
established under section 408 of Pub. L.
92-255 Such references appear at page
11 of House Committee Report No. 93-
759 and at page H3563 of the Congres-
sional Record for May 6, 1974 The latter
citation is to a detailed analysis of the
bill in its,final form which was sub.nitted
for the Record by its floor manager,
Chairman Staggers of the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee, when the
bill was up foi final action by the House
of Representatives.
§ 2.4 C I purposes.

(a) Policy objectives. The purpoge of
the regulations set forth in this part is
to implement the authorizing legislation
in a manner that, to the extent practica-
ble, takes into account two streams of
legal thought and social policy. One has
to do with enhancing the quality and
attractiveness of treatment systems The
other is concerned with the interests of
patients as citizens, most particularly
in regard to protecting their rights of
privacy. Within each stream there are
cross-currents, and it should come as no
surprise that areas of turbulence are tb
be found at their confluence.

(b) Limited purpose. The regulations
contained in this part are not intended
to direct the manner in which substan-
tive functions, such as research, treat-
ment, and evaluation, should be carried
out, but rather to define the minimum
requirements for the protection of con-
fidentiality of patient records which must
be satisfied in connection with the con-
duct of those functions in order to carry
out the purposes of the authorizing
legislation. This does not mean that ob-
servance of only the minimum legal re-
quirements is always the 'wisest course,
but in framing these regulations, allow-
ance has necessarily been made for a
diversity of emphasis and approach in
the malty different jurisdictions and by
the great variety of public and private
agencies which must find a way to func-
tion within the limits here prescribed.
§ 2.5 Format.

(a) Basis yind purpose sections. Each
section set g forth rules on any given
topic in qubparts B through E of this
part is followed by a section setting forth
their basis and purpose In many cases,
the basis and purpose section is itself
an interpretative rule regarding the legal
authority of the rulemakers. In other
instances, it summarizes historical or

evidentiary material relevant to the
validity and interpretation of the section
which precedes it.

(b) Statutory rules fully incorporated.
Although, for convenience of reference,
the statutory basis for this part is set out
in full in II 2.1 and 2 2, the regulations
in Subparts B through E of this part are
intended to include all of the operative
statutory provisions.
§ 2.6 Administration and enforcement

in general.
It is not contemplated that any par-

ticular agency will be set up specifically
to enforce compliance with this part.
Programs which receive Federal grants
may be monitgred for compliance with
this and other applicable Federal law as
an incident to the grant administration
process. Similarly, FDA Inspections of
methadone programs will include inspec-
tion for compliance with this part, which
is incorporated by reference in the meth-
adone regulation (21 CFR 310.505).
§ 2.7 Reports of violations.

Any violation may be reported to the
United States Attorney for the judicial
district in which the violation occurs.
Violations on the part of methadone pro-
grams may be .reported to the regional
offices of the Food and Drug Adminis- ,
tration Violations on the part of a Fed-
eral grantee or conttactor may be re-
ported to the Federal agency monitoring
the grant or contract.

Subpart B.General Provisions
§ 2.11 Definitions and usages.Rules.

(a) Authorizing legislation. The term
"authorizing legislation" means section
408 of the Drug Abuse Office and Treat-
ment act of 1972 (21 U.S.C. 1175) and
section 333 of the Comprehensive Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treat-
ment, and Rehabilitation Act of 1970 (42
DSC. 4582), as such sections may be
amended and in effect from time-to time.

(b) Construction of terms. The defini-
tions and rules of construction set forth
in this section art applicable for the pur-
poses of this part. To the extent that they
refer to terms used in the authorizing
legislation, they are also applicable for
the purposes of such legislation.

(c) Alcohol abuse. The term "alcohol
abuse" includes alcoholism

(d) Drug abuse. The term "drug abuse"
includes drug addiction.

(e) Diagnosis and treatment. The
terms "diagnosis" and "treatment" in-
clude interviewing, counselling, and any
other services or activities carried on for
the purpose of or as an incident to diag-
nosis, treatment, or rehabilitation with
respect to drug abuse or alcohol abuse,
whether or not conducted by a member
of the medical profession.

(f) Program.
(1) The ten% "program", when refer-

ring to an individual or organization,
means either an individual or an orga-
nization furnishing diagnosis, treatment,
or referral for alcohol abuse or drug
abuse
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(2) The term "program**, when not
used in the sense defined in paragraph
(f) (1) , means a plan or procedure.
whether functional or organizational,
and whether or not governmental, for
dealing with alcohol abuse or drug abuse
problems from either an individual or
a social standpoint

(g) Program evahia hon.
The term "program evaluation" means

an evaluation of
(1) The effectiveness. efficiency, com-

pliance with applicable therapeutic.
legal, or other standards, or other as-
pects of the performance, of a program
as defined in paragraph (f) (1) of this
section, or

(2) The validity, effectiveness, effi-
ciency, practicability, or other aspects
of the utility or success of a program
in the sense defined in paragraph (f) (2)
of this section.

(h) Program director. The term
"program dire-nr" in the case of a
program which a an individual means
that individual, and in the case of a
program which is an organization,
the individual, if any, who is the prin-
cipal, or, in the case of organizations
consisting of partners or under the con-
trol of a board of directors, board of
trustees or other governing body, the
individual designated as program direc-
tor, managing director, or otherwise
vested with executive authority with
respect to the organization.

(1) Patient. The term "patient" means
any individual (whether referred to as a
patient, client, or otherwise) who has sp-
plied for or been given diagnosis or treat-
ment for drug abuse or alcohol abuse and
includes any individual who, after arrest
on a criminal charge, is interviewed
and/or tested in connection with drug
or alcohol abuse preliminary to a deter-
mination as to 'eligibility to participate
in a treatment or rehabilitation program.

0) Patient identifying information.
The term "patient identifying infor-
mation" means the name, address, social
security number, or similar information
by which the identity of a patient can
be determined with reasonable accuracy
and speed either directly or by refer-
ence to other publicly available infor-
mation. The term does not include a
paUent identifying number assigned by
a program.

(k) Alcohol abuse or drug abuse pre-
vention function. The term "alcohol
abuse or drug abuse prevention function"
means any program or activity relating
to alcohol abuse or drug abuse educa-
tion, training, treatment, rehabilitation,
or research, and includes any such func-
tion even when performed by an orga-
nization whose primary mission is in the
field of law enforcement or la unrelated
to alcohol or drugs.

(1) The term "person" means an in-
dividual, a partnership, a corporation, a
trust, a Federal or State governmental
agency, or any other legally cognizable
entity.

(m) Service organization. The term
"service organization" means a person
which provides services to a program
such as data processing, dosage prepara-
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tion, laboratory analyses, or legal, medi-
cal. accounting, or other professional
services.

In) Qua/Med service organization The
term "qualified service organization"
means a service organization which has
entered into a written agreement with a
program pursuant to which the service
Organization

(1) acknowledges that in receiving.
Storing, processing, or othe:wise dealing
with any information from the program
about patients in the program, it is fully
bound by the provisions of this part;

(2) undertakes to institute appropri-
ate procedures for safeguarding such in-
formation, with particular reference to
patient identifying information; and

(3) undertakes to resist in judicial pro-
ceedings any efforts to obtain access to
information pertaining to patients other-
wise than as expressly provided for in
this part.

(o) Records. The term "records" in-
cludes any information, whether re-
corded or not, relating to a patient, re-
ceived or acquired in connection with the
performance of any alcohol abuse or drug
abusgprevention function, whether such
receipt or acquisition is by a program, a
qualified service organization, or any
other person.

(p) Communications not constituting
disclosure. The following types of com-
munications do not constitute disclosures
of records:

(1) Communications of information
within a program between or among per-
sonnel having a need for such informa-
tion hi connection with their duties.

(2) Communications between a pro-
gram and a qualified service organiza-
tion of information needed by the orga-
nization to perform its services W the
program.

(3) Communications of information
which includes neither patient identify-
ing information nor identifying numbers
assigned by the program to patients.

(q) Previous regulations. The term
"previous regulations" refers to the in-
terpretative regulations issued by the
Special Action Office for Drug Abuse
Prevention, originally published Novem-
ber 17, 1972, 37 FR 24636. as revised
December 6, 1973, 38 FR 33744.

(r) State law. The term "State law"
refers to the law of a State or other juris-
diction, such as the District of Columbia,
as distinguished from Federal law in
general As applied to transactions which
do not take place in an State or other
similar Jurisdiction, the term refers to
Federal common law as modified by any
applicable Federal statutes and regula-
tions.

(s) Third party payer. The term
"third party payer" means any organi-
zation (or person acting as agent or
trustee for an organization or fund)
which pays or agrees to pay for diag-
nosis or treatment furnished or to be
furnished to a particular individual,
where such payment or agreement to pay
is on the basis of an individual relation-
ship between the payer and the patient
(or a member of the patient's family in

the case of self- and - family firstnance
coverage or similar arrangements/ e'i-
denced by a contract, an insurance pol-
icy, a certificate of membership or pat -
ticipation, or similar documentation

(t) Funding source The term "fund-
ing source" means any individual of any
public or private organization, including
any Federal. State, or local govel nmental
agency, which makes payments in sup-
port of a program A funding source fs
not, as such, a third party payer, even
where its payment sare based directly
or indirectly on the program's patient
load with or without respect to specified
categories of eligible persons.

(u) August 22, 1974 draft References
to the "August 22, 1974 draft" are to the
draft regulations set out in the Advance
Notice of Proposed Joint Rulemaking
published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on
August 22, 1974, 39 FR 30426, by the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Preiention.
§ 2.11) Definition.;

and purpose.
(a) In general. The definitions are

based upon The legislative history of and
experience wq.11' the authorizing legisla-
tion, and are intended as aids to con-
struing the provisions of this part to
carry out the purposes of those statutes

(b) Coverage of applicants for treat-
ment. Section 2 11(i) is intended to make
it clear that records of the identity and
other information about a person whose
application is rejected or withdrawn are
fully as much covered by this pact as
records pertaining to a patient actii,.11j
accepted for treatment.

(c) Program terminology for pat.cill,
not controlling. While many program..
prefer to use "client" or some other lei in
instead of "patient" to describe the re-
cipients of their services, it is believed
preerable to use terminology in this pact
sv: ,ch is consistent with that used in the
authorizing legislation. It should he
clearly understood, however, that the
records of any individual who fits the
definition set forth in 2 11 (i) are
covered, no matter what terminology the
program may use to designate his status

(d) Origin o/ "prevention /unction"
termini:dopy. The definition of alcohol
abuse or drug abuse prevention function
in 4 2 11(k) is adapted from the &rim-
tion of drug abuse prevention function rn
section 103(b) of the Drug Abuse Office
and Treatment Act of 1972 (21 U S C
1103(b).). Although there was no corre-
sponding defined term available to the
draftsman of the 1974 amenc'ment to
section 333 of the Comprehensive Alco-
hol Abuse and Alr.oholisin Prevention
Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act of
1970 (42 U S C 4582) . it is clear from thr
legislative history that the coverage oi
alcohol abuse patient records was in
tended to be fully as wide as the coverage
of drug abuse patient records, and the
definition in ¢ 2 11(k) reflects that in-
tention.

(e) Ambiguity of the term 'program"
It is recognized that it is ordinarily poor
drafting technique to use the same term
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in sensee which are as different, yet
related, as those In ft 2.11(f)(1) and
2 11(U (2) This part, however. has to be
read both in conjunction with the Food
and Drug Administration's Methadone
Regulation and the Drug Abuse Office
and Treatment Act of 1972. The Ketha-
done Regulation (21 CFR 310 505)
clearly uses the term "program" In the
1 2 11(f )1 1) sense. In section 103(b) of
the Act (21 U S C.' 1103(b)), it is clearly
used in the § 2 11(f 1 (2) sense, and the
usage in section 408(b) (2)(B) of the Act
has from its original enactment been ad-
ministratively interpreted to include both
senses As used in this it, the context
should indicate the intended meanings
with sufficient clarity to make this pref-
erable to creating and defining new ter-
minology which would be different from
that used in related regulations and the
authorizing legislation.

(f) Construction of disclosures. Sec-
tion 211(p) Is intended to Clarify the
status of communications which are car-
ried on within a program or between a
program and persons or organ zations
which are assisting it in providi g pa-
tient care. The authorizing legis anon
was not intended to prohibit programs
from carrying on accepted practices in
terms of obtaining specialized services
from outside organizations In conjunc-
tion with the definition of qualified serv-
ice organizations, set forth in § 2 11(n),
the provisions of § 2 11(p) should pre-
vent the development of abuses in this
area.
§ 2.12 Applicability. -- Rules.

(ts) In general Except as provided in
paragraph (b) of this section, this part
applies to records of the identity, diag-
nosis, prognosis, or treatment of any pa-
tient which are maintained in connec-
tion with the performance of any alcol I
abuse or drug abuse prevention fui .-
tion

(1) Which is conducted in whole or in
part, whether directly or by grant, con-
tract. or otherwise, by any department
or agency of the United States,

(2) For the lawful conduct of which
in whole or part any license, registration,
application, or other authorization is re-
quired to be granted or approved by any
department or agency of the United
States,

(3) Which Is assisted by funds sup-
plied by any department or agency of the
United States, whether directly through
a grant, contract, or otherwise, or in-
directly by funds supplied to a State or
local government unit through the me-
dium of contracts, grants of any descrip-
tion, general or special revenue sharing,
or otherwise. or

(4) Which is assisted by the Internal
Revenue Service of the Department of
the Treasury through the allowance of
income tax deductions for contributions
to the program conducting such func-
tion, or by a way of a tax-exempt status
for such program

(b) Armed Forces and Veterans' Ad-
ministration.

(1) The provisions of this part do not
apply to any interchange, entirely with-
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in the Armed Forces, within those com-
ponents of the Veterans' Administration
furnishing health care to veterans, or be-
tween such components and the Armed
Forces, of records pertaining to a per-
son relating to a period when such per-
son is or was subject to the Uniform Code
of Military Justice

(2) Except as provided In paragraph
(b) (1) of this section, this part applies
to any communication between any per-
son outside the Armed Forces and any
person within OP Aznied Forces.

(3) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) (1) of this section, this part applies,
insofar as it pertains to any drug abuse
prevention function, to any communica-
tion between any -person outside those
components of the Veterans' Administra-
tion furnishing health care to veterans
and any person within such components.
until such date as the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare exercises
his authority (conferred by an amend-
ment effective June 30. 1975) to prescribe
regulations under section 408 of Pub. L.
92-255 (21 U.SC 1175). After such date.
this part applies thereto to such extent
as the Administrator of Veterar* Af-
fairs, through the Chief Medical Direc-
tor, by regulation makes the provisions
of this part applicable thereto

(4) Except as provided in paragraph
(b)ll) of this section, this part applies,
insofar as it pertains to any alcohol
abuse prevention function, to any com-
munication between any person outside
those components of the Veterans' Ad-
ministration furnishing health care to
veterans and any person within such
componepts, to such extent as the Ad-
ministrator of Veterans' Affairs, through
the Chief Medical Director, by regulation
makes the provisions of this part ap-
plicable thereto

(c) Period covered as affecting appli-
cabilit'j. The provisions of this part apply
to records of identity, diagnosis, prog-
nosis, or treatment pertaining to any
given individual maintained over any
period of time which, irrespective of
when it begins, does not end before
March 21, 1972. in the case of diagnosis
or treatment for drug abuse or before
May 14, 1974, In the case of diagnosis or
treatment for alcohol abuse.

(d) Applicability determined by nature
and purpose of records. The applicability
of the provisions of this part is deter-
mined by the nature and purpose of the
records in question, and not by the status
or primary functional capacity of the rec-
ordkeeper.
§ 2.12-1 Applicability.Basis and pur-

pose.
(a) The broad coverage provided by
2.12(a) is appropriate in the light of

the remedial purposes of the statutes as
well as the practical desirability of cer-
tainty and uniformity. Sections 2.12(a)
(1) and 2.12(a) (2) simply follow the
terms of subsection (a) of the Statute:;,
with some explanatory materiel for the
sake of clarity and explicitness.

(b) Sections 2 12(a) (3) and 2 12(a)
(4) are based upon the use by Congress
of the phrase "directly or indirectly as-

sisted by any department or agency of
the United States". In the light of the
multiplicity and extent of Federal pro-
grams and policies which can be of as-
sistance to drug and alcoholism pro-
grams, this wording strongly suggests an
intention to provide the broadest cover-
age consistent with the literal terms of
the statutes Many programs commence
with direct Federal assistance, financial,
technical, or both, and later continue
with State aid and private, tax-deducti,
ble contributions It would be manifestly
contrary to the general policy sought to
be effectuated by the legislation if the
confidential status of a program's rec-
ords were to terminate, or even be called
into question, by the cessation of direct
Federal assistance

(c) With regard to 1 212(a) (3), it
seems clear that whenever a State or
local government is assisted by the Fed-
eral government by way of revenue shar-
ing or other unrestricted grants, all of
the programs and activities of the State
or local government are thereby indi-
rectly assisted, and thus meet that aspect
of the statutory criteria for coverage.

(d) Section 2 12(a)'(4) follows the
doctrine established in McGlotten v Con-
nally, 338 F. Supp 448 (DC DC., 1972),
in which it was held that the deductible
status of contributions to an organiza-
tion constitutes "Federal financial as-
sistance" within the meaning of section
601 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (42
U S C. 2000d). The inch sion of the ad-
jective "indirect" as a modifier of the
term "assistance" as used in the provi-
sions of law authorizing this part sug-
gests an intention to provide coverage at
least as broad, if not broader than, sec-
tion 601 of the Civil Rights Act in respect
of financial assistance. See, also, Green
v. Connally, 330 F Supp 1150 (D C. D C ,
1971) aff'd sub nom. Cott v Green, 404
U.S 997, 92 S. Ct 564, 30 L. Ed. 2d 550
(1971).

(e) Section 2.12(b) essentially repeats
the interpretation given in 11401 02(b)
of the previous regulation except that it
takes account of the special provisions
inserted in the new law with reference
to the Veterdns Administration, and
makes clear that the exemption for com-
munications within the military-VA sys-
tem does not generally apply to records
pertaining to civilians.

(f) Section 2 12(c), which deals with
the question of how the period covered
by any given set of records affects the
applicability of these regulations to them,
restates the principle set forth in 1401 -
02(a) of the previous regulations, and
applies it to records in the field of alcohol
abuse as well as drug ablise. The author-
izing legislation contains no effective
date provisions. A construction which
would apply the statutes to records of
completely closed treatment epilodes,
records necessarily made and maintained
prior to the enactment of the legislation,
would create serious administrative prob-
lems. It seems doubtful, 1n any case,
whether such records have been "main-
tained," within the meaning of the stat-
utes, during any period of time after
their enactment On the other hand, If
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treatment is actually carried on after the
enactment of the applicable statute, then
all the records should be covered ir-
respective of when treatment was begun.
because such records clearly are being
"maintained" after the enactment of the
legislation.

(g) Section 2 12(d) has been included
to make explicit one of the legal impli-
cations of the authorizing legislation,
which js cast in terms descriptive of the
records which are to be confidential
rather than of the recordkeepers on
whom a duty is thus imposed. The result
is that, for example, where a State
agency maintains an individual client
record which contains identifying infor-
mation about a client (i.e., patient) re-
ceiving treatment or rehabilitation serv-
Ices for drug abuse, such a record is clear-
ly a record maintained in connection with
a drug abuse prevention function, and is
subject to the provisions of this part. The
fact that the record may also be required
by statute or regulations per lining to
eligibility for Federal Financial Partici-
pation would in no way exempt the rec-
ord from -the prohibitions and require-
ments of this part Thus. It would be un-
lawful and a violation of these regula-
tions for such a record to be made avail-
able to a law enforcement agency, or to
determine (without the prior written
consent of the client) eligibility for other
welfare benefits, or for any other ad-
ministrative or investigative uses or pur-
poses which would Involve or result in an
identification of the client to a third
party.
§ 2.13 General rules regarding eon&

dentiality.Rules.
(a) In general Records to which this

part applies shall be confidential and
may be disclosed only as authorized by
this part, and may not -otherwise be di-
vulged in any civil, criminal, adminis-
trative, or legislative proceeding con-
ducted by any Federal. State, or local
authority, whether such proceeding Is
commenced before or after the effective
date of this part.

(b) Unconditional compliance re-
quired. The prohibition upon unauthor-
ized disclosure applies irrespective of
whether the person seeking disclosure
already has the information sought, has
other means of obtaining it, enjoys offi-
cial status, has obtained a subpoena, or
asserts any other justification or basis
for disclosure not expressly authorized
under this part.

(c1 Information covered by prohibi-
tion. The prohibition on unauthorized
disclosure covers all information about
patients, including their attendance or
absence, physical whereabouts. or status
as patients, whether or not recorded, in
the possession of program personnel, ex-
cept as provided in paragraph (d) of this
section.

(d) Crimes on program premises or
against program personnel. Where a pa-
tient commits or threatens to commit a
crime on the premises of the program or
against personnel of the program,
nothing in this part shall be construed
as prohibiting personnel of the program
from seeking the assistance of, or re-
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porting such crime to, a Ian enforcement
agency, but such report shall not idea -,
tify the suspect as a patient. In
any such situation, immediate consider-
ation should be given to seeking an order
ur.der Subpart E of this part to permit
the disclosure of such limited informa-
tion about the patient as may be neces-
sary under the circumstances.

(e) Implicit and negative disclosures
prohibited. The disclosure that a person
(whether actual or fictitious) answering
to particular description, name, or
other identification is not or has not been
attending a program, whether over a
period of time or on a particular occa-
sion, is fully as much subject to the pro-
hibitions and conditions of this part as
a/disclosure that such a person is or has
been attending such a program. Any im-
proper or unauthorized request for any
disclosure of records or information sub-
ject to this part must be met by is non-
committal response.

(f) In-patients and residents. The
presence of any in-patient in a medical
facility or resident In a residential facil-
ity for the treatment of drug or alcohol
abusd may be acknowledged to callers
and visitors with his written consent.
Without such consent. the presence of
any in-patient or resident in a facility
for the treatment of a variety of condi-
tions may be acknowledged if done in
such a way as not to indicate that the
patient is being treated for drug or alco-
hol abuse.
§ 2.13-1 General rules regarding confi-

dentiality. Basis and purpose.
(a) Section 2 13(a) enunciates the

general principle of the statutory pro-
visions, and is unchanged trans ;1401 03
of the previous regulations.

(b) Sections 213(b) and 2.13(c) have
been added on the basis of written com-
ments on the draft regulations published
August 22, 1974, In which there was a
documented report that counsel for
program had advised the program that it
could furnish information to the FBI
about patients without their written con-
sent and without completing a full judi-
cial proceeding In accordance with Sub-
part E of this part. Sections 2.13(b) and
2 13(c) should clarify the original intent
of the statutes and regulations to the ex-
tent of precluding such errors in the
future.

(c) In the situation described In
2.13(d), the desirability of the general

prophylactic rule prohibiting disclosures
by program personnel about patients re-
gardless of whether such disclosures are
from i written record must yield to the
practical necessity to permit protection
from, and prompt reporting of, criminal
acts. In the preface to the first set of
regulations issued under 21 US C. 1175,
it was emphasized that the operation of
that section "In no way creates a sanc-
tuary for criminals." (37 FR 24636, No-
vember 17, 1972). Section 2 13(d) Is con-
sistent with that contemporaneous ad-
Ministrative construction.

(d) Section 2 13(e) is adapted from
1401 11 of the August 22, 1974 draft.

The suggestion that this part be cited
when declining to give information has

been deleted on the basis of comments
that correctly pointed out that such a
citation, if given by an Institution or
Program maintaining some records
covered by this part and some not, would
serve to identify the records inquired
about as pertaining to treatment covered
by this part.

Section 2 13(f) merely clarifies the ef-
fect of the preceding paragraphs in the
special situations to which paragraph (f)
relates.

2.14 Penalty for iolations.Rules.
(a) Penalty provided by law. Any per-

son who violates any provision of the
authorizing legislation or any provision
of this part shall be fined not more than
$500 in the case of a first offense, and
not more than $5,000 in the case of each
subsequent offense.

(b) Application to subsequent offen-
ses. Where a defendant has committed
one offense under either section authoriz-
ing this part or any provision of this part
authorized by that section, any offense
thereafter committed under the same
section or any provision of this part au-
thorized under that section shall be
treated as a subsequent offense.
§ 2.14-1 Penalty for violations.Basis

and purposs.
(a) Section 2.14 states the criminal

penalty provided for in subsection (f) of
the sections authorizing this part. It is
included in this part for convenience
and completeness. Some of the com-
ments received on this section when
originally proposed suggested that crimi-
nal penalties for violation should include
imprisonment, but such a change would
have to be made by legislation rather
than rulemaking.

(b) Section 2.14(b) clarifies the inten-
tion that the "subsequent offense" need
not be identical to the first offense, as
long as it is committed with respect to
the same statutory section. For example,
a person whose first offense had con-
sisted of improperly releasing the name
of a patient in an alcoholism treatment
program would be punishable for "sub-
sequent offense" if he later gives out in-
formation from the diagnostic work-up of
an alcoholism patient.
§ 2.15 Minor patients.Rules.

(a) Definition of minor. The term
"minor" means a person who has not at-
tained the age of 18 years or, in a State
where a different age is expressly pro-
vided by State law as the age at which
a person ceases to be a minor, the age
prescribed by the law of such State.

(b) Consent to disclosure in general.
Except as provided in paragraph (c),
where consent is required for any dis-
closure under this part, such consent in
the case of a minor must be given by
both the minor and his parent, guardian,
or other person authorized under State
law to act in his behalf, but any dis-
closure made after the patient has ceased
to be a minor may be consented to only
by the patient.

tc) Rule when State law authorizes
treatment without parental consent.
Whenever a patient, acting alone, has the
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legal capacity under the applicable State
law to apply for and obtain such diagno-
sis, counselling, administration of medi-
cation, or other services as actually are
or were provided to him by the program
with respect to which hi is or was a
patient, any consent required for dis-
closure under this part may be given only
by the patient, notwithstanding the fact
that the patient may be a minor.

(d) Initial contacts When a minor
applies for services under circumstances
other than those described in paragraph
(c) of this section, the fact of such ap-
plication may not be disclosed, except as
an incident to s communication au-
thorized under paragraph (f I of this sec-
tion, without consent of the .applicant,
to the applicant's parent, guardian, or
other person authorized under State law
to act on behalf of the applicant. When
such an applicant refuses consent, it
must be explained to the applicant that
while he or the has the right (subject
to the provisions of paragraph (f) of this
section) to withhold such consent, the
services applied for cannot be provided
without it

(e) Collection or attempted collection
of payment for services Where State
law authonzes the furnishing of services
to a minor without the consent of the
minor's parent or guardian, no inquiry
may be made of the parent's or guard-
ian's financial responsibility, and no bill,
statement, request for payment, or any
other communication In respect of such
services may be trans-- ratted directly or
indirectly to such parent or guardian,
without the express written consent of
the patient Such consent may not be
made a condition of the furnishing of
services except in the case of a program
which is not required by law, and dim'
not in fact hold itself out as willing, to
furnish services irrespective of ability
to pay

( f) Applicant lacking capacity for
rational choice When, in the judgment
of a program director a minor applicant
for services, because of extreme youth or
mental or physical condition, lacks the
capacity to make a rational decision on
whether to consent to the notification
of a parent or guardian, and the situa-
tion of the applicant poses a substantial
threat to the life or physical well being
of the applicant or any other individual,
and such threat might be reduced by
communicating the relevant facts to a
parent or guardian of the applicant,
such facts may be so communicated by
the program director or by program per-
sonnel authorized by the director to do
so
§ 2.15-1 Minor patients.Basi, and

purpose.
(a) The statutes authorizing this part

are totally silent on the issue of the
capacity of a minor to give consent for
disclosures, and there is nothing in the
legislative history to suggest that the
question was ever considered by Con-
gress The question is, however. one
which arises repeatedly, and it Is there-
fore appropriately addressed under the
gene& al rulemaking authority conferred
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by subsection (g) of the authorizing
legislation

(b) Perhaps no legal issues are more
highly charged than those affecting the
relaaonship of parent and child. Since
Congress has not evidenced an intention
to affect this relationship, it is clear that
local law should govern, and the task of
rulemaking is limited to that of insuring,
as far as possible, that the results under
Federal law are consistent with local
policy.

(c) Where a State has authorized the
furnishing of treatment or other serv-
ices of a given type to a minor without
notice to or consent by the parent or
guardian, it seems clear that a consist-
ent Federal policy with respect to dis-
closure requires that consent for any
disclosure of the treatment record be
given by the minor. This policy, more-
over, should not be frustrated by at-
tempts to enforce parental financial re-
sponsibility in a situation where the
State itself has determined that the
minor should have a right to obtain
services without involving the parent.

(d) A much more difficult problem is
presented in the case of a minor who ap-
plies for services in a jurisdiction which
has not determined that a minor should
have the right to obtain them without
parental knowledge or consent The
question may arise as to whether the
clinician has an ethical or legal duty to
notify the parent which conflicts with a
duty of nondisclosure The rules in 12 15
are based upon the theory that Federal
law should not irnalidate a State policy
which prohibits treatment without
parental consent, but that keeping con-
fidential a mere application for treat-
ment is not ordinarily a sufficient trans-
gression of such a State policy as to se-
quire an exception to the general Federal
policy prohibiting disclosure of an appli-
cation for sekvices without the consent
of the applicant

(e) Section 2 15(f) deals with the case
cif the minor applicant who lacks the ca-
pacity to make a rational choice about
consenting to disclosure It is based upon
the theory that where a person is ac-
tually as well as legally incapable of
acting in his own interest, disclosures to
a person who is legally responsible for
him may be made to the extent that the
best interests of the patient clearly so
require. Any other rule could subject
clinicians to an intolerable choice be-
tween violating the provisions of this
part on the one hand, or falling to take
action to avoid s preventable tragedy
Involving a minor, on the other. The
statutes authorizing this part should not
be read as requiring such a choice.
§ 2.16 Incompetent and deceased pa.

tients.Rules.
(a) incompetent patients other than

minors. Where consent is required for
any disclosure under this part, such con-
sent in the case of a patient who has
been adjudicated as lacking the capac-
ity, for any reason other than insuffi-
cient age, to manage his or her own af-
fairs may be given by the guardian or
other person authorized under State law
to act in the patient's behalf.

(b) Deceased patients.
(1) In general. Except as provided in

paragraph (b) (2) of this section, where
cunzent is required for any disclosure of
this part, such 4onsent in the case of
records of a &teased patient mai be
given by an executor, administrator, or
other personal representative. If there
is no appointment of a personal repre-
sentative, such consent may be given by
the patient's spouse, or if none, by any
responsible member of the patient's
family.

(2) Vital statistics 1: the case of a
deceased patient, disclosures required
under Federal or State laws involving
the collection of death and other vital
sstatistics may be made without consent.
§ 2.16-1 Incompetent and deceased

patients.Basis and purpose.
Section 2 16 essentially repeats the

substance of 1401.04 of the previous
regulations, broadened to reflect the fact
that the statutes now allow any con-
sensual disclosures permitted by the reg-
ulations, and to cover the situation of
deceased patients for whom no formal
appointment of an executor, administra-
tor, or other personal representative has
been made. Written comments were re-
ceived to the effect that the power to
consent to disclosure in the case of a
deceased patient should be limited to a
personal representative The expense of
probate or administration in some juris-
dictions could cause financial hardship
to survivors, and on balance it is believed
that where the assets of an estate are
insufficient to justify the appointment
of a personal representative, the public
interest is served by permitting others to
consent to disclosure.
§ 2.17 Security precautions.Rules.

(a) Precautions required. Appropri-
ate precautions must be taken for tne
security of records to which this part
applies. Records containing any infor-
mation pertaining to patients shall be
kept in a secure room, or in a locked file
cabinet, safe, or other similar contain&
when not in use.

(b) Policies and procedures. Depend-
ing upon the type and size of the pro-
gram, appropriate policies and proce-
dures should be instituted for the further
security of records. For example, except
where, this function is personally per-
formed by the program director, a single
member of the program staff should be
designated to process inquiries and re-
quests for patient information, and a
written procedure should be in effect
regulating and controlling Itcess by
those members of the stiff whose re-
sponsibilities require such access, and
providing for accountability.
§ 2.17-1 Security precautions.Basis

and purpose.
The enormous variations in both the

size and the type of programs to which
this part is applicible preclude the
formulation of specific requirements
With respect to the physical security of
records Almost any requirement which
could be laid down would, Under some
circumstances, either be Impracticable or
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perverse in its effects For example, in
a facility handling a variety of medical
records, all of which are confidential and
so marked, a rer..nrement that those
pertaining to dru, or alcohol treatment
be marked in any distinctive way would
merely serve to identify such records as
pertaining to drug or alcohol treat-
mentprecisely the opposite of the in-
tended result. The purpose of 4 2 17,
which is based upon § 1401 25 of the
previous regulations, is to alert programs
to the necessity of exercising due care
with respect to the security of patient
records
§ 2.18 Extent of disclosure.Rule.

Any disclosure made under this part,
_whether with or without the patient's
consent, shall be limited to information
necessary in the light of the need or
purpose for the disclosure.
§ 2.18-1 Extent of di.rlo-lire.R.I.i,

and purpose.
(a) Section'2 18 expresses the general

principle, which has application in many
different contexts, that any disclosure
from records covered by this part should
be limited to information necessary in
the light of the need or purpose for the
disclosure. It is identical to § 1401 06 of
the previous regulations.

(b) This section should not be mis-
understood as imposing a limitation on
the scope of records which may or should
be made available to health agencies con-
ducting inspections as described in § 2 55.
All of the records maintained by a pro-
gram may be relevant to such inspection.
The Congress has determined that dis-
closure under such circumstances is not
a violation of the statutes authorizing
this part; where such disclosure is re-
quired by Federal or State law, and the
inspecting agency Is a qualified State
health agency as defined in 4 2 55(e) (1) .
it becomes the responsibility of that
agency to protect the confidentiality of
information it acquires in the course of
its lawful activities.
§ 2.19 Undercoser agents and inform.

ants. Rules.
(a) Definitions As used in this sec-

tion, 4 2 19-1, and II 2.67 and 2 67 -1,
(1) The term "undercover agent"

means a member of any Federal, State, or
local law enforcement or investigative
agency whose identity as such is con-
cealed from either the patients or per-
sonnel of a program in which he enrolls
or attempts to enroll.

(2) The term "informant" means a
person who, at the request of a Federal,
State, or local law enforcement or in-
vestigative agency or officer, carries on
observation of one or more persons en-
rolled in or employed by a program in
which he is enrolled or employed, for
the purpose of reporting to such agency
or officer information concerning such
persons which he obtains as a result of
such observation subsequent to such re-
quest.

(b) General prohibition. Except as
otherwise provided in paragraph (c) of
this section, or as specifically author-
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ized by a court order granted under
I 2 67,

(1) No undercover agent or informant
may be employed by or enrolled in any
alcohol or drug abuse treatment pro-
gram;

(2) No supervisor or other person hav-
ing authority over an undercover agent
may knowingly permit such agent t,, be
or remain employed by or enrolled in
any such program; and
(3) No law enforcement or investiga-

tive officer may recruit or retain an in-
formant with respect to such a program.

(c) Exceptions. The enrollment of a
law enforcement officer in a treatment
program shall not be deemed a violation
of this section if (1) such enrollment is
solely for the purpose of enabling the
officer to obtain treatment for his own
abuse of alcohol or drugs, and (2) his
status as a law enforcement officer Is
known to the program director.
§ 2.19 -I Undereoser agents and inform.

ants.Basis and purpose.
(a) In many instances, persons who

are patients in treatment programs are
making their first tentative efforts to-
ward re-integration into productive so-
ciety. They may be both vulnerable and
suspicious, and the presence in a treat-
ment program of undercover law enforce-
ment agents or informants can have a
devastating effect on the program's
morale and therapeutic effectiveness.
Moreover, it would appear that the pur-
pose of such agents or informants may
be to obtain precisely the type of per-
sonal information which might be re-
vealed by inspection of counstior notes
and other patient records maintained by
the program. Thus, the placing of an
undercover agent or informant in a
program, either as a patient or as an
employee, would appear to be contrary
to the purposes fur which the provisions
of law authorizing this part were en-
acted, and properly subject to prohibition
under regulations expressly authorized to
carry out those purposes.

(b) From a policy standpoint, 4 2.19 is
based on the reasoning that while the
use of undercover agents and informants
in treatment programs is ordinarily to
be avoided, there may occasionally arise
circumstances where their use may be
justified. Accordingly, where a showing is
made in an application for an order
under § 2.67 that the criteria set forth in
that section are satisfied, the court may
grant such an order.

(c) When this section of the regula-
tions was proposed, numerous written
comments were received urging that
there be an absolute prohibition on the
use )f undercover agents and inform-
ants, and most of the witnesses at the
hear.ngs who addressed the issue at all
testified to the same effect. A number of
comments were received to the effect
that § 2 19 should be dropped altogether,
but this request was always clearly and
often explicitly predicated on the as-
sumption that failure to say anything
about undercover agents and informants
would make their use illegal. Our view
is to the contrary: we think that the
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statutes, standing alone, do not prohibit
the practice, and thus that in the absence
of a specific prohibition in these regula-
tions, the use of undercover agents anu
informants in treatment Programs would
not be unlawful Since this is a view
which we believe to be shared by the law
enforcement and investigative agencies
which are affected by 4 2 19, there is as
a practical matter no alternative to pi ed-
icating these regulations upon its cor-
rectness.

(d) However desirable it may be to
limit the use of undercover agents and
informants in treatment programs, we
think a strong argument can be made
against our power to impose an absolute
prohibition. To the extent that the prac-
tice is susceptible to regulation through
the rulemaking process at all, it is on the
thegry that it opens the way to dis-
closure of information which is or should
be in program records, and thus is con-
trary to the purposes of the statutes.
Since subsection (g) of the statutes con-
fers express rulemaking authority to
carry out these purposes, regulation of
the use of undercover agents and in-
formants is a proper subject for the ex-
ercise of that authority. But even the
express statutory prohibition against di-
rect disclosure of the content of patient
records is subject to the power of the
courts to authorize such disclosure under
subsection (b) (2) (C) of the statutes. It
seems difficult to argue that Congress in-
tended to confer on rulemaking agencies
the authority to impose an absolute pro-
hibition even tl_ough its own restrictions
(other than those on disclosures of pa-
tient identities from secondary records)
are subject to being set aside by court
order in particular cases Since we have
not attempted to exercise such an au-
thority, it is not necessary to decide at
this time whether it was conferred

(e) A careful reading of the definitions
set forth in i 2 19(a) is crucial to an
understanding of the prohibitions which
are imposed by i 2 19 Objections to the
section were made informally but vigor-
ously on behalf of the Drug Enforcement
Administration, on the ground that the
testimony of informants or undercover
agents is frequently if not normally
essential to the successful prosecution of
cases arising under the Controlled Sub-
stances Act. It was said that in the form
originally proposed, the section would
cut off from treatment those who might
agree to cooperate with law enforcement
authorities, a result both inhumane and
counterproductive. As the definition of
an informant is intended to make clear.
however, it is his function vis-a-vis per-
sonnel and fellow patients in the program
in which he Is enrolled which is con-
trolling, and not his relationship, per se,
with an investigative agency.

(f) Finally, the definition of informant
Is intended to clarify the distinction be-
tween an informant and an ordinary wit-
ness It is the element of prearrangement
which is crucial. In one of the comments
received on 12.19 as proposed, it was
urged that treatment programs should be
considered as sanctuaries, but such a
result was explicitly disclaimed in the
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initial publication of the previous regula-
tions (37 FR 24636) In so saying, we are
by no means insensitive to the anxieties
repeatedly expressed in both testimony
and Comments on this section, but we
believe that the prohibition contained in
1 2 19 and the procedures and criteria set
forth in 1 2 67 provide a measure of
relief which is consistent with the struc-
ture and intent of the underlying
statutes
§ 2.20 Identifii Joon Jrds.-- Rules.

(a) Required use prohibited No pro-
gram may require or request any patient
to carry in his or her possession, whi e
away from the program premise-, an
identification card or oth -. form of
identification .,sued by the pro-
gram or whieh would tend to identify the
bearer as a participant in it or any similar
program.

(b) Conditions of voluntary useNoth-
ing in this section prohibits a program
from issuing an identification card to a
patient if the patient's counsellor or other
authorized member of the program staff
has explained to the patient that accept-
ance and use of the card is entirely
voluntary and that neither an initial
rejection nor a subsequent discontinua-
tion of its use will in any way prejudice
his or her record or standing in the pro-
gram In the case of any patient to whom
an identification card or similar device
was issued prior to the effective date of
this section, or subsequent thereto in
violation of this section, a counsellor or
other authorized member of the program
staff shall explain to the patient his right
to turn it in without prejudice at any
time

(c) On-premises exemption Nothing
In this section prohibits a program from
maintaining and using on its premises
cardS, photographs, tickets, or other de-
vices, or using passwords or other inTor-
motion, to assure positive Identification
of patients, collect recording of attend-
ance or medication, or for other toper
purposes, as long- as no pressure Is
brought on any patient to carry any such
device when away from the program
premises.

§ 2.20-1 Identification cards.Basis and
purpose.

Section 2 20 is in furtherance of one
of the basic purroses of the statutes au-
thorizing this part, namely, protection
of patients from improper disclosure of
their status as such. Regrettabl there
appear to be areas where possession of a
treatment program identitica,ion card
can be prejudicial to a person under ar-
rest or subjected to a search. In any part
of the country, the accidental display or
Circulation of such a card by reason of
its loss or theft could have adverse con-
sequences for a variety of reasons Since
programs have other means of achieving
the ends which identification cards are
Meant to serve, patients who do not wish
to Wilma whatever risks may be Involved
in Carrying such cards should not be
compelled to do so.
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§ 2.21 Disposition of discontinued pro-
gram records.Rules.

(a) General rule When a program dis-
continues operations or is taken over or
acquired by another program, its records
to which this part applies with respect
to any patient may, with the written con-
sent of that patient, be turned over to the
acquiring program or, if none, to any
other program specified in the patient's
consent. Except as otherwise provided in
this section, any records to which this
part applies, but for the transfer of which
patient consent is not obtained, shall be
either completely purged of patient
identifying information, or destroyed. If
any effort to obtain consent for transfer
is made, it shall be by means which mini-
m* the likelihood of accidental or inci-
dental disclosure to any third party of
the patient's identity as such

(b) Retention period Where records
are required by law to be kept for a
specified period, and such period does no
expire until after the discontinuation or
acquisition of the program, and patient
consent for their transfer is not obtained,
such records shall be sealed in envelopes
or other containers marked or labelled as
follows. "Records of [insert name of pro-
gram] required to be maintained pursu-
ant, to (insert citation to law or regula-
tion requiring that records be keptl until
a date not later than December 31, (in-
sert appropriate yearl." he same pro-
cedure may be followed when it is de-
termined to retain record for the period
of any applicable statute of limitations.

(c) Custodial retention Records
marked and sealed in accordance with
paragraph (b) of this section may beheld
by any lawful custodial-1, but may be dis-
closed by such custodian only under such
circumstances and to such extent as
would be permissible for the program in
which they originated As soon as prac-
ticable after the date specified on the
label or legend required to be affixed
pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion, the custodian shall destroy the rec-
ords. In the case of any program termi-
nated by reason of bankruptcy, the ex-
pehse of compliance with this paragraph
shall be an expense of administration of
the bankrupt estate.
§ 2.21-1 Disposition of discontinued

program records.Basis mud pur-
pose.

While arguments can be made for re-
quiring the destruction of records at the
Conclusion of their useful clinical life,
there Is wide disagreement on its span,
and there are in addition research con-
isiderations which argue for an even
longer period of retention Except in the
case of discontinued programs, it there-
fore seems best to leave this issue for
determination by the programs con-
cerned.

§ 2.22 Former employees and others.
Rules.

The prohibitions of this part on dis-
closure of patient records or information
contained therein apply to all Individuals

who are personnel of treatment pro-
grams, researchers, auditors, evaluators,
service organizations, or, others having
access to such records or information,
and continue to apply to such individ-
uals with respect to such records or in-
formation after the termination of their
employment or other relationship or ac-
tivity giving rise to such access.
52.22 -1 Former employees anal

other.. Basis and purpose.
The probation contained in 1 2 22 is

arguably an interpretation of the au-
thorizing legislation which would be nec-
essary as a matter of law even in the
absence of this part; its validity as an
exercise bt the rulemaking power con-
ferred by subsection (i) of the authoriz-
ing legislation seems beyond dispute
§ 2.23 Relationship to State laws.

Rules.

The enactment of the provisions of law
tl,...d'uthorizing this part was not intended

to preempt the field of law covered
thereby to the exclusion of State laws
not in conflict therewith If a disclosure
permitted under the provisions of this
part, or under a court order issued pur-
suant thereto, is prohibited under State
law, nothing in this part or in the pro-
visions of law authorizing this part may
be construed to authorize any violation
of such State law No State law, how-
ever, may either authorize or compel any
disclosure prohibited by this part

2.23-1 Relationship to State laws.
Basis and purpose.

Section 2 23 sets forth publicly an in-
terpretation which, in informal commu-
nications, has consistently been given to
21 US C 1175 since its original enact-
ment, and clearly has equal applicability
to 42 US C 4582.
§ 2.24 Relationship to section 303(10

of Public Health Service Act nd sec-
tion 502(c) of Controlled Substances
Act.Rules.

(a) Research privilege description. In
some instances, there may be concurrent
coverage of a program or activity by the
provisions of this part and by a regula-
tion or other administrative action under
section 303(a) of the Public Health Serv-
ice Act (42 U S.C. 242a(a) ) or section
502(c) of the Controlled Substances Act
(21 U.S C. 872(c) ). The latter two pro-
visions of law, referred to hereinafter in
this section as the research privilege sec-
tions, confer on the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and on the At-
torney General, respectively, the power
to authorize researchers to withhold
from all persons not connected with the
research the names and other identify-
ing information concerning Individuals
who are the subject of such research. The
Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare may grant this privilege with respect
to any "research An mental health, in-
cluding research on the use and effect of
alcohol and other psychoactive drugs."
The Attolney General's power is con-
ferred as part of a section authorizing
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research related to enforcement of laws
under his jurisdiction conc^rning sub-
stances which are or may be subject to
control under the Controlled Substances
Act, but is not expressly limited to such
research. Regardless of whether a grant
of research privilege is made by the Sec-
retary or by the Attorney General, it is
expressly provided that persons who ob-
tain it "may not be compelled in any
Federal, State, or local civil, criminal,
administrative, legislative, or other pro-
ceeding to identify" the subjects of re-
search for which the privilege was ob-
tained.

(b) Comparison with authority for this
part. Although they deal, in a sense, with
the same subject matter, and may on oc-
casion concurrently cover the same
transactions, it is important to note the
differences between the research priv-
ilege sections (21 U S.C. 872(c) and 42
U.S.C. 242a(a)) and the provisions of
law (21 U SC. 1175 and 42 U.S C 4582)
which authorize this part. Briefly, these
differences are as follows:

(1) Although they contain broad
grants of express rulemaking authority,
the provisions of law by which this part
is authorized are self-executing in the
sense that they are operative irrespective
of whether the rulemaking authority is
exercised. The protection afforded by the
research privilege sections, on the other
hand, can only come into existence as a
result of affirmative administrative
action.
. (2) The provisions of law authorizing

this part, as well as the provisions of this
pal c itself, impose affirmative duties with
respect to the records to which they
apply, and the violation of such duties is
subject to criminal penalties. To tilt
extent that a privilege is thereby created,
it grows out of the duties thus imposed.
The research privilege sections, by cop--
trast, Impose no duties by their own
terms, and if any duties are implied from
their existence, they would have to be
enforced on the basis of an implicit civil
liability for damages or by equitable re-
lief, u there are no criminal or adminis-
trative sanctions available,

(3) The exercise of the authority con-
ferred by the research privilege sections
is subject to administrative discretion,
whereas in the ca.'e of the duties imposed
under this part there is judicial discre-
tion, within the limits and subject to pro-
cedures and criteria prescribed by statute
and regulation, to grant relief in par-
ticular cases.

(c) Grant of research privilege not af-
fected by (b) (2) (C) order. The issuance
of an order under subsection (b) (2) (C)
of either of the sections authorizing this
part (21 U.S.C. 1175 and 42 U.S C. 4582)
in no Ktay affects the continuing effec-
tiveness of any exercise of the authority
of the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare under 303(a) of the Public
Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 242a(a))
or the Attorney General und.: section
502(c) of the Controlled Substances Act
(21 U.S C. 872(c)).
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§ 2.24-1 Rehition.ilip to section 303(0
of Public Health Service Act and sec-
tion S02(c) of Controlled Substances
Act.Basis and purpose.

(a) In 'Pub. L. 93-282, the Congress
expressly amended (by sections 122(a)
and 303(a), 88 Stat. 131 and 137) the
provisions of law which authorize this
part, expressly amended (by section 122
(b), 88 Stat. 132) the research privilege
section under the Secretary's jurisdic-
tion, and made explicit reference (in sec-
tion 303(d), 88 Stat. 139) to the regula-
tions previously issued by the Special
Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
reconciling the provisions of section 408
of the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment
Act of 1972 with the provisions of the
research 'privilege sections. When the bill
which became Pub. L. 93-282 was before
the House of Representatives for its last
Congressional consideration before
transmission to the President, its floor
manager, Chairman Staggers of the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, inserted in the Record a de-
tailed analysis of the bill in its final form
(Congressional Record, daily edition,
May 6. 1974, page 113563). This analysis
contained the following paragraph:,

The relationship of section 303(a) of the
Public Health Service Act, authorizing the
administrative grant of absolute confiden-
tiality for research, to section 408 of the Drug
Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972, re-
quiring that Federally-connected drug abuse
patient records generally be kept confiden-
tial, has been correctly described in an in-
terpretative regulation, 2 '7 F R. 1401 61 and
1401 62, which was uphew In People v. New-
man. 32 N Y. 2d 379, [reversing) 336 N.Y S.
2d 127, 298 N.E 2d 651 (1973); certiorari
denied, 14141 II S 111631, 94 S. Ct 927, 139 L.
Ed. 2d 1101 (1974). For that reason, amopg
others, section 303(d) of the Senate amend-
ment expressly continues the effectiveness
of the current regulation promulgated by
the Director of the Special Action OMce for
Drug Abuse Prevention Thus, although sec-
tion 502(c) of the Comprehensive Drug
Abuse Prevention And Control Act of 1970
is not explicitly referred to in this legisla-
tion, the congressional Intent Is clear that
the authority conferred by that section was
not modified by Pub. L. 92-255, and i.e. not
Intended to he modified by the bill now be-
fore the House.

(b) Sections 2 24 and 2 61 restate, in
substance, the interpretative rules
(U 1401 61 and 1401 62 of the previous
regulations) referred to in the passage
quoted in paragraph (a) of this section,
modified to reflect the amendment made
to section 303(a) of the Public Health
Service Act (42 U S C. 242(a)) by Pub.
L. 93-282.

Subpart CDisclosures With Patient's
Consent

§ 2.31 Written consent required.
Rules.

(a) Form of consent. Except as other-
wise provided, a consent for a disclosure
under this part must be in writing and
must contain the following:

(1) The name of the program which
is to make the' disclosure.

(2) The name or title of the person
or organization to which disclosure is to
be made.

(3) The name of the patient.
(4) The ,purpose or need for the dis-

closure.
(5) The extent or nature of informa-

tion to be disclosed.
(6) A statement that the corsent is

subject to revocation at any time except
to the extent that action has been taken
in reliance thereon, and a specification
of the date, event, or condition upon
which it will expire without express re-
vocation.

(7) The date on which the consent is
signed.

(8) The signature of the patient and,
when required under 1 215, the signa-
ture of a person authorized to give con-
sent under that section; or, when re-
quired under' 1 2 16, the signature of a
person authorized to sign under that
section in lieu of the patient.

(b) Duration of consent. Any consent
given under this subpart shall have a
duration no longer than that reasonably
necessary to effectuate the purpose kr
which it is given.

(c) Disclosure prohibited with defi-
cient consent. No program may disclose
any information on the basis of a con-
sent form

(1) ahich on its face substantially
fails to conform to any of the require-
ments set forth in paragraph (a), of this
section. or

(2) which is known, or in the exercise
of reasonable care should be known, to
the responsible personnel of the program
to be materially false in respect to any
item required to be contained therein
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion.

(d) Falsification prohibited. No person
may knowingly make, sign, or furnish to
a program any consent form which is
materially false with respect to any item
required to be contained therein pursu-
ant to paragraph (a) of this section.
§ 2.31-1 Written consent required.

Basis and purpose.
(a) The use of a consent form con-

taining all of the elements specjfied in
I 2.31(a) is necessary to assure compli-
ance with the requirements of this sub-
part. Under 1 1401.21 of the previous reg-
ulations, a much more abbreviated form
was permissible, because the circum-
stances under which any consent could
be given were very strictly limited. Now
that the authorizing legislation permits
disclosure with consent "to such extent,
under such circumstances, and for such
purposes as may be allowed under regu-
lations.", the consent form should show
on its face information sufficient to indi-
cate comPliance with the regulations.

(b) Sections 2.31 (b) , 2.31(e), and 231
(d) are an exercise of the general rub'
ma ing ,authority in subsection (g) of
thi authorizing legislation. Section 2 31
(c) imposes a legal liability on programs
and their personnel for disclosure of in-
formation on the basis of a materially
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deficient consent, and y 2 31(d) imposes
liability on any person who submits a
falsified consent form to a program
§ 2.32 Prohibition on rediselosure.

Rules.
(a) Notice to accompany disclosure.

Whenever a written disclosure Is made
under authority of this subpart, except
a disclosure to a program or other per-
son a hose records pertaining to the pa-
tient are otherwise subject to this part.
the disclosure shall be accompanied by a
written statement substantially as fol-
loas "This information has been dis-
closed to you from records whose confi-
dentiality is protected by Federal law.
Federal regulations (42 CFR Part 2) pro-
hibit you from making any further dis-
closure of it without the specific written
consent of the person to whom it per-
tains, or as otherwise permitted by such
regulation& A general authorization for
the release of medical or other informa-
tion is NOT sufficient for this purpose "
An oral disclosure may be accompanied
or followed by such a notice

(b) Consent required for redisclosure.
A person who receives information from
patient records and has been notified
substantially in accordance with para-
graph (a) of this section is prohibited
from making any disclosure of such in-
formation except with the specific writ-
ten consent of the person to whom it
pertains, or as otherwise permitted under
this part

(c) Restriction on rediscfosure. When-
ever information from patient records
is needed by any person, such informa-
tion must be obtained directly from the
program maintaining such records and
not from another person to whom dis-
closure thereof has been made, except
where the initial disclosure was inten-
tionally and expressly made for the pur-
pose of redisclosure (as for example in
the case of an employment agency), or
the information is no longer available
from the program and redisclosure is
not prohibited by any other provision of
this part.
§ 2.32-1 Prohibition on redisclosure.--

Dash) and purpose.
(a) Section 2 32 is intended to provide

a reasonable protection against redis-
closure of information disclosed with
consent in accordance with this subpart.
There is, of course, no problem where
the information becomes part of a record
which is itself subject to this part because
it Is maintained in connection with the
performance of a covered substance
abuse ; -evention function The difficulty
arises when the disclosure Ls made to
,those whose records are not otherwise
affected by this part. To attempt to make
all of the provisions of this part appli-
cable to such recipients with respect to
such information might raise serious
problems of legality, administrative feasi-
bility, and fairness, but where they are
given actual notice that specific patient
consent is normally required for redis-
closure, we think they can and should be
bound by it.

(b) Oral disclOsures are not manda-
torily covered because they should rarely
be made to any recipient aitn whom the
program does not have a continuing
relationship Where such a relationship
exists or the program is otherwise satis-
fied that the recipient understands and
will respect the confidential nature of
the information supplied, there seems
no need to and to the already heavy
load of paperwork with which programs
must contend
§ 2.33 Diagnosis, treatment. and Mile-

(a) Disclosure authorized Wiiere con-
sent Is given in accordance with I 2 31,
disclosure of information subject to this
part may be made to medical personnel
or to treatment or rehabihtation pro-
grams where such disclosure is needed
in order to better enable them to fur-
nish services to the patient to whom
the information pertains.

(b) Traveling, incarcerated, or hospi-
talized patients on medication Where a
patent on medication Is at a distance
from his normal residence or treatment
program or is incarcerated or hos-
pitalized, or Is otherwise unable to de-
liver a written consent to his treatment
program at the time the disclosure is
needed, confirmation of the patient's
stems d information necessary to ap-prltly continue or modify his medi-
cation may be given to medical personnel
in a position to provide services to the
patient upon the oral representation of
such personnel that the patient has re-
quested medication and consented to
such disclosure. Any program making a
disclosure in accordance with this para-
graph shall make a written memoran-
dum showing the name of the patient,
or the patient's case number assigned
by the program, the date and time the
disclosure was made, the information
disclosed, and the names of the indi-
viduals by whom and to whom it was
made.
§ Diagnosis. treatment, and re-

habilitation.--Basis and purpose.
(a) SectiOn 233(a) is a restatement

of the policy set forth in 1140122(a)
of the previous regulations, expanded to
make explicit reference to nonmedical
counselling and other treatment and re-
habilitative services

(b) Section 2 33(b) clarifies the cor-
responding provision in I 1401 22(a) of
the previous regulations by specifying
how and through whom oral consent can
be given, and limiting the disclosure to
that necessary tei determine appropriate
medication.
§ 2.3 1. Prevention of certain multiple

(a) Definitions For the purposes of
this section and 1 2 55

(12 The terms "administer", "con-
trolled substance", "dispense", "main-
tenance treatment", and "detoxification
treatment" shall respectively have the
meanings defined In paragraphs (2), (6),
(10), (27), and (28) of section 102 of the

Controlled ostances Act (21 U SC.
802)

(2) The term "program" means a
program which offers maintenance treat-
ment or detoxification treatment

(3) The term "permissible central
registry" means a qualified service or-
ganization which collects or accepts.
from two or more programs (referred
to hereinafter as member programs) all
of which are located either within a
given State or not more than iIS mile
from the nearest point on the border of
such State, patient identifying informa-
tion about persons applying for main-
tenance treatment or detoxification
treatment for the purpose of enabling
the member : ,grams to prevent any
individual from being concurrently en-
rolled in more than one such program.

(b) Use of central registries prohibited
except as expressly authorized. The fur-
nishing of patient identifying informa-
tion by a program to any central regis-
try which fails to meet the definition of
a permissible central registry set forth
to paragraph la) (3) of this section Is
prohibited, and the furnishing of patient
identifying information to or by any
central registry except as authorized in
this section is prohibited Information
pertaining to patients held by a central
registry may be furnished or used in ac-
cordance with paragraphs (e), (f), and
(g) for the purpose of rep. ' mul-
tiple enrollments, but nay not be other-
wise furnished or used in connection with
any legal, administrative, supervisory, or
other action with respect to any patient.

(c) Safeguards and procedures re-
quired. To minimize the likelihood of
disclosures of information to impostors
or others seeking to bring about un-
_authorized or improper disclosure, any
communications carried on by programs
pursuant to this section must be con-
ducted (1) by authorized personnel des-
ignated in accordance with 1 2.17(b) . and
(2) in conformity with procedures estab-
lished in accordance with that section

(d) Disclosures wait respect to pa-
tients in treatment. A member program
may supply patieqt identifying informa-
tion and information concerning the
type of drug used or to be used in treat-
ment and the dosage thereof, with
relevant dates, to a permissible central
registry with respect to any patient

(1) When the patient is accepted for
treatment,

(2') When the type or dosage of the
drug is changed, and

(3) When the treatment is inter-
rupted, resumed, or terminated.

(e) Disclosures with respect to applica-
tions. When any person applies to a pro-
gram for maintenance treatment or de-
toxification treatment., then for the pur-
pose of inquiring whether such person
is currently enrolled in another program
for such treatment, the program may
furnish patient identifying Information
with respect to such person- -

(1) To any permissible central regis-
try of which the program is a member.
and
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(2) To any other program which is
not more than 200 miles rtistnnt and
v.hicn Is not a member of any central
registry of which the inquiring program
is a member

(f) Program procedure in case of ap-
parent concurrent enrollment When an
inquiry pursuant to paragraph (e) (21 is
made of another treatment nrc..eam and
its response is affirmative, the two pro-
grams may engage in such4r.,ether com-
munication as may be _cessary to estab-
lish whether an error has been made, and
if none, the programs should proceed in
accordance with sound clinical practice
and any applicable regulations-pertain-
ing to the type of treatment involved.

(g) Registry procedure in case of ap-
parent concurrent enrollment. When an
inquiry pursuant to paragraph (e) (1) is
made of a permissible central registry
and its response is affirmative, it may ad-
vise the inquiring progrant of the name.
. address, and telephone number of the
other program, or it may advise the other
program of the identity of the patient
and the name, address, and telephone
number of the inquiring program. or it
may do both, and in any case tiee two
programs may then communicate as pro-
vided iii--paragraph -di -*berm;

(h) Advice :o patients When the poli-
cies and procedures of any program in-
volve any disclosures pursuant to this
section, before any patient is accepted
for or continued in treatment (other than
detoxification treatment) after Septem-
ber 30,19,15. written consent in accord-
ance with § 2 31 shall be obtained. Such
consent shall set forth a current list of
the names and addresses either of any
programs or of any central registries to
which such disclosures will be made. Not-
withstanding the requirement of § 2 31
(a) (2), such consent shall be effective
with respect to any other such program
thereafter established within 200 miles,
or any registry serving such programs,
and shall so state Such consent shall be
effeetne for as lotig as the patient re-
mains enrolled in the program to which
it is given.
§ 2.31-1 Pres. ration of certain ILultiple

enroll men t.. and purpose.
Section 2 34 is based upon § 1401 43 of

the pre% loos regulations It was omitted
from the August 22, 1974 draft, but com-
ments on the omission made it clear that
in certain areas of the country, central
registries are a f"nctlonal component of
the treatment system. and that regula-
tions to guide their operations are
heeded
§ 2.35 In gal rounw 1 for patio

When a bona fide attorney- lient re-
lation,hip x nett,. t en an at torney-at-
law and a patient, dim Iii,ure of any in-
formation in the patient's records may
be made to the attorney upon the writ-
ten application of the pa nt endorsed
by the attorney Informatis,n so disclosed
may not be further disclosed by the
attorney.
§ 2.35-1 f *Kai conn.c1 for patient,

flagit and poriotse.
Section 235 simplifies and broadens

the statement of the policy embodied In
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I 1401 25 of the previous regulations Its
purpose is to assure the availability to
the attorney, with his client's mosent, of
any information needed as a ba.:it for
advice and counsel The purpose of the
prohibition on further disclosure by the
attorney is to guard against the possi-
bility that the attorney might be forced
to serve as a conduit for otherwise pro-
hibited disclosures to third parties Ordi-
narily, the attorney - client privilege
would suffice, but that privilege is sub-
ject to waiver by the client, whereas this
prohibition is not. Where there is a need
for disclosure to a third party of any
given information about any patient, this
Prohibition in no way affects the avail-
ability of other sections of this part to

horize such disclosure by the program.
§ 2.16 Patient's family and others..t..te

W . consent is given in accordance
with ) .. 31, information valuating his
curl-cid or past status in a treatment
program may be furnished to any person
with whom the patient has a personal
relationship unless, in the Judgment of
the person responsible for the patient's
treatment, the disclosure of such infor-
mation would be harmful to the patient.
§ 2.36-1 Patient's family and others.--

Batas and purpose.
Section 2 36 expresses the same policy

as was embodied in 1 1401.27 of the pre-
vielis regulations, broadened to reflect
the expanded authority for consensual
disclosure under the authorizing legisla-
tion.
§ 2.37 Third-party payers and funding
. sources, Rules.

(a) Acquisition of information. Dis-
closure of patient information to third-
party payers or funding sources may be
made only with the wntten consent of
the patient given in accordance with

2.31 and any such disclosure must be
limited to that information which is rea-
sonably necessary for the discharge of
the legal or contractual obligations of
the third-party payer or funding source.

(b) Prohibition on disclosure. Where a
funding source or third-party payer
maintains records of the identity of re-
cipients of treatment or rehabilitation
services for alcohol or drug abuse such
records are, under the authorizing legis-
lation, maintained in connection with the
performance of an alcohol or drug abuse
prevention function nd are subject to
the restrictions upon disclosure set forth
in this part.
§ 2.37-1 Thirdparty payers and fund-

ing .-ources.Basis and purpose.
Section 237 is based upon the general

authority to prescribe regulations to car-
ry out the purposes of the authorizing
legislation. The great diversity of con-
tractual arrangements and legal require-
ments under which the operations of
third-party payers and funding sources
are carried on precludes the prescription
of detailed records management instruc-
tions in these regulations, even if that
were otherwise desirable. The general
principles set forth in 1 2 37. however,
should clarify the question of coverage, .

and where coverage exists, provide a
standard which will minimize the likell-
hood of violations. See also 2.12-1(g).
§ 2.38 Employers and employment

agencies.Rules.
(a) Disclosure permitted. Where con-

sent is given in accordance with 1 2.31.
a program may make disclosures in ac-
cordance with this section.

(b) Eligible recipients. A programmay
make disclos, under this section to
public or p employment agencies.
emplciymeni ces, or employers.

(c) Scope n? disclosure. OrdinarlY,
disclosures pursuant to this section
should be limited to a verification of the
patient's status in treatment or a gen-
eral evaluation of progress In treatment.
More specific information may be fur-
nished where there is a bona fide need
for such info; million to evaluate hazards
which the employment may pose to the
patient or others, or where such informa-
tion is otherwise directly relevant to the
employment situation.

(d) Criteria for approval. A disclosure
under this section may be made if, in the
Judgment of the program director or his
authorized representative appointed as
provided In 1 2.171b), the- following cri-
teria are met:

(1) The program has reason to believe,
on the basis of past expe 'fence or other
credible inIbrmation Which may in
appropriate casts consist of a written
statement by ti- 4 employer), that such
information will be used for the purpose
of assisting in the rehabilitation of the
patient and not for the purpose of iden-
tifying the indiviaual as a patient in or-
der to deny him employment or advance-
ment because of his history of drug or
alcohol abuse.

(2) The information sought appears to
be reasonably necessary ,in view of the
type of employment involved.
§ 2.38-1 Employers and employment

agencies. Baste and purpose.
Section 2 38 is based on the rulemaking

power conferred by subsection (b) (1) of
the authorizing legislation, and is
adapted from 11401.26 of the previous
regulations. Its purpose is to allow dis-
closures reasonably necessafy and ap-
propriate to facilitate the employment of
patients and former patients, while pro-
tecting patients against unnecessary or
excessively broad disclosures. It was
urged in a comment received on the Au-
gust 22. 1974 draft that disclosures to
employers be flatly prohibited on the
ground that the employer's sole legiti-
mate concern is with on-the-job per-
formance. While we are not unsympa-
thetic to this view, a countervailing con-
sideration is that in the case of ay
employee or applicant who is known by
the employer to have a problem with
drugs or alcohol, knowledge by the em-
ployer of a genuine effort by the em-
ployee to deal with it can make the dif-
ference between a job and no job.
§ 2.39 Criminal justice system refer.

rals.Rules.
(s) Consent authorised. Where par-

ticipation by an individual in a treatment
program is made a condition of such 1n-
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dividual's release from confinement, the
disposition or status of any criminal pro-
ceedings against him or the execution

suspension of any sentence imposed
upon him, such individual may consent
to unrestricted communication between
any program in which he is enrolled in
fulfillment of WO condition and (1) the
court granting probation, or other post-
trial or pretrial conditional release, (2)
the parole board or other authority
granting .,parole, or (3) probation or
parole officers responsible for his super-
vision.

(b) Duration of consent. Where con-
sent is given for disclosures described in
paragraph (a) of this section, such con-
sent shall expire sNty days after it is
given or when there is a substantial
change in such person's status, which-
ever is later. For the purposes of this
section, a substantial change occurs in
the status of a person who, at the time
such consent is given, has been

(1) Arrested, when ach person is
formally charged or unconditionally re-

ed from arrest;
(2) Formally charged, when the

charges have been dismissed with preju-
dice, or the trial of such person has been
commenced;

(3) Brought to a trial which has com-
menced, when such person has been
acquitted of-sentenced,

(4) Sentenced, when the sentence has
been fully executed

(c) Revocation of. consent An Indi-
vidual whose release from confinement,
probation, or parole is conditioned upon
his participation in a treatment program
may not revoke a consent given by him
In accordance with paragraph (a) of this
section until there has been a formal
and effective terminatioks or revocation
of such release from confinement, pro-
bation, or parole.

(d} Restrictions on rediselosure Any
Information directly or indirectly re-
ceived pursuant to this section may be
used by the recipients thereof only in
connection with their official duties with
respect to the particular individual with
respect to whom 1i. was acquired Such
recipients may riot make such informa-
tion available for general investigative
purposes, or otherwise uselit in unrelated
proceedings or make it available for
unrelated purposes.

2.39-1 Criminal justice system reter-
rals.Basis and purpose.

(a) On the basis of aexlenstve written
comment and oral communications 're-
ceived on the -subject matitcr of 2 39
as proposed in the May 9, 1975 notice
(designated as ¢ 2 40 in that notice), we
have concluded that the latitude allowed
and the conditions imposed In I 2 39 as
set forth above are necessary and proper
to effectuate the purposes of the author-
izing legislation.

(b) From a legal standpoint, it seems
highly doubtful whether, in a proceeding
to revoke probation or parole, the due
p ocess requirements laid down in Mor-
rissey v. Brewer, 408 U S. 471, 92 S Ct.
2593, 33 L.Ed 2d 484 ) and C. gnon
o. Scarpellt, 411 II S 778; 93 8 Ct. 1756,
36 L.Ed 2d 636 (1973) could be met by
an unsupported general evaluation by a
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treatment program to the effect that a
patient's status or progress in treatment
was unsatisfactory Thus, if such an eval-
uation were all that could be communi-
cated by a program about a prdcular
patient's conduct during the period he
was in treatment, a condition requiring
satisfactory participation in a treatment
program would to all intents and pur-
poses become unenforceable Moreover, if
it were held to be enforceable, the opera-
tive decision on the revocation issue
would then be made by the program, ar-
guably exacerbating rather 'Ian alleviat-
ing its role-conflict problem It may thus
be the part of wisdom to confess that
some degree of role-conflict is inherent
in the situation of any program which
accepts criminal justice referrals If so,
the issue then becomes that of finding
the most constructive way to handlc the
conflict, rather than a sterile and futile
effort to avoid it altogether.

(c) We are persuaded that in many
instances a prohibition on free com-
munication between probation officers
and drug abuse program counsellors
would have profoundly deleterious effects
on the rehabilitative process Many pro-
bation ()Mem; bring to their work a high
degree of training, professionalism, and
experience They are under no illusion
that they are dealing with a clientelle
which will never stumble or relapse, and
if they have the information nece ry
to intervene at an early stage o ch
an episode, their intervention ,.!a
make the difference between suet and
failure for the client.

(d) There is, how,:ser, nothing it these
regulations which precludes treatment
programs from entering into agreemei is
or arrangements with agencies or insL-
tutIons of the criminal justice system to
regulate or restrict the subject matter or
form of communications of information
about patients For example, such an
arrangement might provide for free oral
communication between counsellors and
probation officers, while restricting for-
mal written reports by the program to

Ipecified types of so-called hard data
such as attendance and urinalysis results.
In view of widely differing conditions and
attitudes in various parts of the country,
substantial variations in such arrange-
ments are not only expectable but de-
sirable.

(e) A further aspect of this matter,
which was not adequately considered or
dealt with in the May 9 proposal, is the
impact which the rules laid down in

2 39 have on the ball decision There is
a high correlation between the disposi-
tion of the application for bail and the
type of sentence which may be meted
out upon conviction. The contrast be-
tween the recidivism rates for those who
receive treatment and supervision, as
against those who simply receive the
punishment of incarceration, is a power-
ful argument against restrictions which
would tend to narrow the circumstances
under which con.,cientious judges can
grant bail.

(f) It must be emphasized that 4 2 39
in no way reduces the necessity to obtain
written consent from patients, whether

or not referred by the criminal justice
system, before disclosures for the pur-
poses here involved can be made by pro-
grams. We have been urged to make an
exception from the requirement of ¢ 2 31
in the case of parolees and probationers,
but such an exception woule be wholly
unsupported by the authorizing legisla-
tion In fashioning these regulations, it is
not our privilege to adorn a tabula rasa
according to our own predilections
rather, it is our duty to interlineate a
statute with fidelity to its smut, its
terms, and its purposes.
§ 2.40 Situations not otherwise pros id, 1

for.Rules.
(a) Criteria for approval In any sit-

uation not otherwise specifically pro-
vided for in this subpart, where consent
is given in accordance with I 2 31, a pro-
gram may make a disclosure for the
benefit of a patient from the records of
that patient if, in the judgment of the
piogi am director -or his authorized rep-
resentative appointed as provided in
§ 2 17, all of the following criteria are
met-

(1) There is no suggestion in the
written consent qr the circumstances
surrounding it, as known to the program.
that the consent was not given freely.
voluntarily; and without coercion

(2) Granting the request for dis-
closure will not cause substantial harm
to the relationship between the patient
and the program or- -to the program's
capacity to provide services in general

(3) Granting the request for dis-
closure will not be harmful to the
patient

(b) Circumstances deemed beneficial
For the purposes of this section, the
micurnstances under which disclosure
may be deemed to be beneficial to a
patient include, but are not limited to.
those in whin the disclosure may assist
the patient in connection with any pub-
lic or private claim, right, privilege.
gratuity, grant or other interest accruing
to, or for the benefit of, the patient or the
patient's immediate family. Examples of
the foregoing include welfare, medicate,
unemployment, workmen's compensa-
tion, accident or medical insurance, pub-
lic or private pension or other retirement
benefits, and any claim or defense as-
serted or which is an issue in any civil,
criminal, administrative or other p-
ceeding in which the patient is a raw
or is affected.
§ 2,40-1 Situations not otlter%i,e ptu-

vided for.Basis and purpose.
(a) Section 2 40 is based upon 11401 23

of the previous regulations, amended to
reflect the expansion made by the change
in the law with respect to the permissible
scope of consensual disclosures.

(b) A strong case can be made for the
proposition that I 2 40 should, in
effect if not expressly, require a program
to make any disclosure requested by a
patient. The discretion vested in the pro-
gram, it can be argued. Is at best an
expression of overprotective paternalism,
and at worst, an invitation to programs
to cover up material potentially em-
barrassing to themselves. Bearing in
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mind, however, that persons who raise
obtained the type of treatment to which
this part applies are more vul' rable to
pressures of various kinds than are pa-
tients in general, It seems Keret able to
retain some responsibility on the part
of the program to protect the best in-
terests of its patients in this very sensi-
tive area. This, like many other choices
which these regulations reflect, is a de-
termination which can be reviewed and
revised from time to time in the light
of experience.

Subpart DDisclosures Without Patient
Consent

§ 2.51 Medicel mergeneies.---Rules.
(a) In geiteral. Disclosure to medical

personnel, e her private or govern-
mental, is aili,horized without the con-
sent of the patient when and to the ex-
tent necessary to meet a bona fide medi-
cal emergency.

(b) Food and Drug Administration
Where treatment involves the use of any
drug, and appropriate officials of the
Food and Drug Administration deter-
nine that the life or health of patients
may be endangered by an error in the
manufacture or packaging of such thug,
disclosure of the identities of the recip-
ients of the drug may be made without
their consent to appropriate officials of
the Food and Drug Administration to en-
able them to notify the patients or their
physicians of the problem in order that
corrective action may be taken

(c) Incapacitated persons. Where a
patient is Incapacitated and information
concerning the treatment being give,n
him by a program is necessary to make a
sound determination of appropriate
emergency treatment, such information
may be given without the patient's con-
sent to personnel providing such emer-
gency treatment.

(d) Notification of family or others
When any individual suffering from a
serious medical condition resulting from
drug or alcohol abuse is receiving treat-
ment at a facility which is within the
scope of this Part the treating physician
may, in his discretion, give notification of
such condition to a member of the in-
dividual's family or any other person
with whom the individual is known to
have a responsible personal relationship
Such notification may not be made with-
out such individual's consent at any
time such individual is capable of ra-
tional communication

(e) Record required Any program
making an oral disclosure under author-
ity of this section shall make a writ-
ten memorandum showing the patient's
name or ease number, the date and time
the disclosure was made, some indica-
tion of the nature of the emergency, the
information disclosed, and the names of
the individuals by whom and to whom it
was disclosed.

§ 2.51-1 Medical ernergencior Raris
and purpose.

The provisions of I 2 51 are adapted
from f 1401 42 of the previous regula-
tions, and are based on subsection (10,(2)
(A) of the authorizing legislation The
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pi osision in the precious regulations
with respect to patients who may be in-
carcerated Is now covered in § 2 33(b)

Paragraph (d) of § 2 51 is based upon
the theory that the disclosure there al-
lowed is of the patient's endangered
condition, not his identity as a drug or
alceol abuse patient, and that the hu-
t- laitarian necessity of such notifica-
tion outweights its potential for acci-
dental violatirn of confidentiality
§ 2.52 Rekearch, audit, and ...Ina-

t

(a) Research, audit, and Gvaluation
Subject to any plicable specific pro-
vision set forth hereinafter in this sub-
part, the content of records pertaining to
any patient Which are maintained in
connection with the performance of a
function subject to this part may be dis-
closed, whether or not the patient gives
consent, to qualified personnel for the
purpose of conducting scientific research,
management audits, financial audits, or
program evaluation, but such personnel
may not identify, directly or indirectly,
any individual patient in any report of
such research, audit, or evaluation, or
otherwise disclose patient identities in
any manner For the purposes of this
subpart and for the purposes of subsec-
tion i b1(2) (B) of the authorizing legis-
lation, the term "qualified personnel"
means persons whose trainng and ex-
perience are appropriate to the nature
and lecel of the work in which they are
engimeed and who, then working as part
of an organization, are performing such
work with adequate admin istra,ive safe-
guards against unauthorized disclosures

(b) Use of disclosures of pritzent iden-
tifyIng information.

(I) Where a disclosure made to any
person pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
section includes patient identifying in-
formation with respect to any patient,
such information may not be further dis-
closed, and may not be used in connec-
tion with any legal, administrative, su-
peitisory, or other action whatsoeser
with respect to such Patient, except as
provided in paragraphs (b) (2) and (b)
(3) of this section.

(2) The inclusion of patient identify-
ing information in any written or oral
communication between a peoson to
whom a disclosure has been made pur-
suan to paragraph (a) and the program
making such disclosure does not consti-
tute the identification of a patient in a
report or otherwise in siolation of para-
graph (a).

(3) Where a disclosure is made pur-
suant to paragraph (a) of this section
to a person qualified to determine, on the
basis of such disclosure, the presence of a
substantial risk to the health and well
being, whether physical or psychological,
of any patient, and, in the judgment of
such person, such a risk exists and the
situation cannot be dealt with solely ay
means of communications as described
in paragraph (b) (2) of this section with-
out intensifying or prolonging the risk
as compared with other means of dealing
with it, then the initial disclosure under
paragraph (a) and any subsequent dis-

closure or redis,1,, me of iscoent n1i-
fy mg information for the p,irpoce of re-
ducing the risk to the patient if,',olved
shall be subyre t- to the loos yons of
§ 2 51

§ 2 52-1 H. arch, audit, and J!aa-
*ton Ita.i. r nil 1,1141."e.

(a) General purpose Sub corm) (a)
of this section is adapted directly from
sub-ec non (1), (2) (B) of the a at hp' zing
legislation The purpc,se of each is the
same To facilitate the search for truth,
whether in the context of scientific in-
vestigation, administrative management.
or broad issues of public policy, while at
the same time safeguarding the personal
privacy of the individuaLs who a^e the
intended beneficiaries of the process or
program under investigation. This sub-
part in particular, and this part as a
whole, are intended to aid in (any ing
out that purpose.

(b) The succeeding sections of this
subpart Beal with problems which arise
in connection with disclosures made for
certain specific purposes which Lave
been Interpreted as falling within the
general pm poses embraced by § 2 52.
Tose sections wi1l be best understood,
howeser, in the light of some disc session
of the underly ing premises of the general
rule, and its relationship to two other
legal concepts the right of pm itey, and
the duty to obt info' ined con cni from
research subjects

k The Rmht of Pi ;,n; y So fa as is
I elm ant to this thscassiol., we may con-
sider the right of pi 11 aey m 1...0 as pert
One, a p.otedion :(.11rist .rni,roper gov-
ernmental activity, is the 'ILIA to be se-
cure, against Iry eas inable catrches
s^17ures gam aithed by the Fourth
Amendment, v 1th s011e expaosion from
the penumbr: s of the Fifth and Sixth
Amendment:, The protections afforded
to patients b. the auth inns le7..slation,
not to irentn these regulations, go far
bree,y;::,:; eidthose which are colistitutionally

(d) The other aspect of the right of
privacy, which has sometime, been de-
scribed as the right to be left a'one, is
the notion that an individual has a right
not to be hurt by intrusions into his es-
sentially personal concerns, or to have
essentially private inform:it:en exp'olted
for commercial gain, v.hether or not the
intrusion or exploitation is in connection
with any possible governmental action
against him Tie courts hat e spoken of a
right of privacy in a wide earietv of con-
texts, but they have repeatedly and ex-
plicitly rejected the notion that anyone
has a right to go about his daily affairs
encapsulated in an impenet: able bubble
of anony, mity The courts li.ite been care-
ful to xeigh the I ompeting interests and
the social interest in valid re..carch and
evaluation is clearly of sufficient moment
to he considered in this process.

(e) In defense of the position that
de( lo aire of patient identifying infor-
mat,on even for carefully guarded sci-
entific research should be permitted only
on a consensual basis, tw o dominant lines
of argument. somewhat interrelated,
have emerged One is that retrospective
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studies are of questionable value In any
case, and the other is that a sampling
technique involving informed consent on
the part of the members of the sample

n always be used to develop the in-
f illation sought Neither line of argu-
me t will withstand careful scrutiny.

(f It is true, of course, that the
efika of a given therapeutic agent can
often st be evaluated by means of a
well-des ned prospective study in which
special rec, rdkeeping procedures, special
cram la, fo Patient selection, and an
appropi late ontrol have all been estab-
lished with a iew to the purpose of the
study There ar, however, many impor-
tent investigatio which simply do not
lend themselves to uch a format Some-
times the desirabili or even the pos-
sibility of a particu r study does not
suggest. itself excep in retrospect.
Another important con deration is the
fact that knowledge the an investiga-
tion is going on may infitience the be-
havior of patients, clinicla(s, or both.
Where :0-Leh knowledge can ence the
make-up of a sample, it will o ally doh
so in the direction of favorable ou omes,
but to an unknown degree, thus tending
to Invalidate the results reported \

(g) While the sample technique has\its
uses, especially with populations that are
unrnarmgeably large, it is often less dif- \
!knit and expensive, and less likely to
interfere with the actual conduct and
outcomes of treatment or rehabilitation
Processes, to use the full population under
study Even more important than eco-
nomy and administrative convenience in
carrying out a study, there may be an
overriding advantage in terms of elimi-
nating any question as to the validity of
the results Gf the study on the ground of
bias ii, the selection of the sample

r h) informed Consent. The duty to
obtain informed consent is obvious and
rompaing in situations where an indi-
vidual is eAposed to the possibility of
harm, eulier physical or psychological,
as a consequence of medical procedures,
re.,earch, or similar activities. Where
such a situation-exists the person con-
ducting the research or medical pro-
cedure violates his duty to the subject
or patient if he proceeds without obtain-
ing the voluntary informed consent from
the individual or his legally authorized
representative Thus, in conducting an
activity which places the subject or
patient at risk the practitioner may
not give precedenceto a hidden agenda,
even for so lofty a motive as the
advancement of knowledge In this re-
gard, see the Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare's Protection of Hu-
man Subjects Regulations, 45 CFR Part
46. Those regulations are applicable to
all Department of Health, Education and
Welfare grants and conti ails supporting
research, development and related ac-
tivities Involving human subjects.

(1) It is apparent that the foregoing
rationale for requiring informed con-
snt does not apply to the same degree
in situations involving the disclosui 1 of
clinical records for research in the form
of follow up or retrospective studies. Un-
der these circumstances the risk to the
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subject is that some disclosure or misuse
of information from which he could be
identified might result in embarrassment,
lost opportunities, or other forms of
psychological or social injury. While
that possibility of harm could be re-
duced by requiring consent to every re-
view of clinical records for research pur-
poses, a similar result can be achieved by
the less restrictive method of limiting
further disclosure of identifying infor-
mation by the researcher Given the ap-
plicability of this alternative, equally
effective means for protecting a patient
or subject from the possibility of a
harmful public disclosure, it is unreason
able to insist upon informed consent to
every review of clinical records for the
purposes of conducting legitimate re-
search, particularly since such insistence
could lead to the ultimate absurdity of
prohibiting efforts to identify the nature
and source of an unknown plague simply
because the patients or researcher lacked
the clairvoyance to have consent forms
signed prior to the onset of the
affliction

(j) In sum, there are restraints on cer-
tain means of governmental acquisition
of information about individuals which
are operative irrespective of how the in-
formation is used, and there are re-
straints on the uses of information

hich are independent of how or by
om it is acquired, but they do not and

sh Id not add up to the proposition that
the se of information about a person
is eft r morally or legally the absolute
preroga ive of that person to determine

(k) For all of these reasons, the au-
thorizing gislation expressly provides
that patient onsent is not required with
respect to disc sures for research, audit,
and evaluation, or does it prohibit in-
dividual patient i ntification in connec-
tion with such d losures While it is
entirely appropriat to impose safe-
guards and procedur s in connection
with these activities, it ould be wholly
inappropriate to use t rulemaking
process to impose an abso to requir:-
ment of patient Consent wit respect
activities which by statute ay be
conducted without it.

(1) Classificat(pn of activities \t is
clear that Congress intended a balar. ng
of the social interest in the validity f
the results of inquiry, on the one han
with the individual interest in anonym-
ity, on the other, all within the limits
set by the legislation and the constitu-
tion With that objective in mind, we
may now turn to the various categories
of activities which come within the pur-
view of this subpart

(m) These activities may be classified
first. In regard to whether participation
is voluntary from the standpoint of the
program, and seEond, as to whether the
objective Is to ascertain compliance with
predetermined Standards (examinations
as defined In I 2 54, and program evalua-
tion as defined In 2 11(g) (1) , or to
ascertain the validity of a given standard
or hypothesis (scientific research, and
program evaluation as defined In 1 211
(g) (2)) . The application of the fore-
going classifications logically results In

the creation of four categories of activi-
ties Three of them are specifically dealt
with in the succeeding sections of this
subpart and need not detain us here, the
fourth is discussed below.

(n) Scientific research and evaluation
Beyond the bare restatement of the au-
thorizing legislation set forth in 12 52,
these regulations are deliberately silent
with respect to purely voluntary scientific
research and program evaluation in the
sense defined in § 2 11(g) (2) Testimony
and written comments received on the
August 22, 1974 draft regulations were
noteworthy in two respects. First, no
instances of abuse on the part of persons
acquiring patient identifying informa-
tion under these circumstances were
cited Second, while there was some well-
founded criticism of the attempt in ti ..t
draft to provide guidelines for determin-
ing what is scientific research and who
is qualified to do it no usable alterna-
tivesindeed, almos4t no alternatives at
allwere forthcoming.

(o) In one of the writtei comments,
the writer cautioned against any assump-
tion "that our major remaining problems
in drug and alcohol abuse treatment are
prevention of illicit diversion and pro-
tection of confidentiality, and suggested
'that we still have a problem in discover-

ing, testing and evaluating improved
treatment techniques. To do this," he
continued, "one should place minimal
obstacles in the way of bona fide clinical
and epidemiologic researchl"

(p) The result of leaving the rule as it
is in the statute, without attempting to
sharpen its outlines or define its terms,
will be to leave it for interpretation on
a case-by-case basis by those who must
apply it in practice the researchers who
seek the information, and the programs
which supply it This does not foreclose
the possibility of amending the regula-
tions on the basis of experience If it ap-
pears either that clinicians are becoming
so cautious that research and evaluation
studies are being choked off, or that
Abuses are occurring in the use of in-
formation disclosed. But until a need for
more detailed regulation in this area is
demonstrated, we think its imposition
would do more harm than good.
§ 2.53 Governmental agetteiee.Rules.

(a) In general. Where research, audit,
or evaluation functions are performed by

on behalf of a State or Federal gov-
er ental agency, the minimum quali-
fica ns of personnel performing such
funct ns may be determined by such
agency, 'subject to the provisions of this
part, witn articular reference to the or-
ganizationa requirements and limita-
tions bn the ategorfes of records sub-
ject to review different categories of
personnel

(b) Financial an administrative rec-
ords. Where progra records are re-
viewed by personnel w lack either the
responsibility for, or appr..riate training
and supervi in for, con. ting scien-
tific research, determining a erence to
treatment standards, or evaluat g treat-
ment as such, such review should con-
fined as far as practicable to adn ils-
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trative ar.d financial records Under no
circumstances should such personnel be
shown caseworker or coun. ,llor notes, or
similar clinical records Programs should
organize their records so that financial
and administrative matters can be re-
viewed without disclosing clinical infor-
mation and without disclosing patient
identifying information except where
,necessary for audit verification.

(c) Scientific research and long-term
evaluation studies No State and no
agency or political subdivision of a
State may require, as a condition to
funding, licensing, or otherwise, that any
program furnish patient identifying in-
formation for the purpose of conducting
scientific research or long term evalua-
tion studies unless the recipient of such
information is legally required to hold
such information m confidence, is pro-
hibited from taking any administrative.
investigative, or other action with re-
spect to any individual patient on the
basis of such information, and is pro-
hibited from identifying, directly or in-
directly, any individual patient in any
report of such research or evaluation, or
dcherwise disclosing patient identit.es
in any manner

(d) Opinion and description to be
furnished program Before any patient
identifying information is required to be
submitted by a program under the cir-
cumstances descnbed in paragraph (c).
the program shall be furnished

(1) An opinion by the attorney general
or other chief legal officer of the State
to the effect that the conditions specified
in paragraph ccr are fulfilled with re-
spect to such pi ograin or with respect to
all programs in such State similarly
situated, and

(2) A description of the administra-
tive procedures and physical limitations
on access or other measures to provide
for the security of the data, but such
description shall not be in such detail as
to furnish guidance for wrongful at-
tempts to breach such security

(e) 111S11rly of procedures No
State or local goy el nmental agency
may require any treatment program to
furnish patient identifying information
to itself or any other recipient ( xept in
conformity with this section or § 2 54
No Federal agency may require any
treatment program to Vann h ''atient
identifying information to itself or any
other recipient except in conformity
with this t1011 r Zher than paragraph
(d) (1) thereof) or § 2 54

§ 2,53-1 Go. cromenial ag,iii i 111.k
and purpose.

Section 2 53 is an implementation of
the authority nntatned in subsection
(g) of the aothoriniig legislation to pro-
vide safeguards and procedures to effec-
tuate the purposes of such legislation.
It makes clear that whenever infor-
mation Is required of a program,
whether by law or by the terms or con-
ditions of a contract or grant, the pro-
cedoi C: And safeguards required under
U.( , i:on are applicable.
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§ 2.54 Patient identifying inforrraon
in connection with examinations.
Rules.

(a) Definitions. For the purposes Cif
this sec tion

(1) '('he term "examination" means
any examination to which this section is
made applicable by paragraph (b) of this
section

(2) The team "examiner" means any
individual or any public or private or-
ganization, including any Federal, State,
or local governmental agency, which con-
ducts an examination to which this sec-
tion applies.

(b) Applicability. This section applies
to any examination of the records of a
treatment program which is carried out
for the purpose of or as aid to ascer-
taining the accuracy or adequacy of its
financial or other records, or the effi-
ciency or effectiveness of its financial, ad-
ministrative, or medical management, or
its adherence to financial, legal, medical.
administrative, or other standards, re-
gardless of whether such examination
is called an audit, an evaluation, an in-
spection, or by any other name.

(c) Statement required for disclosure
of patient identifying information in con-
nection with examinapon No program
may make, and sao examiner may require.
any disclosure of patient identifying in-
formation in connection with an exami-
nation unless the examiner furnishes to
the program a written statement

(1 ) that no record of patient identify-
ing infoimation will be made or retained
by or on behalf of the examiner in con-
nection with the examination without
notice to the program in accordance with
paragraph (c) (2) of this section, or

(2) setting forth the specific purpose
for which a record of patient identifying
information is being retained by or on
behalf of the examiner, the location at
which such information will be kept, and
the name official title, add:, ss. and tele-
phone number of a responsible individual
to whom any inquiries by the program
about the disposition of such record
should be directed

(d) Disposition of record of patient
identifying information in connection
with examination After any record of
patient identifying information retained
in connection with an examination has
served its purpose, or Within the time pie-
sclibed in paragraph (e) of this section.
whichever is earlier, the examiner shall
destroy or return to the program all rec-
oils (including any copies thereof ) con-
taining patient indentifying inforrhation
which have been in its possession in con-
nection with such examination.

(e) Maximum time allowed for dispo-
sition, The action required by paragraph
(d) shall be complete3

(1) Except as provided in paragraph
(e) (2) of this section not more than two
years after the record was acquired by or
on behalf of the examiner, or

(2) Where the record is needed in con-
nection with a formal legal proceeding
against the program commenced or to be
commenced not more than two years
after the record .vas acquired, and writ-
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ten notice to this effect is furnished to
the program within two years after the
record was acquired, not later than the
termination of such proceeding

U) Notice of final disposition When
an examiner disposes of records as re-
quired by paragraph (d) of this section,
or not later than the time prescribed
by paragraph (e) of this section, which-
ever Is earlier, the examiner shall furbish
to the program concerned a vtiitten
statement

(1) That there has been compliance
with this section and with the proilsions
of this part prohibiting any disclosure of
patient identifying information from re-
cords held by auditors or evaluators, or

(2) Specifying the particulars in which
there has been a failure of compliance.
§ 2.54-1 Patient identifying informa-

tion in connection with examina-
tions.Basis and purpose.

Confidence on the part of treatment
program personnel in the integrity of
auditing and regulatory processes is im-
portant to the effective functioning of the
treatment system It is the purpose of

2 54 to foster practices which will both
justify and engender such confidence.
§ 2.55 Supenision and regul.itimi of

narcotic mainienaucc and den. Itifica-
lion programs. Riles.

(a) Definition of "registrant' For the
purposes of this section, the term
"registrant" means a person who
(1) has pending an application for regis-
tration under section 303(g) of the Con-
trolled Substances Act (21 U S C 823
(g) ), or (2) has been registered under
such section and whose registration has
not expired or been sui rendered or re-
voked.

(b) Drug Enforcement Adipinitra-
tion Duly authorized agents of the Drug
Enforcement Administration shall have
access to the premises of registrants for
the purpose of ascertaining compliance
(or ability to comply) with standards es-
tablished by the Attorney General under
section 303(g) (2) of the Controlled Sub-
stances Act (21 USC 823(g1(2)) re-
specting the security of stocks of narcotic
drugs and the maintenance of records (in
accordance with section 307 of the Con-
trolled Substances Act, 21 USC 827) on
such drugs Registrants shall maintain
such records separate from and in addi-
tion to patients' clinical P. ords required
to be maintained under 21 CFR 310 50F
(d ) (7) (iii), which shall not be available
to :alch agents except as authori ;ed
under a court order in accordance with
Subpart E of this part Re( orris main-
tained by registriants for the purposes of
section 307 of the Controlled Suhtaio ec
Act (21 USC 827i need 'Jot identify
patients by name, address, so( tal security
number, or otherwise ex( apt by an
identifying number assigned by the
registrant, but where such a system is
used, the registrant shall maintain on a
current basis a cross-index referencing
each Identifying number to the name and
address of the pall( nt to whom it refers
Upon request at any time and v,:iholit
advance notice, but subject to th.) P ^
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visions of 4 2 54. such agents shall be
granted immediate access to any such
index. Such agents may use names and
addresses so obtained strictly for the pur-
poses of auditing or serifying program
records, and shall exercise all rea onable
precautions to avoid Mitch ertent (17 clos-
ure of patient identities b., third parties.
Names and other identifying information
so obtained mac, not be compiled or used
in any registry or personal data bank of
any de "fir:Lion

(c) Fosd and Adini,,i(tra:on
Duly authorized agents of the Food end
Drug Administration shall base access to-
the premises of registrants and to all
records maintained by registrants, for the
purpose of ascertaining compliance (or
ability to comply) with standards es-
tal lied by the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare under section 4
of the Coniprehensive Drug Abuse Pre-
vention and Control Act of 1970 (42
US C 257a), sections 303(g):1) and 303
(g) (3) of the Controlled Substances Act
(21 USr: 823(g)(1) and 823(g)(3)),
and sections .505 and 701(., of the Fed-
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21
LT S C 355 and 371(a.) ) When necessary
in the conduct of theft duties, and sub-
ject to the provisions of 4 2 54, agents
may use name., and addresse., of patients
strictly for the purposes of auditing or
verifying program records, and shall ex-
ercise all reasonable precautions to avoid
inadvertent dis-losurc of patient identi-
tie, to third pa rues Names and other
identifying info motion on patient, ob-
tained pin suant to this .e, lion or by any
other compulsory prose.., may not be
compiled or used in any registry or per-
sonal data bank of any deseription Ex-
cept as atitnori7ed under this paiagraph
or by a court order granted under Sub-
part E of flu- part, (I) such agent:; may
not, either prall5 or in writing. ex'ept
in comer) at vi with personnel of the
registrant sidle on the prrin3,i'S of the
registrant, identify any t ttient otherwise
than by reference to an Id: :allying num-
ber assignrd by the icgi.trant. and (2)
such agents may not remose frorn the
premises of the registi,int any notes.
do( utnenL,, or copes thereof whif 11 con-
tain patient identifying information

(di State drug law en'orr ement agen-
cies Duly anthoil7cd agents of any State
drug law enforcement agi ncy having
jurlsdli tion and spPcifir responsibility
by statute or othetwl),e for the enforce-
ment of cumin; 11 laws relating to con-
trolled substances (a; defined In the
Controlled Substances Act) shall has e
access to the premise- of any registrant
for the purpo,,es (with respect to cor-
resoontling provisions. if any, of State
law) and subject to the le notions and
limitations set forth in pa-agraph (b)
cf this section, and subject to 4 2 54

(e) State health. au'lwrittes
(I) Definition of "qualified State

health agency". As used in tin. para-
glanli the term "qualified State health

means a agency of State gov-
ernment (1) which ha. express legal
rcfponsibillty to ascertain that regis-
trants ur der it just (PctIon comply with
anpropela'e treatment standard ,
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which is legally and administratively
separate from any agency of State gov-
errunent responsible for investigation of
violations of, or enforcement of, criminal
law generally or criminal laws relating
to controlled substances; (ill) whose
personnel are qualified by training or
experience to conduct inspections of
health care facilities to ascertain com-
pliance with treatment standards; and
(iv) whose personnel are by State law,
or by published administrative directive
enforced by effective sanctions, required
to maintain the confidentiality of any
information concerning the identity of
patients which they may acquire in the
course of their official duties.

(2) Access Duly authorized agents of
a qualified State health agency shall
have access to the premises of registrants
and to all records maintained by regis-
trants, for the purpose of ascertaining
compliance (or ability to comply) with
treatment standards (including those
relating to quantities of narcotic drugs
which may be provided for unsupervised
use by individuals in treatment) estab-
lished under State law. Such access, end
the use of any information thereby ob-
tained, shall be subject to the restric-
tions and limitations set forth in para-
graph (c) of this section, and subject
to 4254
§ 2 5 1-1 Superiri,ion and regulation of

narcotic maintenance and detoifica-
tion programs Basis and ptirpo.e

(a) Section 255 is addressed to the
general problem described In the follow-
ing passage from the legislative history
of Pub L 93-282.

A major element of the task of fashioning
new regulations pursuant to the express
rulemaking authority conferred by this leg-
islation sill be to reconcile the sometimes
conch tirg interests of research, audit, and
evaluation with rights of prIsacy and the
confidentiality of the relationship between
patient and clinician Such a reconciliation
becomes particularly crucial where the func-
tions of research, audit, or evaluation are
conducted by a governmental agency with
regulatory po sers and responsibility, and
the treatment involse; the use of a drug
sued as meth done h is in a research
stalu, or which Is readily susceptible of mis-
use or illicit diversion

Because of the dift'cuIti and complexity
of the task, the rulemaking authority Is in-
tentionally cast In terms broad enough to
permit the limitation of the scope. content.
or circumstances of any disclosure under
subsection (h), whether (b) (1) or (b)(2),
in the light of the nece.sary purposes for
which It is made or required (Congressional
Records daily edition. May 8. 1974, page
1-115(31).

(b) It has been the consistent inter-
pretation of the Special Action Office
for Drug Abuse Prevention that the only
provision of the authorizing legislation
which permits disclosures to compliance
officers, whether of DEA. FDA, or state
agencies, is subsection (b) (2)(131. That
subsection strictly prohibits any further
disclosure of names or other identifying
information concerning patients, and the
statutory prohibition has been but-
hee,-ed by pros Moms of these regula-
tions, notably 1 2 54, pro,. !ding safe-

guards and procedures to assure that the
statutory prohibition is respected,

(c) In testimony and written com-
ment on Me August 22, 1974 draft of
these regulations, It has been urged that
access to patient identifying information
by law enforcement personnel, even for
the limited purposes allowed by statute
and regulation, should be prohibited ex-
cept pursuant to a court order obtained
under 21 US C 1175(b) (2) (C). We
believe that such a prohibition is
beyond our power to impose.

(d) Section 307(b) of the Controlled
Substances Act (21 U SC. 827) provides,
in pertinent part, "Every record
required under this section shall
be kept and be available, for at least two
years, for itspection and copying by
officers or employees of the United States
authorized by the Attorney General." It
is a well known principle of statutory
construction that amendments and re-
peals by implication are not favored. In
People v. Newman, 32 N.Y,2d 379, 345
N.Y S 2d 502, 298 N E 2d 651 (19"3),
cert. denied 414 U S. 1163. 94 S.Ct. 927,
39L Ed. 2d 116 (1974), the United States
flied amicus briefs with the Court of Ap-
peals of New York and with the United
States Supreme Court, arguing that sec-
tion 408 of Pub. L. 92-255 (21 U S.C.
1175) did not effect an implied amend-
ment or repeal of the provisions of Pub
L 91-513 (21 USC 872(c) and 42 U.S.C.
242a(a) ) which confer on the Attorney
General and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare the power to
grant the so-called research privilege
discussed in 4 2 24. This position was
expressly adopted by the New York
court. We cannot now take the incon-
sistent position that section 408 of Pub.
L. 92-255 did indeed amend by implica-
tion section 307 of Pub L. 91-513, par-
ticularly in the face of a contrary con-
temporantous administrative interpreta-
tion by both the Special Action Office
for Drug Abuse Prevention and the De-
partment of Justice. In short, if the right
of access and copying conferred on Fed-
eral agents by 21 II S C. 827 is to be
amended to provide that it may only
be exercised pursuant to a court order
in the case of maintenance and de-
toxification programs, that is a change
which must be wrought by the Congress

(e) In the case of inspections carried
out by health supervisory agencies, we
think that denial of access to any docu-
ments showing patient identifying in-
formation may have a serious adver.,e
effect on the validity of the inspection
process Even if a program keeps its own
records in term', of patient-identifying
numbers assigned by the program, the
patient file may containmay, indeed,
be required to containdocuments
signed by the patient or originating out-
side the program. Where signatures,
names, and addresses are all obliterated,
it Is impossible for the inspector to check
the file even for apparent internal con-
sistency. We believe that outright for-
gery is and will remain a rarity, but the
temptation to cover improper or inade-
quate documentation by 'accidental
misfilings" may be something else
again,
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(f) From a legal standpoint, the term
"audit" has long comprehended the
notion of external verification In a
commercial Fettmg, this means that at
least some unentory will actually be
counted, at least some receivables will be
verified by contacting the customers,
and so on To rule that this crucial
aspect of the audit process cannot be
carried out with respect to a treatment
program until after the auditor goes
through the procedure of obtaining a
specific court order under subsection
(b) (2) (C) would seem to contravene the
intent of subsection (b) (2) (B).

(g) In all of this, our decisions must
be illuminated by a balanced considera-
tion of the best interests of the patient
no less than a desire to foster the im-
plementation of cherished values in
society at large If protection of the
patient's right to privacy is achieved by
means which seriously impair our ability
to protect him from exploitation and
malpractice, not to mention the diversion
of funds intended for his benefit, it
would be a hollow victory indeed. We
believe that the procedures and safe-
guards which these regulations impose
on the conduct of audits and evaluations
will avoid that result, while affording
substantial and meaningful new protec-
tion to the confidentiality of patient
records.

§ 2.56 Prohibition on disclosure of pa-
tient identities from research, audit,
or esaltiation recordsRules.

Where the content 01 patient records
has been disclosed pursuant to this sub-
P-a-ri-rot the purpose of conducting scien-
tific research, management audits, finan-
cial audits, or program evaluation,
information contained therein which
would directly or indirectly identify any
patient may not be disclosed by the re-
cipient thereof either soluntarily or in
response to any legal process whether
Federal or State This prohibition does
not affect the accessibility of the original
records under authority of a court order
referred to in subpart E
§ 2.16-1 Prololotion on disclosure of

patient Me maks from research,
audit, or esalisatton recordsBasis
and purpose.

Section 2 56 restates the prohibition on
further disclosure which is contained in
subsection (b) (2) (B) of the authorizing
legislation The relationship of the pro-
visions authorizing court orders to the
pi 'visions authorizing disclosure for re-
search, audit, and evaluation, is dealt
with in § 2 62

Subpart ECourt Orders
§ 2 61 1 Peal rRre t of orderRules.

Subsection (b) (2) (C) of the sections
which authorize this part (21 U S C 1175
and 42 U S C 4582) empowers the courts,
In appropriate circumstances, to author-
ize disclosures ahich would otherwise be
Prohibited by subsection (a) of those
sections. Subsection (b) (2) (C) operates
only as a mechanism for the relief of the
duty Imposed by subsection (a) and not
as an affirmative grant of jurisdiction to
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authorize or compel disclosures pro-
hibited or privileged by other provisions
of law, whether Federal or State An
order or provision of an order based on
some other authority, or a subpoena, or
other appropriate legal process, is re-
quired to compel disclosure To illustrate,
if a person aho maintains records sub-
ject to this part is merely requested, or
is even served with a subpoena, to dis-
close information contained therein in a
manner prohibited in the absence of a
court order, he must refuse such a re-
quest unless, and until, an order is issued
under subsection (b) (2) (C). Such an
order would remove the prohibition, but
could not, of its own force, require dis-
closure If there were no subpoena or
other compulsory process, or a subpoena
had been issued but had expired or been
quashed, the custodian of the records
would have discretion as to ahether to
disclose the information sought unless
and until disclosure were ordered by
means of appropriate legal or adminis-
trative process, the authority for which
would have to be found in some source
other than subsection (b) (2) (C) of the
sections authorizing this part.
§ 2.61-1 Legal effect of orderBasis

and purpose.
(a) Section 261 is a restatement of

the interpretative rules embodied in
§1 1401 61 and 1401 62 of the pre-
v10115 regulations Both the position-
ing of the authority to issue court orders
In S 2097 as initially passed by the Senate
(92nd Congress, 1st Session, December 2,
1971) and the explicit cross-reference in
section 408(a) of Pub L 92-255 make
clear the congressional -ntent that sec-
tion 408(b) (2) (C) operate as a mecha-
nism for the relief of the 408(a), stric-
tures and not as an affirmative grant of
Jurisdiction to authorize disclosures pro-
hibited by other provisions of law,
whether Federal or State.

(b) The amendment made by Pub L.
93 -282 to section 333 of the Alcoholism
Act (42 US C 4582) was enacted with
the same language and structure as sec-
tion 408 in this regard in order to make
the interpretative rules set forth in § 2 61
applicable to it.'
`, 2 62 Inapplicalsslity to see tar, rec-

ords Ruler.
The authority ahich subsection

(b) (2) (C) of the sections which author-
ize this part (21 U S C. 1175 and 42 U S C.
4582) confers on courts to issue orders
authorizing the disclosure of records ap-
plies only to records referred to in sub-
section (a) of such sections, that is, the
records maintained by treatment or re-
search progra.ns which have patients,
and not to secondary records generated
by the disclosure of the subsection (a)
records to researchers, auditors, or eval-
uators pursuant to subsection (Ili 2 (B ) .
§ 2.62-1 Inapplicability to 1.1 ondary

re, ordsBasis and purpose
(a) The interpretative rule set forth

in § 2 62 Is an essential and basic limita-
tion on the scope of (b) (2) (C) orders.
" was part of the original regulations
under section 408 of Pub L 92-255 pub-

fished November 17, 1972 (37 FR 24638),
and 7. as carried forward unchanged in
the amended regulations published De-
cember 6, 1973 (38 FR 33748), the special
status of which has already been noted
in § 2 3 See, also, § 2.61-1.

(b) Although this rule is well sup-
ported by the history and technical
structure of the legislation, the policy
considerations in its favor are even more

_compelling In § 2 52-1. we have dis-
cussed the urgent necessity for access,
even without patient consent, to patient
records on the part of qualified person-
nel engaged in scientific research and
evaluation Where this access includes
patient idept,Zying information, as' it
sometimes must if vital work is to be
done, there must not be any question
whatsoever about the legal inviolability
of its confidential status in the hands
of the researcher Granted, there may
occur rare occasions when the original
records are for some reason not avail-
able, where a (b) (2) (C) order would lie
as to the original records, and where
there would seem to be some advantage
in the administration of justice for such
an order to permit disclosure of identi-
fying information by the researcher. But
compared to the damage which the mere
potentiality for access does to the whole
research enterprise, the advantage in
terms of ability to deal with rare and
anomalous cases seems almost trivial.
Even in those cases, 3enial of access to
the party seeking the information leaves
him in no worse position than if the re-
search or evaluation, ahich was cer-
tainly not uncle' taken for his benefit, had
never been done at all.

(c) Where the secondary records are
generated under the circumstances de-
scribed in § 2 54, of course, this argu-
ment does not apply. In that situation,
if preliminary examination suggests that
the records may be needed for compli-
ance or other administrative or judicial
proceedings, the person conducting the
audit or other examination should
promptly seek the authority of a court
order to copy the original records. The
use of secondary records thus generated
under authority of a court order would
then be limited by the terms and pur-
poses of the order, rather than subsec-
tion (b) (2) (B) of the authorizing legis-
lation, and thus the rule Let forth in
§ 2 62 would not apply.
§ 2 63 Limitation to Ohjectise data--

R ules.

(a) Limitation to objective data. Ex-
cept as provided in paragraph (b) of this
section, the scope of an order issued pur-
suant to this subpart may not extend to
communications by a patient to person-
nel of the program. but shall be limited
to the facts or dates of enrollment, dis-
charge, attendance, medication, and
similar objective data, and may include
only such objective data as is necessary
to fulfill the purposes for which the order
is issued.

(b) Exception. When a patient In
litigation offers testimony or other evi-
dence pertaining to the content of his
communications with a program, .an
order tinder this subpart may authorize
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the submission of testimony or other
evidence by the program or its per-
sonnel.
§ 2.63-1 Limitation to objeetist data.

Basis and purpose.
In the three-year period subsequent

to the original enactment of 21 U S C
1175, not a single occasion was reported
to the Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention on which an attempt
was made to secure a (b) (2)(C) order
authorizing the disclosure of a confi-
dential communication by a patient to
a counsellor or other member of the staff
of a treatment program. In all of the
comments and testimony received on the
draft regulations published August 22,
1974, there was nothing to suggest any
circumstances under which a court order
authorizing such a disclosure would be
either desirable or appropriate Yet the
mere possibility that such an order might
be issued is to some a source of anxiety
which impairs the effectiveness of treat-
ment. Such an ongoing negative effect
clearly outweighs the remote theoretical
possibility that some peculiar circum-
stance might arise in which judicial au-
thorization for such a disclosure might
be sought Accordingly, the limitation
imposed by 1 2 63 on the scope of (b) (2)
(C) orders to preclude that possibility,
and hence to eliminate Its adverse in-
fluence on treatment services, appears
to be a proper exercise of rulemaking
power.
§ 2.61 Pros (lure, and criteria in gen-

eralRules.
(a) Identity of patient Applications

for court orders to authorize disclosure
of records pertaining to a known patient
shall not u.se the real name of the patient
unless the patient consents thereto
voluntarily and Intelligently. In the case
of an ex parte application initiated by
the patient, the application should be
instituted in the name of a fictious per-
son, such as Jon Doe. unless the patient
requests otherwise The same procedure
should be followed in the case of a sepa-
rate proceeding held in conjunction with
a pending criminal or civil action Any
court order should identify the patient
fictitiously, and the disclosure of the
Pe ent's real name should be communi-
cated to the program in such manner as
to protect the confidentiality of the pa-
tient's identity.

(b) Notice. In any proceeding not
otherwise provided for in this subpart,
in which the patient or the program has
not been made a party, each shall be
liven appropriate notice and an oppor-
tunity to appear in person or to file a
responsive statement, deposition or other
form of response consistent with local
rules of procedure The court shall give
due consideration to any such statement,
deposition or other response in exercis-
ing Ito discretion as to the existence of
good cause and, If deemed necessary or
desirable, Consistent with local rules of
procedure, it may order the program di-
rector to appear and give direct testi-
mony.

(c) Hearings All hearings and all evi-
dence in connection therealth shall be
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held or taken in the judge's chambers,
unless the patient requests an open hear-
ing or the court determines that such
hearing is consistent with the public in-
terest and the proper administration of
justice

(d) Good cause. No order shall be is-
sued unless the record shows that good
cause exists, and in assessing good cause,
the court shall weigh the public interest
and the need for disclosure against the
injury to the patient, t...) the physician-
patient relationship, and to the treat-
ment services.

(e) Need for disclosure If other com-
petent evidence or sources of information
are available, the court should ordinarily
deny the application.

(f) Adverse effects If there is evidence
that disclosure would have an adverse
effect upon successful treatment or re-
habilitation of the patient or would im-
pair the effectiveness of the program, or
other programs similarly situated, in the
treatment or rehabilitation of other pa-
tients, the application should be denied
unless the court finds that the adverse
effects are outweighed by other factors

(g) Content of order. Any order au-
thorizing disclosure shall

(1) Limit disclosure to those parts of
the patient's record deemed essential to
fulfill the for which the older

(2) Limit disclosure to those persons
whose need for information is the basis
for the order; and

(3) Include any other appropriate
measures to keep disclosure to a mini-
mum for the protection of the patient,
the physician- patient relationship and
the treatment services.

(h) Applications not otherwise pro-
vided for In any case not otherwise pro-
vided for in this subpart, application for
an order authorizing disclosure of rec-
ords to which this part applies may be
made by any person who has a legally
cognizable interest in obtaining such dis-
closure
§ 2.61-1 Pro( cdore, and criteria in gen-

eral. Basis and inn-pose.
Section 2 64, in accordance with sub-

section (g) of the authorizing legislation.
sets out procedures and criteria for the
issuance of (b) (2) (C) orders In general,
subject to the more specific provisions
with respect to particular types of pro-
ceedings covered In the succeeding sec-
tions of this subpart
§ 2.65 investigation and pro...cent" of

patients.--Rules.
(a) Applicability, This section applies

to any application by an investigative,
law enforcement, or prosecutorial agency
for an order to permit disclosure of pa-
tient records for the purpose of conduct-
ing an investiration or prosecution of an
individual who is, or who is believed to
be, a present or former patient in a
program

(b) Notice Except where an order
under 1268 is sought in conjunction
with an order under this section, any
program with respect to whose records
an order is sought under this section
shall be notified of the application and

afforded an opportunity to appea and
be heard thereon

(c) Criteria\ A court may authorize
disclosure of \records pertaining to a
patient for the, purpose of conducting
an investigation of or a prosecution for
a crime of which \the patient Ls suspected
only if the court finds that all of the
following criteria sire met.

(1) The crime Was extremely serious,
such as one involving kidnapping, homi-
cide, assault with a deadly weapon, armed
robbery, rape, or art acts causing or
directly threatening I ss of life or seri-
ous bodily Injury, or iv' s believed to have
been committed on th piernises of the
program or against pers nnel of the pro-
gram

(2) There is a reasonable likelihood
that the records in will disclose
material information or el; dence of sub-
tantial value in c,onneetion \ ssith the in-
vestigation or prosecution

(3) There is no other pradUcable way
of obtaining. the information or evidence

(4) The actual or potential injury to
the physician-patient relationship in the
program affected and in other programs
similarly situated, and the actual or
potential harm to the ability of such pi o-
grams to attract and retain patients, Ls
outweighed by the public interest in au-
thorizing the disclosure sought

(d) Scope. Both disclosure and \dis-
semination of any information from the
records in question shall be limited under
the terms of the order to assure that no
information will be unnecessarily dis-
closed and that dissemination will be no
wider than necessary. Under no circum-
stances may an order under this section
authorise a program to turn over patient
records in general, pursuant to a sub-
poena or otherwise, to a grand jury or
a law enforcement, investigative, or pro-
secutot la/ agency.

(e) Counsel Any application to which
this section applies shall be denied unless
the court makes an explicit finding to
the effect that the program has been af-
forded the opportunity to he represented
by counsel independent of counsel for
the applicant, and in the case of any
program operated by any department or
agency of Federal. State. or local Gov-
ernment. is in fact so represented.
§ 2.65-1 Investigation and prosecution

of patient-Dasis and purpose.
(a) The need for objective criteria for

the issuance of cow t orders in connec-
tion with investigation or prosecution of
patients seems particularly pressing. In
the absence of such criteria, the assur-
ance of confidentiality otherw ise pro-
vided for by the authorizing legislation
may be felt to be of little slue

(b) It has not been found passible to
frame entirely satt%factor y rules for the
scope of orders under 0 2 65, but an illus-
tration may be helpful Where a witness
to a crime is believed Atpable of identify-
ing a suspect by appearance. and the cri-
teria set forth in § 2 65(e) are met, and
the program has photographs of its pa-
tients, the witness alone may he permit-
ted to view tile photographs, with no
name, attached If the aitness failed to
identify any photograph as being a Pic-
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hire of the so, pert that v.. oi.Id end tlit'
matter If tin to was si.( h an Identifica-
tion she Wog ram w cruld be .11'010n/ea
to tote IT info' rn,tior Its no, . sswn
as to the sti4,14ts 1(h.htItt and %%here-
abouts to a nor opy rate authorities

if I It is not the put pow of this sr tom
to allistitote a mechanical fin mold for
nich ial rttsr crown but rather to plie.ate
I whit, h define the area st :don

ii'h cloa letion is to be exett ised The
Oil for 01, hiding all r ones commit-

ti d nn Iriel On ()loot:11.es or ae:inst p,o-
gtam personnel is PIA any speccal sone
hole fur progt atris as opposed to other
victims of clone, but is rather the re-
sult of the sofa Ind rhffic)Ilties who h the
broad definition of leoIds" in 4 2 11,
c'eates for program personnel as rom-
plair ,rig

id In tgald to § 2 (15,e, espr.ance
has r, )1110tis t rated that independent
unite 01 may be of (Jur ;al importance
The leading rase construing 21 US C
1175, People t mon 32 N Y 2(1 379,
345 N Y S 2d -)02, 2cht N E 2d 651 11943) ,
certiorari denied, 414 11 S 1163, 94 s Ct
927, 39 L Ed 2c1 116 (1974), would la-, or
hate been pre-carted to the courts but for
the fact that I. ral coon -el for Dr New -
man wr-v finii'shrd on a pro bons pubiteo
basis by a pro. ate' law Thin In an entirely
citlfereLt ease, a (totted States District
Court appe,tis to lirAe CII,G a wholly in-
appropriate or her under 21 U SC 1175 in
a case in Who h the tieattnent program
involved w as operated by an arency of
the United States Goternment, and
either w as tltileplict tiled, or was repre-
sented by the sail e attorney who repre-
sented the agency -getting the order It is
possible, of r muse, that the order would
have been Is nod in any ()sent, but it
seems clear that there was 110 adequate
presentation to the court of arguments or
testimony In oppoatinn It is difficult to
see how the purposes of subsection cb)
(2i Cu of tle authoruing legrslatton ran
be cat r red out if there is inadequate pres-
entation (If the issues to the ,,11rh
roust di, 1de thol

66 111,1 ,t1g.lti"fl And pro,. 1st' of
water -Biket.

(a, Apply, iffiffitv noti applies
to any applic atton by an runturost alive,
iegulatorv, Mire I tl foi y imrstgatte, law
enrol( merit, or pro VI itoual agency for
an older to pcunit riga to wire of patient
retools or the making of copies thereof
(including patient identifying informa-
tion, for the purpo,e of 1 oriduct itig an
inve,tIgation or an administrative or ju-
do ial o eeding with respect to any
progtam ot any win( lira', a),ait, or em-
ployee thereof lit his rapacity a.s such

Nfice An applii ,tt Ion under this
section may 111 the Ilia return of the
court, to. al ,nerd a ithout notice, hut
upon the (MI .teltiellt.i.t 1,41 of any order so
gl anted, the to ()roam shall be afforded
an opportunity to Cook the yes oration or
aierolitierit h order

tel vr1 e 1,,th clo-ore and dts-
r or ,(,01 ans Infaolition horn the
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ii' mils in our stioo shall be limited under in ant program be autholued for more
the teLns of the orlet to a sure that than 180 clays m any period of 12 con-
patir tit Id1 tittles will be prole, tech to the see wive months
!li Muffin) prar triable extent and that if ) Duty of agent Except to the ex-
g Ames and othel identify mg char art ris- tent expressly authorired to an otde-
hr s of patients are expuneed ftorn any under thls section, which shall be limited
documents placed in any public record to disclosure of anfortnatIon directly re-
Nu info, mat ion obtacricil pursuant to an lated to the purpose for which the order
Older wafer this Se( non may be used to is granted, an undercover agent or in-
t Walla t any ins estigation or row ec Warn formant shall for the purposes of tins
of a patent, or be used as the basis for part be deemed an agent of the program
an ..oplication fro an order nnder § 2' 65 within which he is acting as stall, and

pro,.66-1 leo etigation .11111 noun as such shall be subject to all of the pro-
of prograco -Basis .tml purpose.

2
Inbitions of this part applicable to dis-
closures of any information which he

1110 pnnr ipal purpose of .1 2 66 is to may acquire
enable ^ regulatory agency whose incnee-
tIon Cr other sconce of information has § 2.67-1 l'nth rimer ag4n1. and infnrrn-
(10.( Irsed a need for follow-up, or which ants-11.1.i. and purproie.

is been refused areess to patient rec- The legal rationale underlying this
olds, to obton the necessary authot iza- section has been set forth in § 219 -1 It
bon for ace( s and copying There 'nay is expected that this section will find its
also he rare instances, such Its those in- principal and perhaps its exclusive ap-
t oh mg financial (laud, tax evasion, or plication in the area of drug law enforce-
other offs rises Mir re access by other In- ment Experience has demonstrated that
w.strgat:s,- ;gelil les is rita e,sary, sub- medical personnel, no matter how cre-
ject to the requirements and la ()nations denhaled, can engage in the illicit sale
of this part of drugs on a large scale, and that the

use of undecover agents and informants
is normally the only effective means of
securing et Kleine sufficient to support a
successful pi osecution

I FR Doc 75 17164 Filed 6 27 75 9 38 aril,

5 2 67 I ode re MI', ,,rid inform-,ant. Rotes.

(al Apo/Lo/Way '11)), s lion applies
to any antlication by an rich/mush atIve,
regulatory, supervisory, int cstigaticc, or
law enfot cement agency for an order to
permit such agency to hate an under-
«,ter ag( at or informant in it program CHAPTER IIISPECIAL ACTION OFFICE
tinder cm tan...tames w loch would other- FOR DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
wise be prohibited tinder § 2 19

Nolor An order under this sec-
tion may be granted tit ithout notice
when.) the criminal conduct for the in-
cestigatton of which it Is wanted is be-
lieved to be c atried on by the program
director or by any employee or agent
Of the program with the knowledge of
the program director or under such
circumstances that In the exeruse of
reasonable care the program director
slicaild know of such condriet Under any
ioher c irotanstati«)s, an (Inter under this
SO( tton may be granted only after the
Program director has been afforded DO-
tI( e and opportunity for hearing.

(c) Criteria An order tinder thus sec-
tion may he granted only where there is
treason to believe that a program or any
prim. 'pal, agent, or employee thereof is
engaged In serious criminal rem - conduct,
and that other means of cc( ming evi-
dence of such cittninal nits, (induct are
not available or would not be effective

(d) Snipe An order granted pursuant
to thIs Cf non may within Ile the use by
the applir ant of 'an undercover agent
Or infouriant, either as a patient or as
an employee, of the program In question

ie) Time pe riod; An older under thus
sec lion may not authorise the use of an
under over agent for an initial period
exceeding 60 days At any time t' :or to
the c/rotation of such 60-day period,
the apply mit may apply fur an order ex-
tending sorb period for 1111 additional
;Wood not (41 eSt rd 60 (14', hot in 110
Ulm it the ii e of All 11111e1

Title 21Food and Drugs

PART 1401CONFIDPsTIALITY OF DRUG
ABUSE PATIENT RECORDS

Revocation of Part

On May 9, 1975, there was published
irt the FM/111AL REGISTER 440 FR 20542)
a nonce of proposed Iulemaking opos-
ing the revocation of Part 1401 of Title
21 of the Code of Federal Regulations by
reason of the proposed incotpotation of
its subject matter in a new Part 2 of Title
42 of the Code of Fedeial Regulations

Interested persons were invited to sub-
mit written corn ents, views, or argu-
ments with respect to the proposed revo-
cation, within 30 days of the date of pub-
lication of that notice None were
receised, except to the extent that they
were implicit in those submitted on the
proposed new Part 2 of Title 42 of the
Code of Federal Regulations, which were
duly considered

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority
of section 408 of the Drug Abuse Office
and Treatment Act of 1972, as amended
by Pub L 93 282 (21 U S C 11751, and
under the authority delegated to the
General Counsel (39 FR 17901 May 21,
1974), Part 1401 of Title 21 of the Code
of Federal Regulations is revoked, effec-
tive August 1, 1975

Dated June 25,1975,
GRASTY CREWS, II,

General Counsel, Special Action
Opeffnicieonfor Drug Abuse Pre-

it Ihic 75 .171101 do it 6 27 7; 1 38 am)
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